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Abstract

Several thin InN and GaN/InN films and (In, Ga)N heterostructures were grown us-

ing molecular beam epitaxy to investigate their growth mode. InN and GaN/InN films

were grown on ZnO substrates and (In, Ga)N heterostructures were grown on (In, Ga)N

buffers and ZnO substrates. Fabricating the heterostructures on two different types of

substrates was a means of strain engineering to possibly increase the indium content in

the (In, Ga)N layers.

An annealing procedure was established to treat ZnO substrate to gain smooth, stepped

surfaces suitable for ML thin heterostructure devices. Smooth stepped surfaces were

found with annealing at 1050 °C, under oxygen atmosphere of 1 bar, for 1 hour for both

Zn-ZnO and O-ZnO surfaces.

Reflection high energy electron diffraction was used to investigate in situ the growth

mechanism and evolution of the a-lattice spacing. The critical layer thickness for growth

mode transition of InN from smooth to rough is below 2 MLs and fairly coincides with

the onset of main relaxation. The deposition of GaN on ML thin InN/ZnO shows that

at best a few MLs can be deposited before relaxation and/or intermixing into (In, GaN)

takes place.

Investigations by X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy indicate that the deposition

of a nominal structure of 100x(1 ML InN/2 MLs GaN) seems to result in the growth of

(In, Ga)N instead. The average chemical composition was similar for all samples with an

indium content close to x: 0.36 and a degree of relaxation between R: 65% to R: 73% for

samples grown on ZnO and R: 95% for the sample grown on 300 nm In0.19Ga0.81N/GaN

pseudo-substrate. The surface was probed with atomic force microscopy and showed

that starting with smooth surfaces with root mean square roughness around 0.2 nm there

was a considerable roughening during growth and surfaces with grain like morphology

and a roughness around 2 to 3 nm was produced. Unintentional differences in V/III ra-

tio during growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures, indicated by the presence of droplets on

some of the sample surfaces, were possible, impacting on the sample relaxation behavior

and the surface roughness.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Wachstum von monolagen dünnen Schichten von InN und GaN/InN auf ZnO wurde

untersucht. Ebenso der Einfluss der Verspannung, welche durch das Substrat bedingt

ist, auf den indium Gehalt von (In, Ga)N Heterostrukturen, welche auf GaN und ZnO

gewachsen wurden. Alle Proben wurden mittels Molekularstrahlepitaxy gewachsen. Es

wurde eine Prozedur entwickelt zum Glühen von ZnO Substraten, um glatte Oberflächen

mit Stufenfluss-Morphologie zu erhalten, welche sich für das Wachstum von monolage-

dünnen Heterostrukturen eignen. Solche Zn-ZnO und O-ZnO Oberflächen konnten pro-

duziert werden, wenn die Proben bei 1050 °C in einer O2 Atmosphäre bei 1 bar für eine

Stunde geglüht wurden.

Reflection high energy diffraction wurde eingesetzt, um in situ den Wachstumsmodus

und die Entwicklung des a-Gitterabstandes zu untersuchen. Die kritische Schichtdicke,

ab welcher ein Übergang im Wachstumsmodus von glattem zu rauhem Wachstum statt

findet, war für das Wachstum von InN auf ZnO geringer als 2 ML und setzt gemeinsam

mit dem Beginn der Relaxation ein. Für das Wachstum von GaN auf monolagen-dünnem

InN/ZnO konnte gezeigt werden, dass höchstens wenige ML abgeschieden werden kön-

nen, bevor Relaxation eintritt und/oder eine Vermischung zu (In, Ga)N stattfindet.

Untersuchungen durch Röntgenbeugung und Raman Spektroskopie geben Hinweise da-

rauf, dass das Abscheidung der nominalen Struktur 100x(1 ML InN/2 MLs GaN) vermut-

lich zum Wachstum von (In, Ga)N führte. Die chemische Zusammensetzung war für alle

Proben sehr ähnlich mit einem indium Gehält von etwa x: 0.36 und einem Relaxations-

grad von R: 65% bis R: 73% für Proben, die auf ZnO gewachsen wurde und R: 95% für

Wachstum auf 300 nm In0.19Ga0.81N/GaN.

Ein unbeabsichtigter Unterschied im V/III-Verhältnis während des Wachstums von (In,

Ga)N Heterostrukturen, auf welchen die Anwesenheit von Metalltröpchen auf manchen

Proben hinwies, lies auf einen möglichen Einfluss auf das Relaxationsverhalten und die

Oberflächenrauhigkeit schließen.
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1 Introduction and motivation

Ternary (In, Ga)N alloys are widely used in optoelectronic devices like Light Emitting

Diodes (LEDs) or Laser Diodes (LDs) [1],[2],[3]. The band gap of (In, Ga)N alloys covers

a wide spectral range from 0.64 eV for InN [4] to (3.4 – 3.5) eV for GaN [5],[6]. Over the

last three decades there have been considerable improvements in growing these alloys,

especially (In, Ga)N with low indium content. In contrast, the fabrication of high In-

content (In, Ga)N alloys is still challenging.

First of all, InN and GaN are grown at different temperatures for optimal electronic and

optical properties, which presents a challenge, especially for the realization of high in-

dium content (In, Ga)N or (In, Ga)N/GaN heterostructures. This difference in optimal

growth temperature is caused by the different strength of In-N and Ga-N bonds. The first

is weaker than the latter, which reflects in the activation energy for decomposition and

desorption. Some literature values for the activation energy for decomposition of InN

are 1.69 eV [7] - 1.92 eV [8] and for desorption 2.5 eV [9]. For GaN instead, the activation

energy for decomposition is reported to be 3.1 eV [10] – 3.6 eV [11], and for desorption 2.2

eV - 2.8 eV [12], [13]. As a consequence, decomposition of InN starts to increase strongly

above temperatures of about 480 ◦C [14], whereas for GaN, it is rather negligible up to a

temperature of about 700 ◦C [15].

Second, phase separation (binodal and spinodal), occurs for (In, Ga)N over a wide range

of compositions and results in nanoscale inhomogeneities. This issue is also referred to

as the miscibility gap [16],[17],[18].

Third, (In, Ga)N inhomogeneities in indium content as well as QW thickness fluctuations

produce changes in the wavelength of the emitted light and the radiative decay time [7],

[19], [20]. This complicates the establishment of population inversion of charge carriers

needed for the operation of LDs [7].
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1 Introduction and motivation

Fourth, the high difference in lattice spacing of InN and GaN limits the thickness of InN

or (In, Ga)N layers that can be pseudomorphically grown on GaN [21] prior to elastical

or plastical relaxation [20],[22],[23],[24],[25]. The growth of (In, Ga)N on GaN is further

complicated by the so called composition pulling effect [26], [27], which refers to a strain

induced compositional gradient along the growth direction.

All of this effects are detrimental for LEDs and LDs, as for example defects can act as

sites for non-radiative recombination of charge carriers, which decrease the efficiency

of optoelectronic devices. To solve these issues, Yoshikawa et al. proposed InN/GaN

heterostructures, consisting of an integer number n of monolayers (MLs) of InN and m

MLs of GaN (n InN/ m GaN) [28], called digital or rational alloys. The latter differ from

conventional random alloys, where In and Ga atoms are randomly distributed within

the (In, Ga)N layer. These digital alloys are also referred to as Short Period Superlattices

(SPSLs) if the period thickness is short so that the wave functions of electrons and holes

extend from one period into the next one.

Yoshikawa et al. fabricated such SPSL structures composed of 1-2 MLs (and sub mono-

layer) InN with 14 nm thick GaN barriers [28], [29] and reported a number of improve-

ments over random alloys. The growth temperature on Ga-polar GaN was 650 ◦C-700
◦C, exceeding the onset of InN decomposition and desorption by more than 150 ◦C. This

effect was attributed to the larger occurrence of Ga-N bonds (stronger than In-N) within

the GaN matrix surrounding the InN monolayer. This would increase the temperature

for decomposition of InN by keeping the nitrogen atoms in place. At the same time the

crystalline quality was improved as indicated by the appearance of additional orders of

satellite peaks in X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 2θ-ω scans [28], [29]. In-situ Reflection High-

Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) measurements showed pseudomorphic growth up

to 1 ML InN on GaN and full relaxation before the second ML was completed [29]. Based

on this observation it was concluded that 1 ML InN embedded within a GaN matrix

can be grown without the formation of misfit dislocations at the heterointerface. ML-thin

QWs would also mitigate the effect of the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE), as some

groups reported that the emission wavelength did not change when the injection current

was increased [30],[31],[32]. The realization of InN/GaN SPSLs with sharp interfaces for

opto-electronic devices, circumventing (In, Ga)N inhomogeneities, would therefore be

advantageous.

In order to tune the emission wavelength, either the quantum barrier or well thickness

was varied in integer multiples m of (1 ML InN)/(m MLs GaN). Theoretical calculations

by Gorczyca et al. predicted the PL emission of such structures with m= 1-40 MLs to be

1.3 eV to 2.1 eV [33]. Miao et al. instead predicted the PL emission of (1 ML InN)/(23

2



MLs GaN) to be 2.17 eV [34]. To explain the discrepancy between the theoretical emis-

sion energies and the experimental findings it was suggested that (In, Ga)N instead of

InN formed [34],[35]. Alternatively, it was considered that the radiative recombination

might be due to excitons located partially in the InN well and the GaN barrier [28], [34].

Furthermore, the discrepancy was suggested to be caused by carrier screening due to

defects which give rise to free carriers [33]. However, recently Suski et al. used transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM) to investigate such SPSLs structures and revealed that

the QWs are not composed of pure InN but (In, Ga)N with an indium composition below

33% [36].

Duff et al. performed theoretical calculations to investigate the growth of thin film InN

on GaN and found that InN does not form under these conditions [37]. Their calculations

showed that for growth on a more lattice matched substrate there is a wider range of pos-

sible growth conditions. This result suggests, that strain plays a key role for the growth

of thin film InN/GaN.

Objective of this thesis

The main objective of the thesis is the investigation of In incorporation in (InN/GaN)

SPSLs by strain engineering via growth on relaxed (In,Ga)N buffers (grown on Ga-polar

GaN templates) and on ZnO substrates. An epitaxial process adapted to the type of

substrate will be developed.
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2 Introduction to group-III Nitrides and

ZnO

2.1 Crystal structure

GaN, InN, AlN and their ternary alloys (In, Ga)N and (Al, Ga)N belong to the group-

III-nitrides. Those materials as well as ZnO can crystallize in a cubic zinc blende and a

hexagonal wurtzite structure, the latter being the thermodynamic stable phase. In the

frame of this work we restricted our studies to the wurtzite phase. A schematic of the

wurtzite structure of group-III-nitrides and ZnO with in-plane (a) and out-of-plane (c)

lattice constants is depicted in figure 2.1. Along the c-axis there is an alternation of layers

that consist only of Zn or group III atoms and layers with N or O atoms. The atoms are

arranged in the hexagonal closed-packed system (hcp). Alternating bi-layers are rotated

by 30◦ relative to each other around the c-axis with a distance of c/2 between them. The

stacking sequence along the c-axis is (aAbBaAbB...) where a (b) corresponds to one group

III (Zn) atom and A (B) to one N (O) atom. The ideal wurtzite structure consists thus of

two hcp sub-lattices offset by 5/8 of the c-lattice constant along the c-direction. This off-

set provides a charge imbalance. Thus, a spontaneous electrical polarization field arises

along the c-axis (as indicated in figure 2.1). This anisotropy reflects in the space symmetry

group P63mc (Hermann-Mauguin notation). Every atom and its four nearest neighbors

form a tetrahedral structure because of sp3-hybridization. In c-direction (c) every group-

III atom is bond to three N atoms in the underlaying layer (cf. 2.1). In -c-direction (-c)

group-III atoms have only one bond to underlaying N atoms, but N atoms have three

bonds to the underlaying group-III atoms. Thus the c-axis direction determines the po-

larity or face. The same structure is found for ZnO. Properties like chemical and thermal

stability as well as growth kinetics depend on the polarity of the growth surface.

In order to exploit the symmetry of the hexagonal lattice, there is a modified Miller-

Bravais notation used to describe it, the (hkil) notation, where i = −(h+k). Figure 2.2 a)

shows the (0001) (c) and the (0001) (-c) planes. These planes are called the polar planes

5



2 Introduction to group-III Nitrides and ZnO

Al, Ga, In, Zn

N, O

[0001]

[1210]

[1120] a

c

[0001]

PSp

+

-

(1010)

(0001)

(1011)

a) b)

Figure 2.1: a) Wurtzite structure: blue spheres: Zn or Group-III elements like Al, Ga,
In; green spheres: N or O; gray lines mark the hexagonal structure; black
lines mark chemical bonds; red lines combined with some black lines mark
unit cell. b) Wurtzite structure, guides to the eye are added to indicate
(0001), (1010) and (1011) planes as well as the direction of spontaneous
polarization field PSp.

of the wurtzite crystal since the spontaneous electric field (PSp) points along the [0001]

direction as indicated in figure 2.1. The angle between the (0001), (0001) planes and the

spontaneous electric field PSp is 90◦. All families of planes with l ̸= 0 and either h ̸= 0

or k ̸= 0, are called semi-polar planes because the angle between this planes and PSp is

between zero and 90◦ (cf. figure 2.2 b). Finally, for families of non-polar planes l = 0 and

either h ̸= 0 or k ̸= 0, as depicted in figure 2.2 c), the angle between these planes and PSp

is 0◦ and thus the spontaneous electric field orthogonal to those planes is zero.

{0001}
c-plane

{0001}
c-plane

{1012}
{1122}

{0110}
{1120}m-plane
a-plane

a) b) c)

Figure 2.2: a) Polar c-planes {0001} and {0001}. b) Two semi-polar planes {1012} and
{1122}. c) Non-polar m- and a-plane.
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2.2 Physical properties of III-nitrides

Material a-lattice parameter in Å c-lattice parameter in Å

ZnO 3.25 [38], [39], [40] 5.20 [38], [39], [40]
InN (3.52-3.54) [41], 3.54 [42] 5.70 [43], [41], 5.72 [42]
GaN 3.19 [44], (3.18 - 3.19) [45], 3.18 [46] 5.18 [45], 5.19 [44],[46]

Table 2.1: a- and c- lattice parameters of ZnO, InN and GaN.

Table 2.1 presents the a- and c- lattice parameters of ZnO, InN and GaN. If the lattice

parameters of two compounds are known, than the lattice parameters of their ternary

alloy can be approximated using Vegard’s law. In case of InN and GaN and their ternary

alloy (In, Ga)N, Vegard’s law takes the form:

aInxGa1−x N(x) = aInNx + aGaN(1 − x) (2.1)

With aInN , aGaN and aInxGa1−x N(x) the a-lattice parameter of InN, GaN and (In, Ga)N with

indium content x. The same relationship is valid for the c-lattice parameter.

2.2 Physical properties of III-nitrides

2.2.1 Thermal stability

Though III-nitrides have all the same thermodynamic stable wurtzite structure, they dif-

fer for example in the strengths of their bonds. The bonds between Ga-N are stronger

than the bonds between In-N. Averbeck et al. proposed an Arrhenius-like behavior for

the decomposition and desorption process dependent on the In content x of (In, Ga)N

[47]:

R = C · x · e
−EA(x)

k·T (2.2)

With R the rate of decomposition or desorption, x the indium content, C a constant, EA

the activation energy for decomposition or desorption, k the Boltzmann constant and T

the temperature. For x = 1, equation 2.2 describes the rate of decomposition of InN.

In addition to the difference in EA between InN and GaN, there is a difference in tem-

perature for the onset of decomposition (480 ◦C for InN [30], [8] and 700 ◦C for GaN [11],

[10]). This difference in optimal growth temperature poses a challenge for the growth
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2 Introduction to group-III Nitrides and ZnO

of high quality InN/GaN structures. If the growth temperature is below the optimal

growth temperature for GaN, then the crystal quality of the (In, Ga)N heterostructure

deteriorates. If the growth temperature is above the optimal growth temperature of InN,

then the layer starts to decompose and the incorporation of indium decreases. The acti-

vation energy for desorption of In on Ga-GaN is EA = 2.49 eV [8] and therefore higher

than the activation energy for decomposition (1.69 eV [7] - 1.92 eV [8]). Thus, when (In,

Ga)N starts to decompose, there is accumulation of liquid indium on the surface. This

has to be taken into account during the growth process, since indium droplets influence

the surface morphology.

The thermal stability of the growing layer is also depending on the polarity of the crystal.

Indium desorption measurements during the growth of thin film InN on N- and Ga-polar

GaN showed a considerable indium desorption above 480 ◦C for growth on Ga-GaN [8],

[48] compared to 590 ◦C for growth on N-GaN [48]. This is due to the difference in bond-

configuration for both polarities. In N-polarity the nitrogen atoms that are incorporated

into the growing layer have 3 bonds to the underlaying group-III atoms, compared to

only 1 bond in case of group-III polarity. This impedes the decomposition of InN and

enables thus the growth at higher temperatures.

2.2.2 Optical properties

InN, GaN and their ternary alloys can cover the whole visible spectral range [4], [5],[6],

[49], [50]. This makes them interesting material systems for use in opto-electronic devices

like LEDs and LDs, because the band gaps of (In, Ga)N ternary alloys can be tailored to

emit light over the whole visible spectrum and beyond, by changing the indium content

in the (In, Ga)N alloy.

These materials have a direct band gap, thus electrons and holes can recombine with high

efficiency through a two-particle process. This is necessary for usage in LED technology.

The band gap value of (In, Ga)N ternary alloys can be approximated using Vegard’s law:

EInxGa1−x N(x) = EInNx + EGaN(1 − x)− x(1 − x)b (2.3)
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With b a bowing parameter that accounts for the non-linear behavior of the (In, Ga)N

band gap as a function of the indium content. The electric fields (spontaneous and piezo-

electric) present in group-III nitrides and ZnO force electrons and holes into opposite

directions inside a QW. This decreases the overlap of the wave functions of electrons and

holes and following Fermi’s golden rule this leads to an increase in the radiative decay

time. This increase scales not only with the electric field strength but also with the QW

width. Additionally the energy band gaps are bent by these electric fields which cause

an emission red-shift [51],[52]. These two effects are referred to as the Stark effect. The

energy levels within the QW depend on the well thickness, this is called the confinement

effect, Stark effect and confinement effect are often combined and called QCSE [53].

2.2.3 Electrical properties

InN posses a series of properties that makes it an interesting material for optoelectronic

devices, among them the lowest effective electron masses of all group-III nitrides. For

example the longitudinal effective electron mass m||
e in InN has values ranging from 0.04

m0 to 0.085 m0 [[54], [55], [56], [57]], compared to 0.20 m0 to 0.29 m0 in GaN [[58], [59]] and

0.29 m0 to 0.45 m0 in AlN [60]. Theoretical predictions for band parameters of all three

mentioned materials can be found in a report by Rinke et al. [61]. This low effective elec-

tron mass of InN gives rise to a high electron mobility up to 2370 cm2/Vs [62] and a high

steady-state peak drift velocity of 4.2× 107 cm/s at an applied electric field of 65 kV/cm,

compared to 1150 cm2/Vs [63] and 2.9 × 107 cm/s at 140 kV/cm [64] for GaN, respectively.

This high steady-state peak drift velocity at a comparable small applied electric field

qualifies InN for the use in high performance heterojunction field-effect transistors.

As grown InN, meaning without intentional doping, is always n-type doped due to the

presence of several possible impurities [65].

The charge carrier density of unintentionally doped GaN exhibits a wide range with

some examplary reported values of 1.2 × 1016 cm−3 [63], 2.3 × 1018 - 1.0 × 1019 cm−3 [66],

2.0 × 1017 cm−3 [67]. This is attributed to the incorporation of impurities, primarily O.

Unintentional p-doping on the other hand was attributed to carbon impurities [68], the

latter cause the well known yellow luminescence in GaN [69], [70].
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3 Experimental methods: Theory and praxis

3.1 Heteroepitaxy of group-III nitrides

3.1.1 Epitaxial growth modes

Epitaxy refers to the growth of a crystal (epitaxial layer or epilayer) on another crystalline

material (substrate), where the grown epilayer assumes some of the crystalline orienta-

tion and properties of the underlying substrate. There are two different forms of epitaxy:

Homo- and heteroepitaxy. If the epitaxial layer and the substrate consist of the same

(different) material it is the first (second) case.

a) b) c)

Figure 3.1: a) Homoepitaxy or lattice matched heteroepitaxy b) Heteroepitaxy, pseu-
domorphic growth c) Heteroepitaxy with misfit dislocation. Blue atoms
belong to the substrate, green atoms belong to the epitaxial layer.

There are combinations of material systems that match in lattice parameter, for example

In0.18Ga0.82N on ZnO. In this case the growth of one on the other is called lattice-matched.

If in case of heteroepitaxy the epitaxial layer assumes the in-plane lattice parameter a of

the substrate, it is called pseudomorphic growth. By matching the in-plane lattice param-

eter a, the out-of-plane lattice parameter c changes and the relation between the change

in a- and c- lattice parameter is described by the Poisson ratio ν. Since the lattice param-

eter of the epitaxial layer deviates from its natural value, strain occurs. Lattice strain is

defined as ϵ =
aSub−aEpi

aEpi
. Strain within a crystal can be partially or fully relaxed by glide,
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3 Experimental methods: Theory and praxis

bending, or formation of lattice defects or surface undulations. If the a-lattice parameter

of the substrate is smaller then the a-lattice parameter of the epitaxial layer, the epitaxial

layer is tensily strained in case of pseudomorphic growth. If it is the other way around,

the epitaxial layer is compressively strained. With the introduction of strain, strain en-

ergy Estrain = 1
2 λϵ2V, with λ the elastic modulus and V the volume of the strained layer

increases with volume of the strained layer. As the strain energy increases, the forma-

tion of defects or surface undulations becomes energetically more favorable [71]. Since

the surface area is fixed by the substrate, the critical layer thickness for the formation of

defects is stated instead. In figure 3.1 homo- and heteroepitaxy (with and without lattice

defects) is depicted. Besides strain, the surface has to be considered too. Surface energy

can be visualized by cutting a crystal in two halfs, thus two new surfaces would be cre-

ated. The energy necessary to cut all chemical bonds is equivalent to the surface energy

of the two new surfaces. This also explains why different crystal facets have different sur-

face energy densities - it is because they exhibit different densities of dangling bonds [71].

The growing crystal will take a form that minimizes the total energy. One of the compo-

nents of the total energy is the surface energy. This means that the growth mode and the

shape of the crystal will depend among other things on the relation of the surface energy

density of all possible facets of the crystal [72] and can be influenced by introducing sur-

factants that change the relations of the surface energy densities of different surfaces [73],

[74], [75], or by changing the V/III ratio in case of growth of group-III nitrides [76], [77],

[78], [13]. By saturating unsaturated bonds, for example through surfactants, the surface

energy of this specific surface will always be reduced.

Neglecting the strain energy, theoretical growth models suggest that the growth mode

is governed by the surface free energy of the substrate σs, the epitaxial layer σe and the

substrate-epilayer interface σi [73]. The surface free energy is the energy that is needed

to create a surface of a specific material. Three different growth modes are traditionally

distinguished and related to these surface free energies. Figure 3.2 illustrates the rela-

tionship between these surface free energies using the example of a surface wet by a

fluid under a contact angle α.

Balancing the surface free energies depicted in figure 3.2 gives the equation:

σs = σe cos(α) + σi (3.1)

In general three different growth modes are distinguished. The first is two dimensional

layer-by-layer growth, also called Frank van der Merwe (FvdM) growth, during which

the substrate surface is completely overgrown with a ML thick epitaxial layer before the
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α
σs

σe

σi

Substrate

Epilayer

Figure 3.2: Wetting of a substrate surface by a "epilayer" fluid. σs, σe and σi need to be
balanced.

next layer starts to nucleate on top of the previous epilayer. This is the case of complete

surface wetting (see figure 3.3 a) and yields smooth layers. The condition for this growth

mode is cos(0◦) = 1:

σs > σe + σi (3.2)

In this case the total surface energy is minimized by minimizing the substrate/surface

energy, which results in a complete wetting of the substrate surface.

The second growth mode is governed by island nucleation and growth. This growth

mode produces rather rough surfaces and is called Volmer Weber (VW) growth (figure

3.3 b). At its extremum the fluid does not wet the surface at all but forms a spherical

droplet on top of the surface, the condition for this translates to cos(180◦) = −1 [79]:

σs < σe + σi (3.3)

a) b) c)

Figure 3.3: Growth modes: a) Two dimensional FvdM b) Three dimensional VW c) SK
transition between 2D and 3D growth mode beyond critical layer thick-
ness. Blue and green layers depict the substrate and the epitaxial layer,
respectively.
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The third growth mode is called Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth (figure 3.3 c). Initially a

two dimensional layer builds until a critical layer thickness is reached and the formation

of 3D islands takes place. The relation of the surface energies favors wetting of the sub-

strate, but the accumulation of strain energy initiates at some layer thickness a transition

from 2D layer to 3D island growth to release some of the strain energy. The condition for

this growth is:

σs ≈ σe + σi (3.4)

The conditions for crystal growth are more complex than just considering surface ener-

gies and wetting conditions. Strain and its relief play a crucial role and should not be

neglected. There is a complex interplay between surface energies and strain energies

[80], [81], [82]. FvdM growth is usually observed for rather small values of strain around

ϵ < 2%. For intermediate values of strain SK growth is common. For high values of strain

ϵ > 9%, VW growth is frequently encountered, but these are just rough indications. For

a more detailed analysis see Daruka et al. [80].

Adsorption

Kink
Terrace

LedgeTerrace
(buried)

Step

Sub-critical
2D nucleus

Post-critical
2D nucleus

Post-critical
3D nucleus

Diffusion

Desorption

Figure 3.4: Illustration of adatom behavior on a surface during MBE growth applying
the Kossel model.

The growth mode is not only determined by thermodynamic considerations but also

by kinetic conditions, for example the diffusion length of adatoms. Figure 3.4 shows

a schematic of the growth process with MBE. A beam of atoms, molecules or ions is

the source of adatoms that impinge on the surface. Depending on conditions like sub-

strate temperature and beam flux temperature, density of adatoms on the surface, aver-
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3.1 Heteroepitaxy of group-III nitrides

age length of crystal terraces and possible presence of surfactants, the arriving adatoms

will have a certain diffusion length - an average length of diffusion after which they ei-

ther get incorporated into the growing crystal or desorb again into the ambient. In figure

3.4 the so-called Kossel model is sketched, it is a simplification, the building blocks of

the crystal (atoms) are depicted as cubes which can form a maximum of six bonds to

their neighbors - one bond per side of the cube. Several lattice sites are illustrated and

numbered, the energetically most favorable site is the bulk site - a site within the bulk

crystal where there are 6 bonds formed to the neighboring atoms. The less bonds are

formed, the less energetically favorable the lattice site is (if strain is neglected). Every

adatom diffusing over the surface has one bond to the crystal surface, if it interacts with

another adatom, a second bond is formed, and so on. Two adatoms that bind together

have together two bonds to the crystal surface, which makes this two-adatom-nucleus

less mobile on the surface than a single adatom is. The more adatoms bind together the

less mobile that nucleus becomes. Adatoms that are part of a nucleus can separate again

from the nucleus and continue to diffuse. Whether the net flux to a nucleus is positive

or negative is determined by thermodynamic considerations [71]. The Thompson-Gibbs

equation states:

∆G = µvdnv + µldnl + σdS = 0 (3.5)

Where ∆G is the change in the Gibbs free energy, µv and µl are the chemical potentials of

the vapor and liquid phase, dnv and dnl are the change in atoms in the vapor and liquid

phase, σ is the surface tension and dS is the change in surface. If we consider a closed

system, then dnl = −dnv. This equation describes the energy that is either gained or

needs to be invested if the liquid phase grows at the expense of the vapor phase while

additional surface/interface is created.

∆G = (µl − µv)dnl + σdS = 0 (3.6)

The first term scales with the volume (∝ r3) of the vapor or the liquid phase with r being

the radius of spherical volume, while the second term scales with the surface (∝ r2) as

depicted in figure 3.5. This illustrates that the formation of a liquid phase within a vapor

ambient costs energy even if the chemical potential in the liquid phase is lower than in

the vapor phase. This is due to the creation of a surface. But as the liquid phase (droplet)

grows, the impact of the volume and the gain in energy due to a lower chemical potential

of the liquid phase over the vapor phase grows compared to the impact of the surface and
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3 Experimental methods: Theory and praxis

the energetic costs that come with it. This change in the relationship of volume-energy

to surface energy reflects in the change of slope of the Gibbs free energy as a function

of droplet radius. After it initially rises until a critical droplet radius rcrit is reached, the

slope of the Gibbs free energy turns negative, and ∆G decreases again. This means that

energy is gained by adding further atoms to the liquid droplet for r > rcrit [71].

Interfacial free 
energy ∝ r2

Volume free 
energy ∝ r3

rcrit

Gibbs free energy

Δ
G

 [
ar

b.
 u

.]

0

Radius [arb. units]

Figure 3.5: Changes in the Gibbs free energy (purple) due to changes in the volume
free energy (red) and surface free energy (pink). rcrit denotes the critical
radius at which the slope of the Gibbs free energy turns negative.

The same is true for growing a crystal phase from a beam of molecules, atoms or ions.

Adatoms diffusing on the surface of the substrate can interact with each other and form a

nucleus (2D or 3D) (see figure 3.4). This nucleus is initially unstable until it grows beyond

the critical radius upon which it becomes stable. The critical radius is determined by

thermodynamic parameters, like temperature, pressure, etc, as indicated by the fact that

the Gibbs free energy, given by equation 3.5, contains a term for the chemical potential

[µ(T, p, etc)].

Besides post-critical nuclei, there are other energetically favorable sites for adatoms to

adsorb, for example step edges or kink positions [83]. The diffusion and interaction of

adatoms is a stochastic process. The probability for incorporation either at a kink posi-

tion or a nucleus can be influenced by factors like the miscut-angle of the crystal, which

determines the length of the terraces, or by the substrate temperature and beam flux tem-

perature, which determines the kinetic energy of the adatoms, and thus their diffusion

length. Another important factor is the crystallographic orientation of the surface, which

determines the types of dangling bonds, and whether it is rather stepped or kinked [71].
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3.1 Heteroepitaxy of group-III nitrides

If adatoms preferentially incorporate into the growing crystal at the kink position, the

crystal grows in a so-called step-flow mode, this happens when conditions are met for

FvdM growth and the diffusion length of adatoms exceeds half the average length of ter-

races lT/2. If conditions for FvdM growth are met and the diffusion length of adatoms is

smaller than lT/2, growth proceeds in layer-by-layer growth where two dimensional nu-

clei form all over the terraces and grow radially until they meet and coalesce. The more

the diffusion length exceeds lT/2, the more adatoms will reach the step edge and kink

positions (reach 2D nuclei) and incorporate there into the growing layer. The diffusion

length of adatoms is not only determined by growth conditions like substrate tempera-

ture, V/III ratio but also by substrate polarity and thermodynamic considerations, which

determine for example the critical radius for nucleation of 2D structures (see discussion

above). The smaller this critical radius is, the higher is the density of small nuclei able

to capture adatoms and incorporate them into their growing structure. The boundaries

of 2D nuclei are potential sites for defects. Therefore step-flow growth potentially yields

higher quality crystals.

3.1.2 Molecular Beam Epitaxy

Molecular beam apitaxy (MBE) is a technique for crystal growth by which the materials

are deposited on the heated substrate by means of one or more beams of molecules, ions

or atoms. The source of this beam often originates from a so-called effusion cell (see figure

3.6) that contains the material in highly-purified, elementary form. Alternatively electron

beam physical vapor deposition can be applied. When this effusion cell is heated up to an

element-specific range of temperatures, the material first melts and then vaporizes caus-

ing the effusion cell to emit a temperature dependent flux of material. The temperature

of the effusion cell and therefore the flux is controlled by proportional-integral-derivative

parameters limiting the unwanted variation in flux to less then 1%. A shutter at the end of

the effusion cell allows to open and close the cell. For the nitrogen supply for the growth

of nitride-based crystals, we employed a radio frequency (RF) plasma cell. Purified N2

is introduced in this cell and by heating up through a RF generator nitrogen radicals are

created. The flux of emitted nitrogen radicals is controlled by the inflow of purified N2

and the power applied to the RF source.

The ultra-high vacuum (UHV) in the growth chamber is produced by a system of differ-

ent pumps, a rough pump creating an initial pressure of about 10−6 torr, after that an ion

getter pump and cryo-pump take over decreasing the pressure to (10−10 - 10−11) torr. Un-
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der these conditions the rate of impinging atoms from the effusion cells is by many orders

of magnitude higher then the rate of impinging atoms and molecules from the ambient

within the growth chamber such as oxygen, hydrogen or carbon. The growth chamber

is surrounded by a double wall that forms a cryopanel (see figure 3.6), that can be filled

with liquid nitrogen further cooling down the growth chamber and thus decreasing the

pressure within the chamber.

LN2 Cryopanel

Mass spectrometer

RHEED gun

Effusion cells with shutters

RHEED
detector

Vacuum pump

Manipulator
with sample

Growth chamber

Figure 3.6: Schematic of MBE.

The UHV of the MBE system makes it possible to investigate the crystal growth in-situ

with tools like RHEED, making MBE suitable for research and growth of high quality

crystals.

The MBE system used for the growth of the samples investigated in this study is a DCA

P600 plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE) system. It consists of 3 chambers.

First, there is a so-called load lock, used to introduce the sample in the system. The pres-

sure within the load lock is decreased to 10−8 torr and heated up for water outgassing.

After that, the sample may be introduced into the preparation chamber (p ∼ 10−10 torr)

that consists of a sample storage/annealing unit used to outgas/anneal samples. The

growth chamber, as schematically illustrated in figure 3.6, is equipped with two nitrogen

plasma cells, as well as two indium, two gallium, two aluminum cells, one magnesium

and one silicon cell. Additionally, the MBE system is equipped with a RHEED system, a

pyrometer, a laser combined with photo detector for laser reflectometry measurements,

a beam flux monitor and a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The pyrometer is used to de-

termine the substrate surface temperature within a certain temperature range. The laser
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setup combined with the thermo-couple element is used for the same purpose. In addi-

tion, it is useful to calibrate the growth rate or to monitor changes on the surface due to a

possible accumulation of a metal adlayer. The beam flux monitor is employed to measure

the fluxes of the effusion cells. The quadrupole mass spectrometer helps to investigate

the desorption of molecules, atoms and ions from the sample surface.

3.1.3 Growth of InN and ternary (In, Ga)N by Molecular Beam

Epitaxy

Influence of the V/III ratio

The V/III ratio is a very important growth parameter for the growth of III-nitrides since

it influences the surface reconstruction [84], [85], [86] but also the growth mode [87],

[13], [14] by influencing the adatom mobility. Adatoms with a higher diffusion length

will diffuse longer across the surface and their probability of being incorporated into the

growing crystal at an energetically favorable site (for example a kink position) will be

higher, which will favor the growth of smooth 2D surfaces, if thermodynamic conditions

for 2D growth are met. The lower the adatom mobility is, the higher is the chance that

the adatoms will incorporate into the growing crystal close to where they were adsorbed

on the crystal surface. As these incorporation sites are not necessarily energetically fa-

vorable crystal sites, this will lead to a rough, grainlike morphology, with formation of

new defects like stacking faults, grain boundaries, etc. The growth of SPSLs with ML-

thin layers requires the fabrication of smooth, abrupt interfaces to prevent fluctuations

in the quantum confinement potential. The control of the surface morphology is there-

fore a necessity. Gallinat et al. reported for the growth of InN on Ga-GaN that at 450
◦C much smoother 2D surfaces were achieved for In-rich growth (V/I I I = 0.8) than for

N-rich growth (V/I I I = 1.2) [9], [14]. The same dependence of the surface roughness

on the V/III ratio was found for the growth of InN on N-GaN at 530 ◦C. N-rich growth

with V/I I I = 1.1 resulted in a root mean square roughness (RMS) of RMS = 54.1 nm,

whereas In-rich growth with V/I I I = 0.7 yielded a surface with RMS = 6.6 nm [62].

Furthermore, Wang et al. showed that InN grown at 500 ◦C with V/I I I = 1.03 exhib-

ited large and deep pits with smooth step-flow morphology in between and an overall

RMS roughness of 28 nm. InN grown at the same temperature but with V/I I I = 0.95

exhibited smaller and shallower pits as well as droplets on the surface with a smooth

step-flow morphology in between and a RMS roughness of 2.8 nm [87]. This dependence

of the surface morphology of InN on the V/III ratio was confirmed by other groups [88].
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Heying et al. investigated this dependence for GaN growth and showed a similar behav-

ior: N-rich growth (V/I I I = 1.1) leads to an overall rough surface with pits, growth near

stochiometry (V/I I I = 1) resulted in rather smooth 2D surfaces that are interrupted by

deep pits, and Ga-rich growth (V/I I I = 0.9) produced a smooth surface without pits

(V/I I I = 1.1) [13]. The V/III ratio does not only influence the surface morphology and

the defect density but the overall crystalline quality of the grown layer [89], [90], [88], the

optical properties [89], [90] and the electrical properties [91], [88]. The surface morphol-

ogy and the crystalline quality deteriorates when moving from group-III-rich growth to

N-rich growth, which results in rough surfaces and crystals that are composed of a grain-

like structure [89], [90]. The optical emission intensity measured by PL decreases for

N-rich growth [89], which indicates a worsening of the optical properties for samples

grown at 650 ◦C.

In order to understand the relation between surface reconstruction, polarity, adlayers and

diffusion mechanisms, theoretical calculations were performed for GaN. Based on total

energy calculations, applying density functional theory, the GaN(0001) and GaN(0001)

surface reconstructions were investigated. It was reported that for both polarities and

all growth regimes (N-rich to Ga-rich) the surfaces would always be terminated by Ga-

adatom reconstructions (for example 2x2 Ga-adatom layer, 1x1 Ga adlayer). Instead for

extremely N-rich growth conditions on GaN(0001) a 2x2 N-adatom reconstruction was

found to be the energetically most favorable one [84], [86]. The calculations by Northrup

et al. yielded for very Ga-rich conditions a different GaN(0001) surface termination, a so-

called laterally contracted bilayer, composed of one Ga-layer that shows the same gallium

atom density than GaN followed by a laterally contracted gallium layer with a density

30% higher than in GaN [86]. The presence of a stable gallium adlayer of at least two

MLs was confirmed by Mula et al. [92] and Koblmüller et al. [93]. RHEED and in some

cases STM investigations conducted by several groups confirmed the presence of a 2x2

reconstruction under group-III-rich growth conditions on GaN(0001) [91] as well as un-

der extreme N-rich conditions on GaN(0001) [90], 1x1 reconstructions were found under

very group-III-rich conditions on GaN(0001) [92], [94] and on GaN(0001)[84]. Depend-

ing on the coverage of the surface by gallium and the substrate temperature additional

reconstructions were found like 3x3, 6x6 and 6x12 [84]. Ga-adatoms diffusing on gallium

terminated surfaces (usually 1x1 or 2x2 reconstructions) of both polarities experience a

considerably lower diffusion barrier [0.4 eV for GaN(0001), 0.2 eV for GaN(0001)] than N-

adatoms [1.4 eV for GaN(0001), 0.9 eV for GaN(0001)] [95]. This is due to the rather weak

metallic Ga-Ga bonds formed between surface reconstructions and the adlayer compared

to the stronger Ga-N bonds. This means that group-III adatoms are more mobile than the

rather immobile nitrogen atoms. When a nitrogen adatom forms a bond to a gallium
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adatom, it creates a Ga-N compound that has two bonds to the underlying surface and

is thus very immobile. The higher the concentration of nitrogen adatoms on the surface

is, the higher is the probability of this process. The presence of more nitrogen atoms de-

creases thus the diffusion length of gallium adatoms. This was shown theoretically for

extreme N-rich conditions (surface is terminated by N-atoms). In this case the diffusion

barriers for Ga-adatoms increased from 0.4 eV to 1.8 eV for GaN(0001) and from 0.2 eV

to 1.0 eV for GaN(0001) [95]. The probability of an adatom to hop from one site to an ad-

jacent one is proportional to exp(−(EDB−E)
kBT ), with EDB the diffusion barrier or activation

energy for diffusion, kB the Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature. It can be shown

that the probability of diffusion and thus the diffusion length of adatoms changes con-

siderably even for moderate changes in EDB, which explains the influence of the V/III

ratio on the growth mode and the advantages of growing under group-III-rich condi-

tions. This relationship between surface reconstruction or adlayer, diffusion length and

surface morphology was explained for GaN, but a similar relationship is found for InN.

In both cases the surface is terminated by group-III atoms. Calculations performed by C.

K. Gan et al. [85] suggest that on InN(0001) an unreconstructed surface for N-rich condi-

tions and an In-trimer reconstruction for In-rich conditions form, while on InN(0001) the

energetically most favorable surface termination is a ML-thick In-adlayer [85]. Theoreti-

cal calculations performed by Segev et al. [96] result in the same surface termination for

InN(0001), but suggest for InN(0001) a 2x2 In-adatom reconstruction (N-rich) and indium

bilayer coverage (In-rich). This means that similar dependencies between V/III ratio and

adatom mobility especially for indium atoms were found. For In-rich growth the indium

adatoms are more mobile than the nitrogen atoms which from stronger, directional bonds

to indium atoms.

There is a draw-back of group-III-rich growth conditions: If gallium or indium atoms ac-

cumulate at the surface, they can form droplets. It has been shown that gallium droplets

on GaN(0001) cause changes to the surface morphology. For example, the terrace width

of spiral hillocks underneath such droplets is decreased and voids can form at the droplet

boundaries [97]. The growth of hillocks is not initiated by droplets, but by screw dislo-

cations intersecting the growth surface. The decrease in hillock terrace width is caused

by droplets [97]. Therefore, one should avoid the formation of droplets. It may not be

necessary to grow continuously under group-III-rich conditions to reap the advantages

associated with it. Based on total energy calculations, applying density functional theory,

Neugebauer et al. predicted the diffusion barrier for Ga-adatoms on a GaN(0001) surface

with 1x1 In-adlayer to be 0.12 eV compared to 0.7 eV for Ga-adatoms on a bare GaN(0001)

surface. For nitrogen atoms, they found that the energetically most favorable site is in be-

tween the top gallium atoms of the GaN(0001) layer and the indium atoms of the 1x1
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In-adlayer on top of it, therefore they conclude that nitrogen atoms diffuse beneath the

indium adlayer and call that mechanism adlayer-enhanced lateral diffusion (AELD). The

diffusion barrier for nitrogen atoms using AELD is 0.5 eV [98] compared to 1.3 eV [95]

diffusing on the bare GaN(0001) surface. To activate this diffusion mechanism, it is nec-

essary to have a group-III adlayer on top of the surface, and the actual growth can take

place under stoichiometric conditions, though it might be difficult to find and maintain

exact stoichiometric conditions.

The surface reconstruction encountered for the growth of (In, Ga)N on GaN(0001) in the

smooth growth regime (group-III-rich) is a 1x1 or
√

3 ×
√

3 reconstruction [99]. This re-

construction starts to form close to the transition from rough (N-rich) to smooth growth

regime. RHEED measurements during growth can thus be used to determine the growth

conditions for this transition point and ensure that growth will continue in the smooth

growth regime. A polarity-dependent indium surfactant effect was found for the growth

of (In, Ga)N. For (In, Ga)N grown on GaN(0001) the presence of indium showed a sig-

nificant surfactant effect, if enough indium is supplied the Ga/N ratio can be decreased

below stoichiometry (Ga/N < 1) and the growth will continue in the smooth growth

regime. For (In, Ga)N grown on GaN(0001) no such surfuctant effect of In was found

[99].

The real V/III ratio is not determined by the ratio of the impinging fluxes but the ratio of

the group-V and group-III elements on the surface of the growing layer. This means that

partial decomposition of the growing layer and desorption processes have to be taken

into account. For the growth of (In, Ga)N:

V/I I I =
Nim + Ndec − Ninc − Ndes

Inim + Indec − Ininc − Indes + Gaim + Gadec − Gainc − Gades
(3.7)

Eim gives the rate of impinging adatoms of the specific element E (in our case N, In and

Ga), Edec, Einc and Edes give the rates of decomposition, incorporation and desorption,

respectively. Note that the temperature for onset of decomposition for InN, GaN or des-

orption of indium and gallium atoms differs. Decomposition and incorporation of new

adatoms usually takes place at the same time, it is the net balance of this processes, which

depends strongly on temperature, that determines whether the layer will overall grow or

decompose. The process of partial decomposition is an additional source of adatoms on

the surface, together with the adatoms from the Knudsen cells and nitrogen plasma cells

respectively. They both determine the total rate of incoming adatoms on the surface. Both

processes of desorption and incorporation of adatoms deplete this reservoir of adatoms

on the surface.
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3.1 Heteroepitaxy of group-III nitrides

The activation energy for decomposition is higher for GaN than the activation energy for

desorption. In contrast, the situation is reversed for InN (as described in chapter 1). This

means that at any given temperature, as long as InN is available to decompose, the rate

of decomposition will be higher than the rate of In-adatom desorption, therefore the InN

surface can not be thermally cleared of In-adatoms. The growth of structures consisting

of alternating layers of different materials, like multi quantum wells (MQWs) or SPSLs

makes it often necessary to desorb excess adatoms before resuming the growth, because

otherwise intermixing would occur. This is the case for GaN and InN or (In, Ga)N. It

is widely agreed on that due to the higher bond strength of Ga-N over In-N, gallium

incorporates preferentially compared to indium into the growing (In, Ga)N layer [100],

[101].

Ininc = Ninc − Gainc (3.8)

The maximum incorporation rate of indium into the growing (In, Ga)N layer is limited by

the excess nitrogen over gallium, and if the gallium flux exceeds the nitrogen flux, then

there is no incorporation of indium [100]. Instead, the excess indium will accumulate on

the surface forming liquid indium and some of it will desorb. If there is excess nitrogen

over gallium adatoms, then the indium atoms are not replaced by gallium atoms and the

incorporation into the growing (In, Ga)N layer is limited only by the decomposition of

In-N bonds and the final indium content of the (In, Ga)N layer will be determined by

equation 3.8.

To get rid of excess gallium before growing InN or (In, Ga)N a desorption step or growth

interruption might be introduced, during which all cell shutters are closed and no de-

position takes place, allowing for the excess gallium to be thermally desorbed from the

surface. If needed, the substrate temperature can be increased to accelerate the process,

but it will also increase the rate of decomposition and should be carefully monitored. An

alternative to a desorption step is a nitridation step during which the surface is exposed

to nitrogen only, in order to consume the excess of gallium (or indium) atoms and to form

new GaN [InN, (In, Ga)N] in the process. This is called nitrogen radical beam irradiation

by some authors [102], [103]. A third option is the intentional growth at stoichiometry

or even slightly N-rich conditions. Even though it is well established that N-rich growth

yields worse quality crystals than slightly group-III-rich growth [9], [14], [62], [13], [104].

Excess indium can not be thermally removed from an InN surface, as explained in the

previous paragraph. The situation is different for (In, Ga)N because the In-N bonds are

influenced by the configuration of their surrounding. The activation energy for decom-
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position of In-N bonds in (In, Ga)N changes with the average indium content, the higher

the indium content the lower the activation energy [100]. Yoshikawa et al. reported that

the growth of 1 ML-thin InN on GaN can be achieved at higher temperatures than the

growth of ML-thin InN on InN. They attributed this to a GaN matrix effect [29]. The

presence of Ga-N bonds seem to stabilize the Ga-N-In-N compound. Therefore excess

In-adatoms can be thermally removed from (In, Ga)N for low enough indium content.

Influence of the growth temperature

Besides the V/III ratio, the substrate temperature is the crucial growth parameter that de-

termines the diffusion length and mobility of surface adatoms. The growth temperature

influences all thermally activated processes. That includes decomposition, desorption,

overcoming Schwoebel barriers and changing the thermodynamic conditions for the for-

mation of phases (solid, liquid, vapor). Decomposition of InN and desorption of In is

negligible for temperatures below 480 ◦C (on group-III-polar substrates) [14] and 580
◦C (on N-polar substrates) [48], thus the V/III ratio can be approximated by comparing

the flux ratios of indium and nitrogen. Smooth 2D layers with step-flow morphology is

achieved by slightly In-rich growth (In/N>1) [14]. Above temperatures of 480 ◦C (580 ◦C)

decomposition and desorption bgeins to matter and the indium lost needs to be compen-

sated by an increased indium flux. The real V/III ratio of surface adatoms can no longer

be approximated by comparing the impinging fluxes. The growth of InN with smooth

2D step-flow morphology was reported for MBE growth in a narrow temperature range

from 450 ◦C [102], 480 ◦C [88], to 500 ◦C [87] and a growth diagram of InN depending on

V/III ratio and temperature was established by Gallinat et al. [14] for In-polar InN.

Common substrate temperatures for MBE grown high quality Ga-GaN is in the range of

700 ◦C - 750 ◦C [90], [63], [67]. However, for temperatures above 700 ◦C, the decompo-

sition and desorption of GaN is not negligible anymore and requires an increased gal-

lium flux to keep a specific V/III ratio as shown in the GaN growth diagram, established

by Adelmann et al. [15]. Thus, setting the growth temperature below the decomposi-

tion limit, smooth 2D layers with step-flow morphology can be achieved under slight

In-excess, i.e. with the In- and N-flux such that In/N > 1.
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3.1 Heteroepitaxy of group-III nitrides

Substrates for the growth of InN, GaN and (In, Ga)N

One of the obstacles for the epitaxial growth of InN, and (In, Ga)N is the lack of high qual-

ity, lattice-matched substrate, which are thermally compatible and not to expensive. α −
Al2O3 is commonly used as substrate for epitaxy of InN [57], GaN [105], [106] and ternary

(In, Ga)N alloys [107]. When AlN or GaN is deposited directly on α − Al2O3 they grow

with their a-axis rotated by 30◦ relative to the α − Al2O3 substrate due to the high lattice

mismatch, and form [1010]GaN,AlN ∥ [1120]Al2O3 . In contrast, InN on α − Al2O3 forms

with grains of mixed orientations, [1010]InN ∥ [1120]Al2O3 and [1120]InN ∥ [1120]Al2O3

[43], [108]. A Nitridation treatment of the α − Al2O3 surface before the deposition of

InN results in the growth of [1010]InN ∥ [1120]Al2O3 [108]. The structural and electrical

properties of InN can be further improved by growing an AlN [109] or GaN [43] buffer

layer on α − Al2O3 before depositing InN. This technique has been frequently applied for

GaN/Al2O3 [110], [111], [56], [103], [111] and AlN/Al2O3 [55], [56].

One of the factors determining the quality of a substrate is the defect density. (In, Ga)N

layers are frequently grown on GaN/Al2O3 templates. Using Al2O3 as a substrate for

the growth of an intermediate GaN buffer layer, usually using Metal Organic Chemical

Vapor Deposition as a growth technique, results in a rather high defect density in the

GaN layer of the order of 108cm−2 [112] to 1010cm−2. There are other techniques, like

Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy, that produce better quality GaN, with defect densities of

the order of 104cm−2 [113] or 105cm−2 [114], or solution growth techniques that resulted

in defect densities of 105cm−2 [112], but the GaN substrates produced by these techniques

are rather expensive.

Less frequently used substrates are for example Si for the growth of InN [115], [116],

[117], and GaN [118], [119], [120], SiC for InN growth [121], [122], [123], [124] and GaN

growth [125], [126], [127], [128], ZnO for InN [129], [130], [131], GaN [132], [133] and (In,

Ga)N [134], [135], [136].

Growth of ternary (In, Ga)N alloys

Growing high quality (In, Ga)N is still a challenging task, especially (In, Ga)N with high

indium content. Due to the difference in bonding strengths as discussed in previous sec-

tion (see paragraph 3.1.3), different optimum growth temperatures arise (see paragraph

3.1.3). The optimum growth temperature for MBE grown GaN is more than 200 ◦C above

that of InN. This makes it problematic to grow high quality (In, Ga)N with a high in-
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dium content. The indium content in the (In, Ga)N layer can be controlled by adjusting

the growth temperature (see paragraph3.1.3) and the group-III and nitrogen fluxes (see

paragraph3.1.3) [137], [100], [138], [139], [140], [141].

Strain related issues that arise from the lack of lattice matched substrate for most compo-

sitions of (In, Ga)N are an additional challenge. Complicating matters, strain gives rise

to several relaxation mechanisms. Examples are dislocation networks [142], [143], [144],

the composition pulling effect [26], [27], the formation of V-shaped pits [27], [145], [146],

[147], or the formation of (In, Ga)N consisting of two sublayers with different indium

content and strain state [148].

Bazioti et al. investigated the relaxation mechanisms at play for (In, Ga)N with various

indium contents [140]. They found that for low indium content, an indium rich layer

forms at the growth front (composition pulling effect) and threading dislocations with

c-component open up into V-pits at the surface. In the vicinity of these V-pits, basal

plane stacking faults (BSF) are formed. At intermediate indium contents, a so-called

sequestration layer (SQL) forms at the substrate-epilayer interface and partially relaxes

through formation of misfit dislocations (MD). Above the SQL, another (In, Ga)N layer

forms with higher indium content and higher degrees of relaxation. This layer is mainly

relaxed through BSF. At higher indium contents, the additional introduction of MDs and

earlier onset of BSFs suppresses the SQL.

The (In, Ga)N buffer and (In, Ga)N heterostructures grown in this study will likely fall

under "intermediate indium content" and "high indium content". So we can expect the

formation of a SQL with MDs and BSFs that relax the epitaxial layer.

3.2 Reflection High-Energy Electron Diffraction

RHEED is a non-destructive tool for in-situ investigations, that can be used for example to

determine the surface reconstruction, the surface morphology, growth mode, the growth

rate and the lattice parameter. The RHEED setup consists of a fluorescence screen or a

charge coupled device (CCD) camera and an electron gun that is driven at high voltage

(20 kV in this study). The electron gun (see figure 3.7) emits a bundled beam of electrons

that is focused on the sample surface at a grazing incidence angle by the use of magnetic

lenses. The beam does not interact with molecules, atoms or ions on its path to the sample

surface. Electrons focused on the sample surface interact with the electrons or nuclei of

atoms of the surface layer and are being diffracted by them. These diffracted electrons
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obey Bragg’s law therefore creating regular diffraction patters on the detector. Because of

the low angle of incidence of the electron beam on the sample (usually between 0.5◦ and

3◦) and the high probability of interaction due to Coulomb interaction, these electrons

penetrate only the upper most atomic monolayers of the surface. Therefore RHEED is a

very surface-sensitive method of investigation.

a

RHEED screen

Substrate shadow

Ewald sphere
r = 1/λ

Sample

Lattice rods

θ

∝ 1/a

e-beam
ki

kd

Figure 3.7: Schematic of RHEED geometry with the electron beam (red), the sample
with lattice parameter a and the Ewald sphere with radius r = 1/λ, with λ

the wavelength of the electrons. Guides to the eye are added, that show the
intersection of the Ewald sphere with the x-y- and x-z-plane (grey, dotted
lines).

Figure 3.7 illustrates the geometry of RHEED measurements. The electron beam (red)

that impinges on the sample has the momentum k⃗i. Assuming that only elastic scattering

takes place, it gives rise to a diffracted electron beam with momentum k⃗d. If one draws

a sphere around the center of diffraction on the sample with radius r = 1/λ, with λ the

wavelength of the electrons, than both vectors end on the surface of this sphere. The

diffraction condition is given by Bragg’s law:

2d sin(θ) = nλ (3.9)
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With d the distance between diffracting lattice planes, n an integer number, λ is the wave-

length of the X-ray beam and θ the angle between the X-ray beam and the diffracting

lattice plane.

Geometrically speaking, for diffraction on a bulk crystal, where the diffracting wave is

penetrating into the bulk, this condition is satisfied if the resulting vector k⃗ j − k⃗i = ∆K⃗ =

G⃗ connects two lattice points in the reciprocal space (momentum space), where G⃗ is a

reciprocal lattice vector.

For diffraction by a bulk crystal, the reciprocal space is composed of a 3D arrangement

of lattice points due to constraints imposed by the Bragg’s law in three dimensions. For

diffraction at a very thin 2D-like layer (crystal, that has macroscopic extension in two

dimensions, but is only 1 or a few MLs thick) Bragg’s law imposes only constrains in

two dimensions. Thus, a reciprocal lattice composed of rods forms instead of a reciprocal

lattice composed of dots. The intersection of these rods with the Ewald sphere gives the

geometrical diffraction condition (see figure 3.7). The projection of this intersection onto

the RHEED screen gives the observed pattern. Each row of reciprocal lattice rods that lies

within the Ewald sphere intersects with the Ewald sphere and gives rise to an elliptic line

(dotted line in figure 3.7) that is called Laue zone 0, 1, 2, etc.

2. Laue 
zone

1. Laue
zone

2D: Mono-crystalline 2D: Poly-crystalline 2D with surface steps 3D structures

a) b) c) d)

Figure 3.8: Schematics of RHEED diffraction patterns for diffraction at a) mono-
crystalline, smooth 2D surface b) poly-crystalline, smooth 2D surface c)
mono-crystalline stepped surface d) 3D structures.

Figure 3.8 shows exemplary schematics of four RHEED patterns and their correlating

crystal structure or surface morphology. In case of a mono-crystalline, ideally perfect

smooth 2D surface, infinitesimal thin reciprocal lattice rods will appear. If the electron

beam of the RHEED system was perfectly monochromatic, the surface of the Ewald

sphere would be infinitesimal thin, too. Thus the intersection of the reciprocal lattice

rods and the Ewald sphere would be a dot. This is illustrated in figure 3.8 a). Though the

surface of a high quality substrate is not perfect and the electron beam is not perfectly

monochromatic, conditions are well enough to yield a spotty RHEED diffraction pattern
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when a 2D surface of for example high quality silicon is investigated. For poly-crystalline

perfectly smooth 2D surfaces the crystal is composed of crystallites with all kinds of ori-

entations. Thus, the Bragg’s condition is satisfied for a large number of angles, because

for every angle there are crystallites with the right orientation that satisfy it. Thus, instead

of reciprocal lattice rods there are reciprocal planes. The intersection of these planes with

the Ewald sphere gives rise to elliptic line on the RHEED screen (figure 3.8 b). However, it

is practically very challenging to produce a perfectly smooth un-stepped crystal surface,

because there is always some miscut-angle with regards to the atomic planes. Therefore,

every real crystal surface exhibits always some steps. Additional, at temperatures above

absolute zero, there is always thermally activated surface roughening to some degree. In

this case the electron beam is diffracted by all surfaces and there is interference of the

different parts of the electron beam, this broadens the reciprocal lattice rods. Because of

this broadening, the intersection of the reciprocal lattice rods and the Ewald sphere is not

a dot anymore but an elliptic segment, as in figure 3.8 c. Such areas are often referred

to as streaks. Thus, a streaky RHEED diffraction pattern is associated with a 2D surface.

Finally, in case of 3D structures, the Bragg’s law imposes constraints along three dimen-

sions. Therefore, the reciprocal space is composed of dots instead of reciprocal lattice

rods. These 3D structures have a very limited size L, usually in the order of 102 nm. This

causes a broadening of the diffraction reflex. This phenomenon is described by Scherrer’s

equation [149], [150]:

∆(2θ) =
kλ

L cos(θ)
(3.10)

With L being the size of the 3D structure orthogonal to the lattice planes that cause the

diffraction, λ the wavelength of the electrons of the probing electron beam and k is a form

factor that is the Fourier transformed of the charge carrier distribution of the atoms of the

material investigated. Diffraction spots of 3D structures are not just broadened compared

to diffraction spots of a smooth, 2D surface, they are also more diffuse as is illustrated in

figure 3.8 d. The diffraction spots of 3D structures are caused by a transmission of the

electron beam through the 3D structures. Therefore, these diffraction spots do not lie on

the Laue circle (see figure 3.8).

RHEED is a useful tool to investigate surface reconstructions as the diffraction patterns

reflect the symmetry of the crystal or crystal surface in this case, since the RHEED elec-

tron beam penetrates only the upper most layers. For example, figure 3.9 shows the

RHEED pattern of (In, Ga)N and GaN along the ⟨1100⟩ azimuth. Figure 3.9 a) shows the
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3x surface reconstruction of In0.2Ga0.8N(0001) at 608 ◦C, figure 3.9 b) shows a 1x recon-

struction of GaN(0001) at 690 ◦C. Pink and green arrows indicate integer and fractional

order reflections, the blue arrow indicates the specular spot.

<1100> <1100>

a) (In, Ga)N b) GaN

Figure 3.9: RHEED patterns along the ⟨1100⟩ azimuth of a) In0.2Ga0.8N(0001) and b)
GaN (0001). RHEED patterns showing a 1x reconstruction for GaN at 690
◦C and a 3x reconstruction for In0.2Ga0.8N at 608 ◦C. Pink and green arrows
indicate integer and fractional order reflections, the blue arrow indicates
the specular spot.

The relaxation behavior of the growing crystal can be analyzed by determining the evo-

lution of the streak- or spot-distance, which is inversely proportional to the lattice pa-

rameter of the plane that is probed. This is very useful to determine whether the growth

proceeds pseudomorphically or if and when relaxation starts.

Useful information can be derived from the shape of the RHEED diffraction patterns

but also from the intensity evolution. Usually the intensity of the specular spot is also

tracked, as it is the most intense signal. Increasing or decreasing spot intensity may

indicate a smoothening or roughening of the surface [151]. If 3D structures form, an

increasing spot intensity can also indicate an increase in total volume of these 3D struc-

tures, as the RHEED diffraction intensity is proportional to the diffracting volume. A

special case is found for layer-by-layer growth, where the specular spot intensity exhibits

a sinusoidal-like evolution with an intensity maximum for a fully closed 2D layer and

a minimum for a half closed layer [152], [153], [154]. During layer-by-layer growth the

surface periodically roughens, when 2D nuclei form and grow and then smooths again,

when 2D nuclei coalesce to form a closed surface. This causes the sinusoidal-like evolu-

tion of the RHEED intensity.
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3.3 X-ray Diffraction

3.3 X-ray Diffraction

XRD is a non destructive tool of investigation that can be used, for example, to determine

the chemical composition, the crystal symmetry, the strain and to some extent the type

and density of defects. The sample is probed with a collimated, coherent, monochro-

matic beam of X-rays. The X-ray system used in this study is a Panalytical X’Pert PRO

MRD with triple-axis and Ge(220) monochromator, the X-rays are emitted through Cu-

Kα1 transitions with a wavelength of 0.15406 nm.
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a) b)

Figure 3.10: a) Geometrical conditions for diffraction b) Schematic of geometry of X-
ray set-up with ω′ the incident angle of the X-ray beam, θ the angle be-
tween the incident ray and lattice planes, 2θ the diffraction angle, c and c’
are the normal to the surface and lattice planes, respectively. Additionally
the direction of rotation for φ and ψ scans is indicated.

The electron cloud of atoms of the sample material scatters the electro-magnetic (EM)

waves that probe the sample. The EM field produces oscillations in the electron cloud

of the atoms it interacts with. As a result, an EM field is created through the change in

dipole moment between the negatively charged electron cloud and the positively charged

atomic core. Each atom emits EM fields in random directions, but due to the symmetry of

the crystal, a constructive interference occurs only for specific directions. The condition

for constructive interference is given by the Laue condition or equivalent to it the Bragg’s

law.

As illustrated in figure 3.10, the incident beam is scattered at different rows of atoms R1

and R2 giving rise to a diffracted beam. The path of part 2 of the incident beam is longer

by a distance ab + bc = 2d sin(θ) compared to the path of part 1 of the incident beam. For

constructive interference to occur, both waves need to have the same phase, i.e. they can

differ only in multiple integers of λ.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of XRD diffraction geometry for GaN (0001) [155]. The origin
of axis for real space and reciprocal space is identical. Grey shaded ar-
eas indicate inaccessible areas, because for this measurement geometry
the sample would hamper the incident beam k⃗i. The Ewald sphere with
r = 1/λ around the origin. The incident beam k⃗i and the scattered beam
k⃗s have length r = 1/λ = 0.154 nm. The probing vector k⃗p has length
1/d(0004). Blue spheres in real space indicate atoms, black dots in recip-
rocal space indicate reflexes, some spots/reflexes are missing since their
intensity is zero [155] (material specific, cf. atomic form factor).
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Figure 3.10 b) depicts the geometry of a X-ray setup. The incident beam from the X-ray

source exhibits an angle ω′ towards the sample surface, which is also called the incident

angle, and an angle θ with the lattice planes at which it is diffracted. The difference

between ω′ and θ is due to a possible miscut angle. Before the actual XRD measurements

are conducted, this discrepancy has to be accounted for by aligning the sample, so that

the incident angle, that is called ω in the Panalytical software, is identical with θ in figure

3.10 b). With the Panalytical X’Pert PRO MRD the sample can additionally be rotated by

an angle φ around the surface normal c in figure 3.10 or the normal c’ on the lattice planes

(after sample alignment). With the triple axis diffractometer, the sample can be skewed,

in figure 3.10 b). This corresponds to a rotation ψ into or out of the image plane.

Figure 3.11 shows a schematic of the XRD diffraction geometry, including two atomic

rows in real space and diffraction reflexes in reciprocal space. The incident beam k⃗i hits

the sample surface at the origin under an angle θ, which is both the origin of real and

reciprocal space, for reasons of simplicity a miscut angle of 0◦ was assumed. The scatter-

ing vector is indicated by k⃗s. The Ewald sphere around the origin of the incident beam

is determined by the wavelength of the incident beam r = 1/λ that gives a constraint

on the scattering vector for elastic scattering. Only lattice spots that are on the circle of

the Ewald sphere are accessible by a given measurement condition. The probing vector

k⃗p = k⃗i + k⃗s gives the place in reciprocal space that is probed. If k⃗p = ∆G, with ∆G being

a reciprocal lattice vector connecting two reciprocal lattice spots, then a reflex is probed,

which is equivalent to saying that the Laue condition is met or the Bragg’s law is obeyed,

respectively. Figure 3.11 shows that by probing the reflex (0004), the incident beam is re-

flected by the (0004) lattice planes, from which the distance d(0004) between these lattice

planes can be derived. The area in reciprocal space that is accessible is limited by the

sphere with r = 2/λ. Additionally, the grey shaded half circles are inaccessible because

the sample hampers the incident beam under these measurement conditions. Again, for

reasons of simplicity only two atomic rows are drawn in figure 3.11 but the X-rays pen-

etrate the samples, depending on the angle of incidence, about 10 µm to 100 µm. The

lateral spot size is about 100 µm, therefore X-ray measurements give average qualities of

a crystal of a certain volume rather than a spot.

ω-2θ-scan

The sample is positioned so that the incident beam hits approximately the center of the

sample with incident angle ω = θ (see figure 3.11). For wurtzite structures it is com-

mon to use the (0002) reflex for alignment. During an ω-2θ-scan the sample or the X-ray
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3 Experimental methods: Theory and praxis

source is rotated by an angle ω and the detector is rotated by an angle 2θ = 2ω. There-

fore, the probing vector kp keeps a constant direction while it is elongated or shortened

along this direction. Given the measurements conditions illustrated in figure 3.11 an ω-

2θ-scan would probe a line starting in the origin (0000) and passing through the reflexes

(0002), (0004) and (0006). This is called a symmetric ω-2θ-scan and it probes only the

out of plane direction or c-direction. This scan can be used for example to determine the

chemical composition of the sample using databases. Periodic structures like MQWs or

SL structures can be identified and software-based simulations applying kinematic or dy-

namic scattering theory can be performed to estimate for example the crystal symmetry,

the c-lattice parameter, the layer thickness, the chemical composition, and the interface

roughness of the sample.

Besides symmetrical reflexes like (0002), asymmetrical reflexes like (1015) can be probed

by choosing a corresponding angle ω. In figure 3.11 this would correspond to a probing

vector kp that connects the origin (0000) and the reflex (1015). An ω-2θ-scan would elon-

gate and shorten this vector along that direction. In case of an asymmetric scan not only

the c-parameter but also the a-parameter of the lattice can be determined. Both sym-

metric and asymmetric scans can be used to estimate the dislocation density. a+c type

dislocation can be determined by asymmetric scans and c-type dislocation by symmetric

scans.

Reciprocal space map

This scan type consists of a series of ω-2θ-scans whereas in between each ω-2θ-scan, the

ω-angle is changed slightly by ∆ω. Thus the probing vector kp is tilted by the same

angle ∆ω with respect to the intersection between real and reciprocal space. With this

procedure, an area of the reciprocal space is probed instead of probing along a line. This

scan type can be used to determine the strain state of the epitaxial layers with respect

to the substrate, to get information about inter-planar spacing [155], or defect-related

broadening of peaks, and it is also useful to get a more complex image of the reflexes and

satellite peaks (in case of periodic structures) compared to ω-2θ-scans.
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3.4 Atomic Force Microscopy

3.4 Atomic Force Microscopy

AFM is a useful tool to investigate the surface morphology at a nano-scale. A thin tip

is brought into close proximity to the surface that is to be measured. Tip and sample

are moved relative to each other, so a line by line rastering of the surface occurs. A

schematic of the AFM used in this study is illustrated in figure 3.12 b. A cantilever with

a nm thin tip (for this study: 2 nm - 20 nm) is mounted on a scanner which uses piezo-

crystals to move the cantilever. If a voltage is applied to piezo-crystals, they contract or

elongate, depending on whether it is a negative or positive voltage. Through applying

voltage at certain positions, the crystal can also be bent. This allows the movement in

all three spatial directions. A piezo-crystal allows the control of movements in sub-nm

regions, a precision which would be impossible with a conventional gearing mechanism.

A laser beam focused on the cantilever tip is reflected and detected by a quadrode (a laser

detector consisting of 4 photo-diodes). The deflection of the cantilever can be derived and

with it, the surface morphology can be reconstructed. The signal from the quadrode is

used as input for a feedback mechanism, which regulates the piezo-crystals that move

the cantilever and, in case of tapping mode, maintains the tip oscillation.
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Figure 3.12: a) Plot of the interaction forces between the AFM tip and the sample sur-
face: These forces are the repulsive Coulomb force, and the attractive van
der Waals force. The range of forces within which specific AFM modes are
operated are marked in red. b) Schematic of an AFM setup. The scanner
(piezo-crystal) controls the x, y, z movement of the cantilever. The piezo-
crystal maintains the cantilever oscillation (tapping mode). The laser with
detector tracks the cantilever deflection and the controlling units form a
feedback loop to control and maintain operations.
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The AFM can be operated in 3 modes: That are the contact, non-contact and tapping

mode. In contact mode, the tip is in contact with the surface, meaning there are short

ranged repulsive Coulomb interactions between the tip and the surface atoms (see figure

3.12 a). The surface morphology is probed using one of two sub-modes of operation.

There is the constant height mode, in which the cantilever is maintained at a constant

height and the deflection of the cantilever tip, which is caused by interactions between

the tip and the sample surface, is used as the input signal. This mode is simple (no

feedback loop necessary) and suitable for rather smooth, 2D surfaces. However, the tip

can be damaged if the variance in the height profile of the sample is to high. A more

common application of the contact mode is the constant force mode, in which a feedback

mechanism changes the height of the cantilever according to its deflection caused by the

interaction with the sample surface. This feedback mechanism maintains a fairly constant

force between tip and surface. This mode of operation is more gentle on the sample

surface and the tip, also the signal to noise ratio is better. In both of these modes the

wear-out of the tip is rather high and for rather soft sample materials, there is a danger

of damaging the surface with the tip.

The most frequently used mode of operation is the so-called tapping mode. This mode

was developed because in ambient conditions most surfaces develop a liquid surface

layer (water condensates on the surface). This causes the tip to stick to the surface, which

is detrimental to the signal to noise ratio. In tapping mode a piezo-crystal is used to drive

the cantilever to oscillate at a frequency close to its resonance frequency. When the tip

comes in proximity to the sample surface, interactions (Coulomb, van der Walls, dipole-

dipole, cf. figure 3.12 a) between the tip and the sample surface cause the amplitude of the

cantilever oscillation to change (usually to decrease). The tip touches the sample surface

only intermittently. A feedback mechanism is used to maintain a specific frequency and

amplitude by changing the height of the cantilever. This feedback signal to the piezo-

crystal, needed to maintain a constant amplitude, is used as input signal from which the

surface morphology is reconstructed. The overall damage to the tip and sample surface

is considerable lower than in contact mode. This mode is used in this study.

In non-contact mode, the tip height above the sample is maintained within a range of

about 1 nm to 10 nm, so there is no contact between the tip and the sample. In this range

of distance to the sample, the van der Walls forces are dominant. Similar to tapping

mode, the cantilever is driven to oscillate and a feedback mechanism maintains a constant

frequency and amplitude by changing the tip height and thus compensating for the tip-

sample-surface interactions. The sample surface is probed by using the driving signal of
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3.5 Raman Spectroscopy

the feedback loop as input signal. This mode of operation is most gentle to the tip and

sample surface, but it does not allow for an accurate measurement, as the tip might be

influenced more strongly by the liquid film than the actual surface.

All modes of operation do not give the actual height profile of the surface itself, but rather

a convolution of the height profile and the tip profile, since in many cases the diameter

of the tip is of the same order of magnitude than the structures that are to be measured.

Thus the shape of the tip influences the results. A broken tip, for example, can cause

the appearance of twin structures, where the sample exhibits one structure, or the size

and shape of the sample structure is distorted. Furthermore, the settings of the feedback

loop as well as external vibrations can cause periodic structures in the AFM height pro-

file that do not correlate to any structure on the sample. A well-trained AFM operator

is needed to recognize these measurement artifacts and change the measurement condi-

tions accordingly.

3.5 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is another non-destructive, non contact tool of investigation that

does not require a special sample preparation. When light is scattered by molecules or

atoms, the most probable case of scattering is elastic scattering (Rayleigh scattering), by

which no energy is transferred from, or to the scattering molecules or atoms. This scat-

tering takes place because the electron cloud oscillates upon the incidence of light. As a

result of these oscillations, the molecules or atoms emit light, which has in most cases the

same frequency (Rayleigh scattering) as the incident light. In about one in a million cases,

light is scattered inelastically. This is called Raman scattering (see figure 3.13). In Raman

spectroscopy the inelastically scattered part of the light is used to gather information

about the molecule, atom or crystal [156]. Through inelastic scattering, energy can either

be transferred from the incident light to the scattering target or from the scattering target

to the light. The first case is called Stokes scattering and it leaves the scattering target in

an excited state and the scattered light suffers a decrease in its frequency, so νs = νi − νRS,

where νs is the frequency of the scattered light, νi is the frequency of the incidence light

(frequency of the probing laser light) and νRS is a so-called Raman shift in frequency cor-

responding to the transferred energy. The second case is called anti-Stokes scattering,

which requires the scattering target to be in an excited state before the scattering takes

place and leaves the scattering target in an energetically lower state but the frequency of

the scattered light increases, νs = νi + νRS. These energy states are either vibrational, ro-

tational or electronic energy states, but most commonly the vibrational modes are probed
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3 Experimental methods: Theory and praxis

by Raman spectroscopy, therefore the bonds of molecules are investigated. The energy

to excite vibrational states is specific to each molecule or crystal, and even specific to the

surrounding of a molecule.

υ0

υ1

υ2

υ3

Stokes Anti-Stokes

Rayleigh scattering
(elastic)

Raman scattering
(inelastic)

Figure 3.13: Schematic of elastic scattering (Rayleigh scattering) and inelastic scatter-
ing (Raman scattering), with distinction between Stokes and anti-Stokes
scattering. Energy transitions are exemplified for transitions between vi-
brational modes.

Usually monochromatic laser light is used to illuminate the sample. Most of the light is

scattered elastically and filtered out, for example with a holographic rejection filter, the

inelastically scattered part is then analyzed. The laser spot can be focused to a lateral

spot size of about 1 µm. The penetration depth depends on the used laser light frequency

and the probed material. If the probed material is transparent for the used laser light,

then the sample is penetrated all the way through. The penetration depth varies with the

material only for materials that are not transparent for the used laser light. In this case, it

is usually in the order of nano meters to a few micro meters. Raman spectroscopy probes

the short range order: The bonds of molecules, as opposed to XRD, which probes the

long range order. Therefore Raman spectroscopy can be used to investigate amorphous

and crystalline materials. Molecules do not vibrate in arbitrary modes but only certain

modes are possible, the so-called normal modes derived by Schrödinger equations. Not

all of these modes are involved in the inelastic scattering of light, only the ones that

involve a change of the polarizability of the molecule, which are called Raman active.

The polarizability is a measure for the ease with which the electron cloud of a molecule

or atom can be distorted.
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3.6 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

The intensity of Raman scattering can be greatly increased if the incident photon energy

is close to the energy of an electronic transition in the probed material. The chemical

composition of a material can be determined by analyzing the scattering intensity as

a function of wavenumbers and by comparing to values established in the literature.

Additionally, the scattering intensities, correlated with certain phonon modes, can be

compared and used to derive information about the relative scattering volume of one

scattering phase with respect to others.

3.6 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy does not require special sample preparation and

is a non destructive and non contact tool of investigation. It can be used to probe the

electronic structure of a sample. Monochromatic laser light is used to excite the electrons

of the sample and, in case of semiconductors, it creates electron-hole pairs. The energy

of the photons of the laser light needs to exceed the band gap energy of the sample to be

investigated in order to create electron-hole pairs. Electron excited from the valence band

into the conduction band can participate in several processes. Some of them are radia-

tive, meaning they involve the emission of photons and some are non-radiative, where no

photon is emitted. In most cases electrons will first participate in non-radiative electron-

phonon scattering. Through this process they will relax to the conduction band minimum

or quantum states in case of quantum structures like quantum wells, quantum dots, etc,

by transferring some of their excess energy to the crystal lattice (exciting phonons). In-

stead of electron-phonon scattering, there can be other interactions like Auger recombi-

nation. In Auger recombination the electron receives energy from another electron and

is excited further up in the conduction band. After the electron is relaxed to the band

gap minimum, it will recombine radiatively with a hole in the valence band by emitting

a photon. This is the process that is used for the PL spectroscopy to derive informa-

tion about the electronic band structure. An electron can non radiatively recombine with

defect states in the band gap, so-called Shockley-Read-Hall-recombination, the excess

energy is transferred to the lattice by creating phonons. The creation of the electron-hole

pair and the recombination is not occurring simultaneously. This means that the charge

carriers have a life-time τ, during which they diffuse or drift (if there is an electric field)

in the sample. Therefore the probed volume is not only limited by the laser spot size but

also the angle under which the re-emitted light is detected. The penetration depth of the

laser light is described by the Lambert-Beer law. Carrier lifetimes can be probed by using

time resolved PL in which a short laser pulse excites the sample and a fast camera mea-
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sures PL spectra during consecutive, short-time intervals. Such measurements give a PL

intensity decay curve which can be fitted applying theoretical models and information

about the carrier life time and recombination mechanisms can be derived from that.
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4 Results: Annealing study of ZnO

substrates

This chapter presents the surface treatment procedure that was used in this study to

obtain smooth, stepped ZnO surfaces. A resistance heat oven was used to anneal the ZnO

substrates. The oven facilitates the use of special atmospheres like O2. The dependence

of the surface morphology on annealing parameters like annealing temperature, time,

pressure and flux of the special atmosphere was investigated.
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Figure 4.1: Surface morphology of ZnO substrates as delivered investigated by AFM.
(a), (c): 5 × 5 µm2, (b), (d): 1 × 1 µm2. (a), (b): O-ZnO, (c), (d): Zn-ZnO.
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4 Results: Annealing study of ZnO substrates

Figure 4.1 shows exemplary the surface morphology of ZnO double side polished sub-

strates as provided by CrysTec. The surface of O-ZnO faces are rough with RMS: 1.7 nm

and covered with extended 3D structures. The surface of the Zn-ZnO faces are smoother

with RMS: 0.3 nm. Neither of the polar surfaces exhibits atomic steps, which are favor-

able for the growth of high quality heterostructures.

4.1 Influence of annealing temperature

The starting point with regards to annealing parameters was a report by Graubner et al.

[157], who investigated the preparation of ZnO substrates. They reported good qual-

ity ZnO for annealing temperatures around 1100 ◦C. Figure 4.2 shows the results of an

annealing study with ZnO substrates, annealed at temperatures between 1000 ◦C and

1100 ◦C for 1h with O2 atmosphere with 1 bar pressure and a flux rate of 150 sccm. The

pressure varied slightly over time.

At a temperature of 1000 ◦C the O-ZnO surface [figure 4.2 (a), (b)] displays holes. Only

faint, irregular fragments of steps can be distinguished with 3D structures on top of them.

The Zn-ZnO surface [figure 4.2 (c), (d)] exhibits an even higher density of holes. The for-

mation of steps with uneven terraces can be observed and they are covered with platelets.

At 1050 ◦C the holes disappear [figure 4.2 (e)-(h)]. The O-ZnO surface is smooth and

stepped [figure 4.2 (e),(f)], whereas the Zn-ZnO surface still shows only fragmented steps

with 3D structures or platelets on top [figure 4.2 (g),(h)]. These 3D structures increase in

density when the temperature is raised to 1100 ◦C on Zn-ZnO [figure 4.2 (k), (l)]. On

O-ZnO [figure 4.2 (i), (j)] a low density of big 3D structures formed and the terraces look

partially dissolved. Surfaces with the lowest RMS roughness were obtained for annealing

at 1050 ◦C, therefore further experiments were conducted at this annealing temperature.

4.2 Influence of annealing time

Next, the influence of the annealing time was investigated. The samples were annealed

at 1050 ◦C in O2 atmosphere with 1 bar pressure and 150 sccm. The annealing time was

varied between 30 minutes and 3 hours.

For O-ZnO, annealing for 30 minutes yielded stepped surfaces [figure 4.3 (a), (b)], but also

shallow, large indentations. The Zn-ZnO surfaces [figure 4.3 (c), (d)] were covered with

a high density of small 3D structures and step-bunching occurred. Annealing for one
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4.2 Influence of annealing time
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Figure 4.2: Influence of annealing temperature on the surface morphology of ZnO
substrates investigated by AFM. [(a), (b), (e), (f), (i), (j)]: O-ZnO surfaces,
[(c), (d), (g), (h), (k), (l)]: Zn-ZnO surfaces. The size of the AFM images is
5 × 5 µm2 [(a), (c), (e), (g), (i), (k)] and 1 × 1 µm2 [(b), (d), (f), (h), (j), (l)].
The annealing temperature was varied between 1000 ◦C and 1100 ◦C. The
RMS roughness is indicated, as well as the height scale. The samples were
annealed under O2 atmosphere of 1 bar with a flux of 150 sccm for 1 hour.
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Figure 4.3: Influence of annealing time on the surface morphology of ZnO substrates
investigated by AFM. [(a), (b), (e), (f), (i), (j)]: O-ZnO surfaces, [(c), (d), (g),
(h), (k), (l)]: Zn-ZnO surfaces. The size of the AFM images is 5 × 5 µm2

[(a), (c), (e), (g), (i), (k)] and 1 × 1 µm2 [(b), (d), (f), (h), (j), (l)]. The anneal-
ing time was varied between 30 minutes and 3 h. The RMS roughness is
indicated, as well as the height scale. The Samples were annealed under
oxygen atmosphere of 1 bar with a flux of 150 sccm at 1050 ◦C.
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4.3 Influence of the oxygen flux

hour led to smooth, stepped O-ZnO surfaces [figure 4.3 (e), (f)] without indentations. For

Zn-ZnO, fragmented, stepped surfaces with 3D structures on top [figure 4.3 (g), (h)] were

obtained instead. Annealing of the O-ZnO surfaces for three hours led to the formation

of 3D structures at the step edges [figure 4.3 (i), (j)], this time with lower density. Figure

4.3 (j) shows that there are small holes in the terraces. This could mean that annealing

for 3 hours leads to the dissolution of the terraces. This is even more pronounced for

the Zn-ZnO surfaces [figure 4.3 (k), (l)]. Both figures show partially dissolved terraces.

This might indicate that the prolonged exposure to 1050 ◦C damaged the surface. The

density of the small 3D structures decreased and additional larger 3D structures formed.

No step-bunching was observed under these conditions.

4.3 Influence of the oxygen flux

After establishing good annealing conditions for O-ZnO surfaces, the O2 flux was varied

to find annealing conditions that produce smooth, stepped Zn-ZnO surfaces. The O2 flux

was varied between 150 sccm and 400 sccm and the substrates were annealed at 1050 ◦C

and 1 bar.

Using a O2 flux of 150 sccm or 400 sccm yielded smooth, stepped O-ZnO surfaces [figure

4.4 (a), (b) and (i), (j)]. A flux of 300 sccm resulted in a surface composed of irregular

formed steps with 3D structures on top [figure 4.4 (e), (f)]. This is probably due to the

problem of only partial reproducibility, which will be discussed in the following chapter.

When increasing the O2 flux from 150 sccm to 300 sccm, the steps on Zn-ZnO surfaces

became more pronounced and the 3D structures became more distinct [figure 4.4 (c), (d)

and (g), (h)]. A O2 flux of 400 sccm finally yielded smooth, stepped Zn-ZnO surfaces

[figure 4.4 (k), (l)].

4.4 Optimization procedures

Figure 4.5 shows nine different substrates. All three substrates shown in figure 4.5 were

annealed under the same conditions: 1050 ◦C, 1 hour, 150 sccm, 1 bar. All six substrates

shown in 2. and 3. row were annealed with parameters: 1050 ◦C, 1 hour, 400 sccm, 1

bar. Figure 4.5 shows that there is no 100% reproducibility. Nominal same annealing

conditions can yield a smooth, stepped surface as shown in figure 4.5 (g), (h) or can
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Figure 4.4: Influence of the atmosphere flux on the surface morphology of ZnO sub-
strates investigated by AFM. [(a), (b), (e), (f), (i), (j)]: O-ZnO surfaces, [(c),
(d), (g), (h), (k), (l)]: Zn-ZnO surfaces. The size of the AFM images is 5 × 5
µm2 [(a), (c), (e), (g), (i), (k)] and 1 × 1 µm2 [(b), (d), (f), (h), (j), (l)]. The
atmosphere flux was varied between 150 sccm and 400 sccm. The RMS
roughness is indicated as well as the height scale. The samples were an-
nealed under oxygen atmosphere of 1 bar for 1 hour at 1050 ◦C.
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yield a stepped surface with 3 D structures as shown in figure 4.5 (i). The reasons for

that might be that the annealing conditions are not perfectly reproduceable or that the

starting surface or miscut of the samples is not identical.
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Figure 4.5: Reproducibility of ZnO surface annealed under the same annealing con-
ditions. The size of the AFM images is 5 × 5 µm2. The RMS roughness is
indicated as well as the height scale. (a)-(f): O-ZnO surfaces, (g)-(h): Zn-
ZnO surfaces. (a)-(c): 3 samples were annealed under the same conditions:
Oxygen atmosphere with 1 bar, 150 sccm flux for 1 hour at 1050 ◦C. (d)-(i):
Samples were annealed with oxygen atmosphere with 1 bar, 400 sccm flux
for 1 hour at 1050 ◦C.

As nominal same annealing conditions can yield different results, samples were re-annealed

until their surface morphology was satisfactory. Figure 4.6 (a)-(f) shows the surface mor-

phologies of one substrate after the first annealing and two successive re-annealing pro-

cedures. Figure 4.6 (a)-(c) shows the O-ZnO, figure 4.6 (d)-(f) the Zn-ZnO surfaces. Re-

annealing the O-ZnO surface resulted first in an increase of the density of large hexagonal
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pits [figure 4.6 (b)] and afterwards a decrease in their density [figure 4.6 (b)] but instead

a high density of small pits appeared. The high density of 3D structures, that appeared

after the first annealing, decreased considerably after the second annealing [figure 4.6

(b)] and the 3D structures vanished completely after the third annealing [figure 4.6 (c)].

The change in RMS roughness reflects this evolution of the surface morphology using

re-annealing procedures with nominal identical annealing conditions.

The Zn-ZnO surface showed step-bunching with 3D structures [figure 4.6 (d)] after the

first annealing. The second annealing procedure produced platelets instead of 3D struc-

tures [figure 4.6 (e)]. After the third annealing, both items vanished and a smooth, step

bunched surface was obtained [figure 4.6 (f)]. This results show, that formerly inade-

quate surface morphologies can be improved through re-annealing. Even using the same

re-annealing conditions.

Figure 4.6 (g)-(i) (O-ZnO) and (j)-(l) (Zn-ZnO) show the results from a second substrate

that was annealed two times [figure 4.6 (g), (j)], producing a stepped surface with 3D

structures on top for the O-face and an unstepped surface for Zn-ZnO-face. As the second

annealing did not rid the O-ZnO surface of the 3D structures, the substrate was rinsed

for 30 minutes in an ultrasonic bath with de-ionized water. Both the O-ZnO and Zn-ZnO

surfaces looked partially dissolved or roughened after the rinsing. The O-ZnO surface

exhibited pits but most of the 3D structures vanished. After the third annealing, the O-

ZnO exhibited a smooth, stepped surface, the holes were filled and all the remaining 3D

structures could be dissolved. The Zn-ZnO surface showed a very different morphology

with step-bunching and platelets on the terraces.

These results show that rinsing ZnO substrates in an ultrasonic bath with de-ionized

water may be a more aggressive treatment than annealing at temperatures around 1050
◦C for one hour. This treatment can be used to rid the surface of 3D structures that do

not vanish through re-annealing. After rinsing, the surface looks partially dissolved or

etched. Therefore, it might be possible that surface layers are created that do not consist of

ZnO. If such surface layers would be created and could not be removed by re-annealing

afterwards, this could be a problem for growth purposes. Therefore, further investiga-

tions are necessary to investigate the effects of rinsing ZnO in ultrasonic baths on the

chemical composition of the surface.
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4.4 Optimization procedures
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Figure 4.6: Re-annealing of ZnO surfaces. The size of the AFM images is 5 × 5 µm2.
The RMS roughness is indicated as well as the height scale. (a)-(f) show
O-ZnO and Zn-ZnO polar surfaces of a sample that was annealed and re-
annealed 2 times at 1050 ◦C, 1h, 400 sccm, 1 bar. (g)-(l) show a sample that
was rinsed in a ultrasonic bath with de-ionized water after annealing and
re-annealed again at 1050 ◦C, 1h, 400 sccm, 1 bar.
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4 Results: Annealing study of ZnO substrates

4.5 Summary

Annealing conditions were established to produce smooth, stepped ZnO surfaces of both

polarities. Such surfaces can be achieved by annealing ZnO substrates at 1050 ◦C for 1

hour at 1 bar with 400 sccm O2 flux (Zn-ZnO) or 150 sccm and 400 sccm (O-ZnO).

Nominally similar annealing conditions do not yield always the same result. Substrates

can be re-annealed until the surface morphology is suitable. Rinsing ZnO substrates in

ultrasonic baths with de-ionized water can be used to rid the surface of 3D structures.

However, additional annealing is necessary to obtain smooth, stepped surfaces.
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N

heterostructures on ZnO

Several reports suggest that there might be an upper limit for the indium content x ≤
33% for the fabrication of defect-free, ML-thin (In, Ga)N films [158], [36], [159], [160].

Additionally a self-limiting indium incorporation mechanism was reported for ML-thin

(In, Ga)N layers [161]. It has been proposed that the maximum indium content in ML-

thin (In, Ga)N layers might be limited by strain during hetero expitaxy [160]. The aim

of this study is to increase the indium content in ML-thin (In, Ga)N layers by means of

strain engineering. For that purpose, the growth on ZnO is explored. ZnO has an a-lattice

parameter of 3.25 Å and it is lattice-matched to (In, Ga)N with x = 0.18.

In the first part of this chapter, the growth mode of thin InN films and GaN/InN het-

erostructures was studied to establish the limits for pseudomorphic growth and the tran-

sition between 2D and 3D growth mode. In the following, we utilize smooth thin InN

layers as an intermediate protective layer for the growth of (In, Ga)N/GaN heterostruc-

tures in order to prevent chemical reactions between Ga and ZnO [129]. The dependence

of the growth mode on the growth rate (GR) and the ZnO polarity is established. In

the second part of this chapter, the growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructure SPSLs on ZnO

is presented. The growth mode was analyzed in-situ by RHEED and the composition

and strain were examined by XRD and Raman spectroscopy. The growth mode was con-

firmed by probing the surface morphology with AFM microscopy ex-situ and finally the

optical emission was investigated by low temperature PL measurements.

5.1 Growth of thin InN films on ZnO

Prior to the growth of InN thin layers, ZnO substrates were prepared as described in

chapter 4.
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

Before growth
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Figure 5.1: RHEED diffraction patterns of [(a1), (b1), (c1)] the bare ZnO substrate prior
to the growth and [(a2), (a3), (b2), (b3), (c2), (c3)] ML-thin InN layers on (a)
O-ZnO in ⟨1010⟩ and (b) ⟨1120⟩ azimuth, (c) Zn-ZnO in ⟨1010⟩ azimuth.
The GR for InN was 0.2 ML/s for (a) and (c) and 0.5 ML/s for (b). Intensity
and contrast was increased in image (c2).
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5.1 Growth of thin InN films on ZnO

For all samples the growth temperature was set to 450 ◦C, as measured by a thermocou-

ple. Nitrogen-rich growth conditions during InN deposition (N/In = 1.1) were chosen

to prevent the excess of metal which may etch the ZnO substrate surface [162]. In or-

der to check for indication of unintended metal-rich growth, the surface of all InN/ZnO

samples were investigated with OM and AFM and no indication of indium droplets was

found after growth. In-fluxes of 0.2 ML/s, 0.5 ML/s, and 1.0 ML/s were used. The lay-

ers were deposited on both ZnO faces in separate experiments. Samples with 1 ML, 2

MLs, 3 MLs and 10 MLs of InN were grown on the smooth surfaces of the annealed ZnO

substrates.

RHEED diffraction patterns were recorded in the ⟨1120⟩ and the ⟨1010⟩ azimuth during

the growth of all samples. The streaky pattern at the start of the deposition evolved into

a spotty one [figure 5.1 (a2), (b2), (c2)]. Figure 5.1 exemplary illustrates these patterns

before the growth started (bare ZnO surface), after 1.5 MLs or 3 MLs, and at the end of

the growth (3 MLs or 10 MLs, respectively).

Before all growth experiments, the investigation of the bare ZnO substrates by RHEED

revealed a streaky pattern on both the Zn-ZnO and the O-ZnO polarities [figure 5.1 (a1),

(b1), (c1)], which corresponds well to the smooth surface that we have prepared follow-

ing our annealing procedures. Importantly, in-situ measurements by quadrupole mass

spectrometry in the line of sight (not shown) revealed that metal desorption was negligi-

ble at the low growth temperature employed. In addition, no metal droplets were found

on the surface after growth and the surface revealed by AFM was clear. Thus, we infer

that all supplied In and Ga amounts were incorporated into the layers.

Next, we studied the evolution of the a-lattice spacing by measuring the streak spacing

during the deposition of InN, as the in-plane lattice spacing, or a-lattice parameter, is

inversely proportional to the streak or spot spacing. For the ⟨1120⟩ azimuth:

a ∝
k

d1120
(5.1)

With d1120 the spacing of the streaks or spots in ⟨1120⟩ azimuth and k a constant. The

constant k can be determined by comparison with the (a, d1120 ) values of the ZnO sub-

strate. To this end, we have measured the distance between the substrate streaks, whose

positions were fitted by Gaussians.
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO
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Figure 5.2: (a) and (b) show the evolution of a-lattice spacing derived from RHEED
diffraction patterns during the deposition of InN at different GR on O-ZnO
and Zn-ZnO, respectively. (c), (d) Intensity evolution of the RHEED spec-
ular reflection of InN/O-ZnO with GR 1.0 ML/s and InN/Zn-ZnO with
GR 0.2 ML/s. The grey arrows highlight the transition from streaky to
spotty RHEED patterns corresponding to h2D−3D, while the dashed black
lines indicate the unstrained lattice constants of InN and ZnO. Symbols in
(a) and (b) recall figure 5.3 (c), (d) and figure 5.4 (a). Thermal expansion
was taken into account when determining the lattice spacing.
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5.1 Growth of thin InN films on ZnO

GR [ML/s] hcrit(O-ZnO) hcrit(Zn-ZnO) h2D−3D(O-ZnO ) h2D−3D(Zn-ZnO)

1.0 ML 0.6 ML 1.2
0.5 ML 1.0 ML 1.2 MLs 1.0 ML 1.2 MLs
0.2 ML 1.2 MLs 1.7 MLs 1.2 MLs 1.7 MLs

Table 5.1: Critical layer thickness for relaxation (hcrit) and for the transition from 2D
to 3D growth mode (h2D−3D) of InN thin films on ZnO.

This procedure was used to obtain the evolution of the a-lattice parameter as a function

of the InN layer thickness. All RHEED measurements were conducted at a substrate tem-

perature of 450 ◦C. Therefore, thermal expansion of the material was taken into account

when determining the lattice spacings. This was done for all samples in this study. The

results are shown in figure 5.2 (a) and (b) for the growth on O-ZnO (0001) and Zn-ZnO

(0001), respectively. For all growth rates (GRs), as growth starts, the lattice spacing shows

only a slight increase for the samples grown on O-ZnO while it remains unchanged for

growth on Zn-ZnO. This observation indicates that InN grows at first nearly pseudo-

morphic to ZnO for both polarities. However, beyond a critical layer thickness (hcrit) the

lattice spacing increases, i.e. relaxation sets in. On both polarities, hcrit increases with

decreasing GR and is fairly comparable (cf. table 5.1). The largest hcrit measured for the

lowest GR is 1.2 MLs on O-ZnO and 1.7 MLs on Zn-ZnO.

The roughening of the surface revealed by the emergence of the spotty patterns in RHEED

occurs almost at the beginning of the relaxation process for all samples, except for the

sample grown on O-ZnO at the highest GR. In this case the 2D to 3D transition occurs

at 1.2 MLs, while the relaxation starts at 0.6 ML (see table 5.1 and figure 5.2). The obser-

vation of the surface roughening is confirmed by the evolution of the specular reflection

intensity in RHEED as exemplarily shown in figure 5.2 (c) for the growth of InN on O-

ZnO with GR 1.0 ML/s. After a slight intensity decrease, the signal increases for the

rest of the growth. This increase in intensity coincides with the 2D to 3D growth mode

transition. The same behavior is observed for the growth of InN on Zn-ZnO [figure 5.2

(d)].

This observation is also confirmed by the surface morphology of eight dedicated samples

investigated by AFM [figure 5.3 (a) - (f) and figure 5.4 (a),(b)]. Six of the samples resulted

from the deposition of 1.0 ML, 2.0 MLs, 3 MLs and 10 MLs of InN on O-ZnO and 1.0 ML

and 10.0 MLs of InN on Zn-ZnO at a GR of 0.2 ML/s. In addition, the bare surfaces of two

O-ZnO and Zn-ZnO substrates were examined for comparative purposes after annealing.

The annealed ZnO substrates show a smooth, stepped surface with a RMS of 0.2 nm for

O-ZnO and 0.1 nm for Zn-ZnO. After the deposition of 1.0 ML of InN on both O-ZnO
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

and Zn-ZnO, smooth surfaces covered by mono-atomic steps and a roughness of about

0.3 – 0.4 nm are obtained [figure 5.3 (c), (d)]. However, after the deposition of 2.0 MLs of

InN on O-ZnO [figure 5.4 (a)], the surface roughness increases to 1.6 nm. Though mono-

atomic steps are still observed, additional 3D structures formed on top with a density of

2.2× 108 cm−2 and height and diameter of 17 nm and 64 nm, respectively. For thicknesses

larger than 2 MLS, the density of 3D structures decreases to 6.8 × 107 cm−2 (3 MLs) and

3.7 × 106 cm−2 (10 MLs). While the height and diameter of these 3D structures was fairly

constant for the 3 MLs sample with 16 nm and 59 nm, both increased to 23 nm and 138

nm, respectively, for 10 MLs of InN (cf. table 5.2). For the Zn-ZnO polarity, after the

deposition of 10 MLs, 3D structures were revealed with a density of 5.7 × 106 cm−2 and

height and diameter of 5 nm and 190 nm, respectively. Thus, these results clarify the

streaky-spotty pattern transition observed in RHEED, and most importantly, they reveal

that we can grow coherent and smooth InN layers with thickness of about 1.7 MLs and

1.2 MLs on Zn-ZnO and O-ZnO, respectively.

Sample RMS [nm] Height [nm] Diameter [nm] Density [106 cm−2 ]

2 MLs InN (O-ZnO) 1.6 17 64 220
3 MLs InN (O-ZnO) 1.6 16 59 68
10 MLs InN (O-ZnO) 0.3 23 138 3.7
10 MLs InN (Zn-ZnO) 0.4 5 196 5.7

Table 5.2: RMS surface roughness and height, diameter, and density of the 3D struc-
tures formed at the surface of InN/ZnO of both polarities investigation as
measured by AFM.

RHEED investigations revealed a streaky-spotty transition between InN layer thicknesses

of 1 ML to 2 MLs, which is confirmed by AFM and corresponds to a 2D-3D growth transi-

tion. Increasing further the InN layer thicknesses, the spotty diffraction pattern changes

again into a more streaky pattern [figure 5.1 (b), (c)]. The total volume of the 3D struc-

tures, determined by AFM, decreases from 0.6 ML (2 MLs InN/O-ZnO) to 0.1 ML (3

MLs InN/O-ZnO) to below 0.1 ML (10 MLs InN/O-ZnO). This is in agreement with the

RHEED pattern evolving from a spotty one into a more streaky pattern for the 10 MLs

samples.

All 3D structures, that were investigated, where found to be located in hexagonal shaped

pits [figures 5.3 (f), 5.4 (a), (b), 5.5 (a), (b), (f)]. The average pit depth increases with InN

thickness up to 3 MLs InN and than decreases to 8.5 nm (2 MLs InN/O-ZnO) to 10.5 nm

(3 MLs InN/O-ZnO) and to (2 - 3) nm (10 MLs InN/Zn-ZnO). Many of the 3D structures

have a spiral form [figure 5.5 (b), (c), (d)] or double spiral form [figure 5.5 (e)]. This

spiral growth mode might suggest the presence of a+c dislocations at their core [83]. The
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5.1 Growth of thin InN films on ZnO
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Figure 5.3: AFM images of 5 × 5 µm2 size of bare O-ZnO (a), Zn-ZnO (b), (1 ML
InN)/O-ZnO (c), (1 ML InN)/Zn-ZnO (d), (10 ML InN)/O-ZnO (e) and
(10 ML InN)/Zn-ZnO (f). The frames of the images are color coded, blue
for O-ZnO and orange for Zn-ZnO. Symbols in (c), (d) recall figure 5.2 (a)
and (b).
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

surface sites, where screw dislocations intersect the surface, are not only preferential sites

for crystal growth, but also for etching, since these sites do not form a closed surface but

a stepped one. This might be the case also for some of the 3D structures exhibiting a

spiral shape. All hexagonal pits are decorated with 3D structures. Thus, we assume that

the onset of 2D-3D transition at h2D−3D is also the onset of formation of these pits. As

the depth of these pits is 10 nm or more, it exceeds the thickness of the thin 0.26 nm to

2.6 nm InN layers. Thus, it indicates etching of the ZnO substrate. Such hexagonal pits

were already reported in InN layers grown on O-ZnO and originate from the disturbed

InN/ZnO interface where the ZnO substrate is severely etched down [129]. The islands

were shown to have a crystal structure that matches the one of cubic In2O3 [129]. Thus,

for layer thickness exceeding hcrit in the order of a ML, defects form in the InN adlayer

and as relaxation occurs, the InN/ZnO interface is no longer protected towards back

etching that might lead to the formation of In2O3 inclusions similarly to the step erosion

mechanism occurring during InAs quantum dot formation on GaAs [163].

RMS: 1.6 nm

0 nm

43 nm(a)

0 nm

37 nm

RMS: 1.7 nm

(b)

Figure 5.4: AFM images of 5 × 5 µm2 size of (2 ML InN)/O-ZnO (a) and (3 ML
InN)/O-ZnO (b). The Symbol in (a) recalls figure 5.2 (a).

For the deposition of InN layers, our results evidenced that the relaxation possibly fol-

lowed the SK mechanism with hcrit that depends not only on the ZnO polarity but also on

the GR. This last effect has not been reported so far for III-N. For InAs on InP, Nakayama

et al. reported the increase of the critical thickness with increasing GR [164]. He attributed

this finding to the slow transformation of a metastable 2D film, growing faster as the GR

is increased, into stable 3D islands. In contrast, in the present case of InN on ZnO, we

observe a slight delay of relaxation for lower GR. As shown above, whatever the ZnO

polarity, an almost pseudomorphic 2D growth sets in at the start of the InN deposition.

In RHEED, the intensity of the specular reflection decreases at the onset of InN deposi-

tion on both ZnO polar surfaces, which may result from the nucleation of platelets with
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5.1 Growth of thin InN films on ZnO

height 1 – 2 MLs similarly to the growth of GaN/AlN heterostructures [165]. This pro-

cess develops until a specific hcrit that depends on the GR used for the InN deposition.

Once hcrit is attained, the strain relaxation process initiates with an enlargement of the in-

plane lattice parameter, as monitored by RHEED. However, it then proceeds differently

for each ZnO polarity.

For growth of InN on both ZnO substrate polarities, the relaxation in almost all cases

occurs close to the transition from 2D to 3D growth mode. Relaxation might occur

first elastically and later on plastically with introduction of dislocations [166], or syn-

chronously with dislocations. In contrast, for the case of growth of InN on O-ZnO with

GR 1 ML/s, the relaxation occurs within the 2D growth mode. Therefore, the coalescence

of the platelets should occur with the concomitant formation of dislocations as suggested

by the simultaneous increase of the lattice parameter in RHEED for InN thickness above

0.6 ML [figure 5.2 (a)]. Such relaxation mechanisms might be due to the formation of dis-

locations at the junction of 2D platelets [165], however further investigations to elucidate

the details of the process are necessary.
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Figure 5.5: AFM images of (2 MLs InN/O-ZnO) (a), (3 MLs InN/O-ZnO) (b), (c), (d),
(2 MLs InN/O-ZnO) (e), (10 MLs InN/Zn-ZnO) (f). Contrast filters were
applied to figure (a)-(e).
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

The critical thickness h2D−3D for the 2D – 3D growth mode transition is governed by

a balance between the surface energy and the elastic energy [166]. As a consequence,

depending on growth conditions, surface polarity, and / or growth techniques, h2D−3D

might vary. The observation that both hcrit and h2D−3D depend on MBE growth param-

eters suggests a kinetic origin of the film growth mode with possible strong influences

from film morphology [71].

It was demonstrated in this section that ML-thin InN of layer thicknesses below 2 MLs

can be grown pseudomorphically on ZnO of both polarities. The exact onset of this 2D-

3D transition at h2D−3D depends on polarity. The onset of relaxation at hcrit depends not

only on polarity but also on GR. The highest hcrit was obtained for the lowest growth rate

of 0.2 ML/s on Zn-ZnO with 1.7 MLs, compared to 1.2 MLs on O-ZnO. Beyond h2D−3D

chemical etching takes place and hexagonal pits decorated with 3D structures are formed.

In the following, a protective InN layer will be deposited on ZnO before growing GaN to

prevent chemical etching between Ga and ZnO.

5.2 Growth of GaN on InN/ZnO

After establishing the limitations for pseudomophic growth of InN on ZnO, pseudo-

substrates of (1.2 MLs InN/O-ZnO) and (1.5 MLs InN/Zn-ZnO) were grown. The pro-

tective layer as well as the ML-thin GaN were grown at the lowest GR that could be

established, which was 0.2 ML/s. In order to check for indication of unintended metal-

rich growth the surface of all GaN/InN/ZnO samples was investigated with OM and

AFM and no indication of indium droplets was found.

In agreement with the results of the last section, [figure 5.6 (a2), (b2)] presents a streaky

RHEED pattern, that was obtained after the deposition of InN layers at GR 0.2 ML/s

with thickness 1.2 MLs on O-ZnO and 1.5 MLs on Zn-ZnO. However, the streaky pattern

changes to a spotty one in the course of GaN deposition on both ZnO polarities [figure

5.6 (a3), (a4) and (b3), (b4)]. For growth on O-ZnO the intensity of the RHEED streaks

decrease and simultaneously faint spots appeared [figure 5.6 (a3)]. This effect occurs at

a total thickness of 1.3 MLs, i.e. it corresponds to the beginning of the GaN deposition.

For growth of GaN on Zn-ZnO, the same intensity evolution is observed but the 2D – 3D

transition is delayed to a total thickness of 4.6 MLs, i.e. it occurs after the deposition of

3.1 MLs GaN.
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5.2 Growth of GaN on InN/ZnO
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Figure 5.6: (a1)-(a4) and (b1)-(b4) RHEED diffraction patterns in the ⟨1010⟩ and in the
⟨1120⟩ azimuths after the deposition of 6.0 MLs GaN on 1.2 MLs InN/O-
ZnO (blue frame) and 1.5 MLs InN/Zn-ZnO (orange frame), respectively.
The intensity and the contrast were increased in images (b3), (b4). Thermal
expansion was taken into account when determining the lattice spacing.
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

In-situ RHEED monitoring confirmed smooth surfaces of the protective InN layer, as the

diffraction pattern at the end of the InN deposition was still streaky and the intensity

did not decrease considerably. However, depending on polarity, very different changes

in the diffraction pattern took place. In the course of the GaN deposition on InN/O-

ZnO [figure 5.6 (a3), (a4)], the streaky diffraction pattern transitions temporarily into a

spotty one and finally into a superposition of streaks and spots. For GaN deposition on

InN/Zn-ZnO [figure 5.6 (b3), (b4)] the pattern is first streaky but decreases considerably

in intensity. After the deposition of 3.1 MLs of GaN, faint spots appear. Due to the low

overall intensity of the diffraction pattern, the intensity and contrast was increased in

figure 5.6 (b3), (b4) to better distinguish the patterns.

The variation of the a-lattice spacing in dependence of the InN and GaN thicknesses

deposited on O-ZnO and Zn-ZnO is presented in Figures 5.7 (a) and (b), respectively.

Depending on the ZnO polarity, a very different evolution occurs.

On O-ZnO [figure 5.7 (a)], the lattice spacing increases during the deposition of 1.2 MLs

of InN and gradually decreases immediately at the start of GaN deposition. Beyond the

deposition of 1.3 MLs of GaN the lattice spacing even decreases further below the lattice

spacing of ZnO, and it stabilizes at the value of 3.24 Å after the total deposition of about

5 MLs (1.2 MLs of InN + 3.8 MLs of GaN). This value corresponds to a remaining lattice

mismatch of 1.3% for GaN. In order to understand this phenomenon, we have considered

the possible alloying of the supplied InN and GaN as an (In, Ga)N layer. We considered

two cases: unstrained and strained (In, Ga)N. Therefore, we also display in figure 5.7 (a)

the evolution of the lattice spacing of an unstrained (In, Ga)N layer, that was calculated

following Vegard’s law. In that case, the calculated lattice spacing clearly does not follow

the measured one. Nonetheless, in the case where the InN a-lattice spacing is strained to

the experimental value attained just before the start of GaN deposition (equal to 3.31 Å),

we obtain a satisfactory agreement between the experimental and calculated values up

to a total layer thickness of 4.2 MLs (1.2 MLs InN + 3 MLs GaN). Beyond 4.2 MLs, the

experimental lattice spacing decreases slower than the model. Hence, alloying does not

seem to be the mechanism at play to explain the experimental data. Therefore, we ex-

amined a third case fitting the experimental data by an exponential decay law [dotted

curve in figure 5.7 (a)] following a model introduced by Bourret et al. [165] to describe
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

the evolution of the lattice strain in GaN/AlN heterostructures, measured by RHEED.

This model is used in this work to describe the relaxation behavior of GaN/InN/ZnO

heterostructures. This law reads:

a(h) = a0 exp
(︃
− (h − hc)

Λ

)︃
+ a1 (5.2)

where a(h) is the a-lattice spacing as a function of the layer thickness h, a0 is the total

amplitude of the lattice relaxation, hc is a critical thickness, Λ is a characteristic thickness

at which a fraction 1-1/e of the plastic relaxation has occurred and a1 is the reference

unstrained lattice parameter of the film. This model provides a satisfying fit of the ex-

perimental values for the parameters a0 = 0.07 Å, a1 = 3.23 Å, hc = 0.2 ML and Λ = 0.9

ML.

In striking contrast, on Zn-ZnO [figure 5.7 (b)] the a-lattice spacing remains constant up

to a total layer thickness of around 3.1 MLs (1.5 MLs InN + 1.6 MLs GaN). Thus, the thick-

ness of 1.6 MLs can be assigned to the critical thickness of GaN on InN fully strained to

Zn-ZnO. Beyond this thickness the a-lattice spacing increases, which indicates the forma-

tion of partially relaxed (In, Ga)N. However, after 4.6 MLs (1.5 MLs InN + 3.1 MLs GaN)

the a-lattice spacing inverts its evolution and decreases. The streaky-spotty transition of

the RHEED pattern occurs at around 4.6 MLs starting simultaneously to the onset of the

decrease of the a-lattice spacing.

0 nm

46 nm

200 nm

(c)

RMS: 2.8 nm

0 nm

87 nm

1 μm

(b)

RMS: 3.6 nm

0 nm

130 nm

1 μm

(a)

RMS: 5.2 nm

Figure 5.8: AFM images of (a) GaN(6.0 MLs)/InN(1.2 MLs)/Zn-ZnO (5 × 5 µm2), (b)
and (c) GaN(6.0 MLs)/InN(1.5 MLs)/O-ZnO of size (5× 5 µm2) and (1× 1
µm2), respectively.

As expected from the spotty RHEED patterns that emerged during both experiments,

AFM measurements of these GaN/InN/ZnO heterostructures revealed the presence of

3D features at their surface [figure 5.8 (a), (b), (c)]. For growth on O-ZnO the density,

average height, and diameter of these 3D features are 7.1 × 108 cm−2, 28 nm, and 44 nm,
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5.2 Growth of GaN on InN/ZnO

respectively. The RMS roughness value for this sample is 5.2 nm. For growth on Zn-

ZnO, the density, average height, and diameter of the 3D features are 5.6 × 108 cm−2, 10

nm, and 55 nm, respectively. The RMS roughness value for this sample is 3.6 nm. These

values are reported in table 5.3. The total volume of these 3D features is for both samples

similar with 1.4 MLs (Zn-ZnO) and 1.5 MLs (O-ZnO). However, in both cases the surface

between them is still very smooth as atomic steps are observed [figure 5.8 (a), (b), (c)].

[Figure 5.8 (b), (c)] show that hexagonal etch pits formed regardless of the InN interlayer

in the GaN/InN/ZnO structure. The average depth of these pits is 5 nm (O-ZnO) which

proofs that the pits etch into the ZnO substrate, with all 3D structures residing within

such pits.

For the deposition of GaN on InN pseudmorphic to ZnO, the relaxation process is also

characteristic of the polarity of ZnO. On InN/O-ZnO the GaN lattice spacing immedi-

ately decreases and occurs simultaneously to the 2D-3D transition observed in RHEED.

Therefore, at the low temperature of 450 ◦C, GaN growth seems to develop according to

the Volmer-Weber mode on the 1 ML-thick InN layer. Nonetheless, the overgrowth of

the unstable strained InN layer by the GaN cap layer could also possibly have triggered

the sharp 2D-3D transition with increasing coverage [167]. Considering the formation

and the relaxation of GaN 3D islands, we obtain a good fit to the a-lattice spacing evolu-

tion. However, the formation of strained or unstrained (In, Ga)N might also occur during

capping by GaN [168], although the presence of (In, Ga)N alone does not allow to prop-

erly fit the data. Interestingly, the relaxation of the 6.0 ML-thick GaN layer is not full

and the GaN a-lattice spacing reaches a steady-state a-lattice spacing around 3.24 Å that

corresponds either to GaN with a residual strain of 1.3% or to fully relaxed In0.12Ga0.88N.

Sample RMS [nm] Height [nm] Diameter [nm] Density [106 cm−2 ]

2 MLs InN (O) 1.6 17 64 220
3 MLs InN (O) 1.6 16 59 68
10 MLs InN (O) 0.3 23 138 3.7
10 MLs InN (Zn) 0.4 5 196 5.7

1.2 MLs InN/6 MLs GaN (O) 5.2 28 44 710
1.5 MLs InN/6 MLs GaN (Zn) 3.6 10 55 560

Table 5.3: The RMS surface roughness, height, diameter and density of the 3D struc-
tures, formed at the surface of InN/ZnO and GaN/InN/ZnO of both polar-
ities, measured by AFM. "O" refers to "O-ZnO" and "Zn" refers to "Zn-ZnO".
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

In contrast on InN/Zn-ZnO, the growth of GaN is pseudomorphic until a total layer

thickness of about 3.1 MLs (1.5 MLs InN + 1.6 MLs GaN) is reached. Afterwards the

a-lattice constant increases. Such a behavior is unexpected and might be due to com-

position pulling effect [26], [27] that allows the formation of (In, Ga)N with a higher

In-content on the surface. In fact, RHEED describes transient of surface lattice spacing

during growth. The relatively high strain state of the pseudomorphic layer allows for the

composition pulling effect to appear. At a thickness of 4.6 MLs the a-lattice spacing starts

to decrease and concomitantly, the 2D-3D transition occurs similarly to InN/ZnO.

A schematic of the growth process for InN/ZnO and GaN/InN/ZnO is shown in figure

5.9, summarizing all the obtained results.

In short, we have established that for growth on Zn-ZnO, templates consisting of 1.5

MLs InN and 1.6 MLs GaN can be pseudomorphically grown. For growth on O-ZnO

no pseudomorphic growth of GaN on InN templates was found. In this case sub-ML

InN already shows a slight relaxation with an increasing a-lattice constant, and for GaN

grown on 1.2 MLs InN the a-lattice constant decreases right after the growth starts with

an immediate streaky-spotty transition of the RHEED pattern.

5.3 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

After establishing the limits of pseudomorphic growth of InN on ZnO and GaN on

InN/ZnO pseudo-substrates the growth of InN/GaN SPSLs was investigated. The nom-

inal GR for all samples was about 0.2 ML/s (3.4 nm/min), which was the metal flux. The

nominal indium flux was 0.19 ML/s (3.25 nm/min), the nominal gallium flux was 0.2

ML/s (3.4 nm/min). The nominal nitrogen flux was 0.2 ML/s. The growth temperature

was 450 ◦C. All samples were nominally grown under slightly nitrogen-rich conditions,

though some samples unintentionally deviated from that, which will be discussed later.

Three (1 ML InN/2 MLs GaN) SPSLs (nominal structure) were grown on ZnO, two on

Zn-ZnO and one on O-ZnO: ten and hundred periods on Zn-ZnO, which will be referred

to as SLZ
10x, and SLZ

100x and a hundred periods on O-ZnO, referred to as SLO
100x.
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Figure 5.9: Schematic representation of the growth evolution of (a) - (c) InN on ZnO,
and (d) - (g) GaN on InN/ZnO. In (a), the early formation of a pseudomor-
phic InN layer below the critical thickness is followed by (b) relaxation and
(c) back etching and 3D structure formation on both ZnO polarities. For
the growth of GaN on 1.2 MLs InN pseudomorphic to O-ZnO, relaxation
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Figure 5.10: AFM height profiles of SLZ
10x (a1)-(a2)(5 × 5 µm2, 1 × 1 µm2), SLZ

100x (b1)-
(b3)(20× 20 µm2, 5× 5 µm2, 1× 1 µm2), SLO

100x (c1)-(c3)(20× 20 µm2, 5× 5
µm2, 1 × 1 µm2).
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5.3.1 Investigation of the surface morphology

The surface of the heterostructures were probed by AFM, the heterostructures grown on

ZnO (SLZ
10x and SLZ

100x) [figure 5.10 (a) and (b)] exhibit a surface with faint steps with a

high density of 3D structures that are only a few MLs high but cover nearly the complete

surface. Since they can barely be distinguished from the surface it is not possible to

determine their density, but comparing SLZ
10x [figure 5.10 (a)] and SLZ

100x [figure 5.10 (b)] it

shows that the density of medium and large sized 3D structures decreases with increasing

numbers of periods and a few large 3D structures grew in size.

The density, average height and diameter of these medium and large sized 3D structures

is 3.2× 108 cm−2, 0.7 nm and 23 nm for SLZ
10x and 1.2× 107 cm−2, 50.5 nm and 173 nm for

SLZ
100x respectively. The small ML-thin 3D structures increased in size so that the whole

surface of SLZ
100x consists of a grain like structure [figure 5.10 (b2)]. At the intersections of

these platelets or grains, defects might form and facilitate the relaxation as described by

Bourret et al. [165] for GaN/AlN heterostructures. The stepped morphology that is still

well visible after 10 periods [figure 5.10 (a1)] can barely be distinguished anymore after

100 periods [figure 5.10 (b2)].

SLO
100x does not exhibit a stepped surface morphology. Furthermore, the surface is cov-

ered with a high density of 3D structures of 7.9× 109 cm−2. Figure 5.10 (c1) shows a large

spherical object on the surface and several smaller ones, as their color indicates, they form

depressions in the surface and not protrusions like the 3D structures. Therefore, they are

probably traces of droplets of indium or gallium which are also present in figure 5.11 (c),

which shows the surface of SLO
100x magnified 20x by an optical microscope. Comparing

figure 5.11 (b1), (b2) (SLZ
100x) and (a1), (a2) (SLZ

10x) to (c1), (c2) (SLO
100x) shows that SLZ

100x

and SLZ
10x were probably grown near stoichoimetry because there is only a low density

of objects on the surface that may be droplets, whereas SLO
100x exhibits a higher density of

spherical objects, that may be droplets, and was probably grown with slightly group-III

rich conditions.

Comparing RMS of all three samples shows that the RMS increased from 0.6 nm [figure

5.10 (a1)] to 3.1 nm [figure 5.10 (b2)] with increasing number of periods (SLZ
10x compared

to SLZ
100x) and that SLO

100x exhibits a lower RMS of 1.9 nm [figure 5.10 (c2)] compared to

SLZ
100x with 3.1 nm. The lower RMS of SLO

100x compared to SLZ
100x might be due to the

metal-rich vs N-rich growth conditions, as explained in chapter 3.1.3.
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Figure 5.11: Surface of (a1), (a2) SLZ
10x, (b1), (b2) SLZ

100x and (c1), (c2) SLO
100x magnified

(20x) ((a1), (b1), (c1)) investigated with optical microscope. (a2), (b2), (c2)
show enlarged area which is marked with black or grey rectangle in (a1),
(b1), (c1). Spheres on the surface may be droplets (indium or gallium),
pink circles in (a1), (a2), (b1), (b2)) mark possible droplets.
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5.3.2 Investigation of the growth mode and surface morphology
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Figure 5.12: RHEED diffraction patterns in the ⟨1010⟩ azimuth of (a) SLZ
10x (b) SLZ

100x
and (c) SLO

100x . Intensity and contrast were increased in images (a2), (a3)
and (b1), (b2).

For all heterostructures RHEED monitoring during growth revealed a streaky pattern

at the beginning [figure 5.12 (a1), (b1), (c1)]. The intensity started to diminish after a

few MLs of deposition [figure 5.13 (a2), (b2), (c2)]. For growth on Zn-ZnO the intensity

almost vanished. Thus, the signal could not be displayed anymore (missing data points

in figure 5.13 (a), (b) and 5.14). The intensity increases again beyond h2D−3D = 9 MLs

[figure 5.13 (b)] and a very faint spots start to appear in the RHEED diffraction pattern for

SLO
100x [figure 5.12 (c2)]. For SLZ

10x [figure 5.12 (a3)] and SLZ
100x [figure 5.12 (b3)] the exact

layer thickness when the spotty diffraction pattern appears cannot be determined due to

the low intensity of the signal. The initial decrease in RHEED specular intensity is an
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

indication of surface roughening, since it is combined with a streaky diffraction pattern

below 9 MLs total thickness it is assumed that this roughening is due to formation of 2D

platelets of 1 ML to 3 MLs thickness.

The evolution of the a-lattice spacing in figure 5.13 (a) and 5.14 shows a very different

behavior of the a-lattice parameter for SLZ
10x and SLO

100x. For SLZ
10x the a-lattice parameter

increases during deposition of InN and decreases again during deposition of GaN (as

indicated with guides to the eye within the range of 21 MLs to 27 MLs in figure 5.14) but

the average a-lattice parameter increases up to a total layer thickness of about 12 MLs

to a maximum value of 3.42 Å, which correlates to unstrained In0.67Ga0.33N. This could

indicate a composition pulling effect [169], [170], [171]. Beyond the 12th ML the a-lattice

spacing starts to decrease again. Due to compressive strain in the InN or (In, Ga)N layer

(if InN and GaN mixes) there is initially a driving force that may decrease the indium

content in the growing layer, gallium atoms may take the place of some of the indium

atoms which then segregate to the growth surface and accumulate in the top layers or 3D

structures, which increases the a-lattice spacing. Upon relaxation more indium may be

incorporated into the (In, Ga)N layer, which could lower the indium content in the top

layer or the 3D structures and therefore cause a decrease in the a-lattice spacing of the top

layer. It must be noted at this point that beyond 9 MLs the RHEED pattern is spotty and

we are possibly probing the a-lattice parameter of the 3D structures.

A similar behavior can be observed for SLZ
100x in figure 5.13 (a), the maximum average

value of the a-lattice parameter is 3.42 Å, determined for a total layer thickness of 20

MLs. After nearly 200 MLs of deposition, the intensity increases again and the a-lattice

parameter shows a saw-tooth evolution around a stable average value of 3.33 Å.

In contrast, the SLO
100x grown on O-ZnO [figure 5.13 (a)] shows a fairly constant a-lattice

parameter up to the 2D-3D transition at h2D−3D = 9 MLs. After this transition the a-lattice

parameter slightly decreases and then recovers the average value of 3.30 Å, which stays

constant for the rest of the growth. This value corresponds to In0.37Ga0.63N (R = 65%).

The change of a-lattice spacing beyond the 9th ML of deposited material is interpreted as

the onset of relaxation. Therefore the fit of the ω − 2θ scan was conducted accounting for

relaxation between the 3rd and the 12th period (9-36 MLs) (see chapter 5.3.3).

The transition from 2D growth mode (streaky RHEED diffraction pattern) to 3D growth

mode (spotty pattern) at a critical layer thickness h2D−3D = 9 MLs that is observed for

SLO
100x and the simultaneous onset of RHEED specular intensity increase, that is observed

for all 3 heterostructure samples at h2D−3D = 9 MLs is indicative of Stranski-Krastanov
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growth mode, as already explained in chapter 5.2. It is interesting that h2D−3D in this

case is greater than that of GaN/InN/ZnO (see chapter 5.2). Furthermore, the rather

constant a-lattice spacing of SLO
100x up to a thickness of about 9 MLs shows a different

behavior than the a-lattice spacing evolution found for the growth of GaN/InN on O-

ZnO (see chapter 5.2), which shows an increase within the first ML of deposited InN. This

difference might be due to the unintentional difference in V/III ratio (see chapter 5.3.1).

Though both samples were nominally grown with V/III about 1.1 (N-rich), investigations

with OM and AFM suggest that SLO
100x was actually grown with metal-excess. Thus, this

result suggests that pseudomorphic growth of thin InN/GaN layers on O-ZnO might be

possible. The influence of the V/III ratio on growth will be further discussed in chapter

6.1.2.

5.3.3 Determination of indium content and degree of relaxation

The indium content and degree of relaxation of SLZ
100x and SLO

100x was determined by

XRD reciprocal space maps (RSM).

Figure 5.15 shows the RSM of SLZ
100x (5.15 (a)) and SLO

100x (5.15 (b)) around the (1015)

reflex. The RSM of SLO
100x (5.15 (b)) was acquired using a crystal analyzer. The RSM of

SLZ
100x (5.15 (a)) consists of two separate measurements. Measuring with a crystal ana-

lyzer no (In, Ga)N related peak could be distinguished with the used integration time

due to its low intensity. Thus, a second scan without analyzer crystal but with a 1 mm slit

in front of the detector was conducted and both scans are presented together. Since the

detector setup as well as the scan parameters are not the same for both measurements the

colors which indicate the intensity are not comparable between both measurements and

therefore no color scale was added. The intensity values of all three RSM were logarith-

mized and displayed as a linear plot. The background was not displayed by setting the

color of the intensity values below some threshold to white, except for the scan around

the (In, Ga)N peak in figure 5.15 (a).

In figure 5.15 guides to the eye were added to mark the position of fully relaxed ZnO,

GaN, InN, In0.35Ga0.65N and In0.37Ga0.63N (red dots). The vertical dash-dotted lines in-

tersecting the ZnO peaks mark (In, Ga)N fully strained to ZnO. This vertical dash-dotted

line will be referred to as the fully strained line. The maximum of the (In, Ga)N peak is

marked with a black square. A black solid line connects unstrained GaN and InN. Fully

relaxed (In, Ga)N layers of any composition will lie on this line, referred to as the compo-

sition line. The dashed black line that intersects the position of unstrained In0.35Ga0.65N

or In0.37Ga0.63N (red dots) and the fully strained line is referred to as the relaxation line.
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5.3 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

Each such line represents (In, Ga)N with a specific composition but with varying degrees

of relaxation, depending on its relative position between the position of fully strained

and fully relaxed (In, Ga)N, which mark the end points of this line. Thus, this dashed

line can be used to determine the degree of relaxation. The angle of the relaxation line

was determined following a procedure explained below. The RSM of SLO
100x and the

composite RSM of SLZ
100x both show a peak related to the ZnO substrate. This is the peak

with highest intensity, and a second peak of lower intensity, which is attributed to the

nominal (In, Ga)N heterostructure. The ZnO peak of SLZ
100x sample shows an elliptical

shape whereas the ZnO peak of the SLO
100x sample has an elongated shape, which is a

measurement artifact. Since significant differences in volume of the diffracting epitaxial

structures is unlikely, the higher intensity of the heterostructure peak of sample SLO
100x

suggests that the crystal quality of the SLO
100x structure is higher, meaning for example

less crystal defects.

Analytical determination of the indium content and the degree of relaxation

The indium content and degree of relaxation can be determined analytically. The result

of a reciprocal space map around a reflection (hkil) is usually given in reciprocal lattice

units (rlu), they can be converted into a- and c- lattice spacings. The relation between the

a- and c-lattice spacing and the distance d(hkil) of the scattering (hkil) planes, with hkil

the Miller indices and i = −(h + k) is given by [172], [173]:

1
d2
(hkil)

=
4
3
· h2 + h · k + k2

a2 +
l2

c2 (5.3)

The relationship between the reciprocal lattice vector qhkil and the distance dhkil of diffract-

ing planes (from which the a- and c-lattice spacings can be derived) is usually given by

qhkil =
1

dhkil
[174]. The X’Pert Epitaxy software used in this study uses:

qhkil =
λ

2 · d(hkil)
(5.4)

qhkil is the reciprocal lattice vector in reciprocal lattice units (rlu), which gives:

1 =
λ2

q2
hkil

(︃
h2 + h · k + k2

3 · a2 +
l2

4 · c2

)︃
(5.5)
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For d(hki0):

ae(λ, h, k, qx) =
λ ·

√︁
(h2 + h · k + k2)

qhki0 ·
√

3
(5.6)

For d(000l):

ce(λ, l, qz) =
λ · l

q000l · 2
(5.7)

With ce, ae the a- and c-lattice spacing measured with the RSM. qhki0, q000l are the recip-

rocal lattice vectors, sometimes also referred to as qx, qz, or qparallel and qorthogonal and λ

the wavelength of the X-Ray beam. From the RSM peak positions, the a- and c-lattice

spacings are derived using the Poisson ratio of the ZnO substrate or of the SL structures.

The Poisson ratio of (In, Ga)N is interpolated linearly applying Vegard’s law and using

the values of the Poisson’s ratio of GaN (νGaN = 0.183)[173] and InN (νInN = 0.272) [173].

ν(x) = νInN · x + νGaN(1 − x) (5.8)

With x the indium content. Poissons ratio relates the unstrained a- and c-lattice spac-

ing, that can be looked up in literature, to the a- and c-lattice spacing that are measured

experimentally using the RSM. For biaxial strain:

ce − c0

c0
=

−2ν

1 − ν

ae − a0

a0
(5.9)

With c0, a0 the a- and c-lattice spacing of unstrained (In, Ga)N. Vegard’s law was used to

calculate the unstrained a- and c-lattice spacings of (In, Ga)N neglecting bowing.

a(x) = aInN · x + aGaN(1 − x) (5.10)

c(x) = cInN · x + cGaN(1 − x) (5.11)
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5.3 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

With aInN = 3.54 Å, cInN = 5.70 Å, aGaN = 3.19 Å, cGaN = 5.19 Å (see table 2.1 in chapter

2). Equation 5.9 is solved for ce and equations 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.10 and 5.11 are plugged in.

An analytical solution can be found for the auxiliary function:

g(x, ce, ae) = c(x)− −ce
2·ν(x)

1−ν(x)
ae−a(x)

a(x) − 1
= 0 (5.12)

Solving this equation gives the indium content x, which can be used to derive the strain

and degree of relaxation.

Using equation 5.12 the indium content and degree of relaxation was determined to be

x = 0.37 and R = 66% for SLO
100x and x = 0.36 and R = 74% for SLZ

100x.

The degree of relaxation R can be calculated using:

R =
P(In,Ga)N − PZnO− f s

Prc − PZnO− f s
× 100 (5.13)

With P(In,Ga)N the position of the peak maximum of partially strained (In, Ga)N, and the

intersection of the fully strained line with the relaxation line PZnO− f s. These relationships

are exemplary explained for the case of (In, Ga)N grown on GaN in figure 5.16.

Determination of indium content and degree of relaxation graphically

Alternative to an analytic determination, the indium content and degree of relaxation can

be determined by sliding the relaxation line along the composition line until the relax-

ation line intersects the (In, Ga)N peak maximum (see figure 5.16) [175]. This intersection

of relaxation line and composition line is referred to as Prc, the ratio:

x =
Prc − PGaN

PInN − PGaN
(5.14)

gives the indium content x of the (In, Ga)N layer [175], with Prc minus PGaN the distance

between Prc and PGaN , which marks the position of GaN using literature values (a =

3.19 Å, a = 5.19 Å, see table 2.1 in chapter 2)) and PInN − PGaN the distance between the

literature positions of InN marked with PInN (a = 3.54 Å, a = 5.70 Å) and GaN.
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Figure 5.16: Schematic of XRD RSM of (In, Ga)N on GaN. Peak positions marked for
GaN (PGaN), InN (PInN) and (In, Ga)N (P(In,Ga)N), intersection of relax-
ation and composition line (Prc) and the intersection of the relaxation line
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5.3 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

The angle α between the relaxation line and the fully strained line was determined using

the following equation from Pereira et al. [176]:

α(x) = arctan

⎛⎝ 1
2·ν(x)

1−ν(x)

⎞⎠ · tan(φ) · 4(h2 + k2)

l
√︂

4
3 (h

2 + hk + l2)
(5.15)

This angle is depending on the indium content x. φ is the angle between the surface

normal and the (hkl) planes with tan(φ) = c
a

√︂
4
3
(h2+h·k+l2)

l2 . Pereira et al. derived that

equation using equation 5.9.

The indium content of SLZ
100x [figure 5.15 (a)] was determined to be x = 0.35 with a degree

of relaxation of R = 73%. The indium content of SLO
100x [figure 5.15 (b)] was determined

to be x = 0.37 with a degree of relaxation of R = 65%. This results agree well with the

results determined analytically and are compared in table 5.4.

Sample Graphical Analysis Analytic Analysis

x R x R
SLZ

100x 0.35 73% 0.36 74%
SLO

100x 0.37 65% 0.37 66%

Table 5.4: Indium content x and strain ϵ of samples SLZ
100x and SLO

100x determined by
XRD RSM.

Figure 5.15 (a) and (b) show that the ZnO(1015) peaks are more intense and have a smaller

full width at have maximum (FWHM) than the heterostructure related peaks, which are

rather broad and low in intensity. This broadening might indicate the presence of (In,

Ga)N with varying indium contents and strain states. To compare the distribution of

indium content between SLO
100x and SLZ

100x the following procedure was applied: The in-

tensity of the peak maximum ISL−max was determined, color coding was set in a way that

the range ISL− 2
3 max - ISL−max (hereafter referred to as I2/3 range) could be distinguished.

This range includes intensities between two thirds of the maximum and the maximum

value. Black triangles in figure 5.15 (b) (SLO
100x) mark the borders of the I2/3 range. In

case of SLZ
100x [figure 5.15 (a)], the upper limit (highest indium content) was determined

and marked but the lower limit could not be determined since the RSM does not extend

far enough, only an upper estimate for the lower limit could be performed. The scan was

not repeated with an increased scan range because the intensity of the peak was already

very low (3 days measurement), bigger scan range that would require a smaller integra-

tion time would decrease the intensity further and make an analysis less accurate. It is

noteworthy that this procedure is supposed to yield a measure for comparison, it is not
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

intended through this procedure to estimate the full distribution of indium contents. For

the sample SLO
100x this procedure yielded a range of indium contents and strain states

between x = 0.44, fully relaxed and x = 0.3, fully strained. For SLZ
100x the upper limit

was determined to be x = 0.44, fully relaxed, and the upper estimate of the lower limit

was x = 0.19 and tensile strained with ϵ = 0.02. (In, Ga)N with x = 0.19 is close to being

lattice-matched to ZnO. This suggests that the tensile strained (In, Ga)N with x = 0.19

is not located at the heterostructure/ZnO interface, because if it was, it would be lattice-

matched and therefore not tensile strained. It is probably rather somewhere within the

structure after the SL has already started to partially relax and therefore increased its lat-

tice spacing.

Determination of indium content and degree of relaxation using ω − 2θ scans

XRD ω − 2θ scans around the (0002) reflex were conducted on samples SLO
100x (blue),

SLZ
100x (purple) and bare ZnO (black) to further elucidate their structure (see figure 5.17).

The most intense peak in figure 5.17 is the ZnO (0002) reflex. To its left, at an angle of

33.2 ° there is the (In, Ga)N peak with 35% (SLZ
100x) and 37% (SLO

100x) indium content of

the nominal InN/GaN SL structure. It is reported in literature that enough indium on

the surface causes the In(101) reflex at 33 ° (indicated with dashed line in figure 5.17)

[177], [178]. Though close to the peak maxima of what is judged to be the (In, Ga)N peak

of SLO
100x and SLZ

100x it is clearly distinct from it. Possible indium on the surface may

have contributed though to the lower angle flank of the (In, Ga)N peak. As discussed

in chapter 5.3.1, a low density of objects were found on the surface of SLZ
100x that may

be assumed to be indium. SLZ
100x shows clear signs of indium droplets on the surface.

A comparison between the intensities of the (In, Ga)N peak of SLO
100x (SLZ

100x) and the

ZnO(0002) peak shows that the intensity of ZnO(0002) is about 2 (4) orders of magnitude

more intense. This difference in intensity of the (In, Ga)N peak of SLO
100x (SLZ

100x) was

already addressed in the previous RSM section. One more feature can be distinguished

at 22.2° that is in agreement with the expected position of the first satellite peak SL−1 of

the SLO
100x (SLZ

100x) structure but also shows up in the measurement of bare ZnO. Super-

imposing all three measurement curves in a way, so that the intensity within the range

8° to 12° matches, shows that they all have a very similar intensity evolution (not shown

here), therefore there may not be a satellite peak and no indication for a possible presence

of a periodic structure in SLO
100x (SLZ

100x).
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The intensity of the fitting curves was normalized to fit the intensity of the measured ZnO

(0002) peak. The structure of sample SLZ
100x was fitted with (In, Ga)N with x = 0.33 [fig-

ure 5.18 (a)]. A gradual strain relaxation of 12% per 3 MLs of deposited material (referred

to as 1 period) was assumed from the 3rd to the 12th period. Beyond the 12th period

a steady state degree of relaxation of Rss = 73% was assumed (further discussed in the

RHEED section 5.3.2). The intensity of the simulated (In, Ga)N peak exceeds the experi-

mental value by a factor of 100, which may indicate the imperfection of the structure, like

interface roughness, defects, etc.

The SLO
100x structure was fitted assuming (In, Ga)N with x = 0.35 (see figure 5.18 (b)).

The experimental data was fitted with a gradual strain relaxation of 10% per period from

the 3rd to the 12th period. Beyond the 12th period there was no more relaxation but

instead a constant average lattice spacing and a final steady state relaxation Rss = 65%

was assumed. For SLO
100x the intensity of the simulated (In, Ga)N peak exceeds the ex-

perimental value by a factor of 5, which is considerably lower than the value found for

SLZ
100x. Also the (In, Ga)N peak of SLO

100x is narrower, both of these findings show that

SLO
100x might have a narrower range of composition (as already indicated by RSM) and

an overall better crystalline quality.

5.3.4 Investigation of the chemical composition and strain by

Raman spectroscopy

The measurements for this study were conducted with a HORIBA LabRAM HR Evolu-

tion in backscattering geometry. The scattered light was not analyzed for its polarization.

A frequency doubled Ar-ion laser was used with a wavelength of 244 nm, a solid state

laser was used for laser light of wavelength 405 nm. The scattered light was detected by

a charge-coupled device that was cooled with LN2.

Dependence of phonon frequency on strain and indium content in (In, Ga)N

Prior to presenting the findings of the Raman spectroscopy investigations it is necessary

to recall how the phonon frequencies depend on the strain ϵ and indium content x. The

frequency of A1(LO) and EH
2 phonon modes shifts depending on the strain state and the

indium content of the (In, Ga)N layer and can be approximated by [179], [180]:

ω(In,Ga)N = ωGaN
0 + ∆ω0(x) + ∆ω(ϵ) (5.16)
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

With ωGaN
0 the phonon frequency of unstrained GaN, ∆ω0(x) and ∆ω(ϵ) the shift in

phonon frequency due to the alloying with indium and strain, respectively. The A1(LO)

phonon modes exhibit a linear dependence on the indium content x in unstrained (In,

Ga)N [181], the EH
2 will be approximated to have a linear dependence on the indium

content, even though its dependence shows a slight bowing [180]. Taking the values

A1(LO)(GaN/InN) and E2(H)(GaN/InN) from Harima et al. [182], we estimated for

both phonon modes the dependence of the frequency on the In content. A linear approx-

imation is used:

∆ωA1
0 (x) = [A1(LO)(GaN)− A1(LO)(InN)] · x cm−1 = −148 · x cm−1 (5.17)

∆ωE2
0 (x) = [E2(H)(GaN)− E2(H)(InN)] · x cm−1 = −79.6 · x cm−1 (5.18)

The value ∆ωA1
0 (x) = -148 cm−1 is close to -149 cm−1, which was calculated through a

dynamical model by Correia et al.[181]. The value ∆ωE2
0 (x) = -79.6 cm−1 is similar to

-77.9, which was derived from a plot of Oliva et al. [180]. The strain dependence of the

A1(LO) and EH
2 modes in case of biaxial strain can be approximated [183], [180] by:

∆ω(ϵ) = a(ϵxx + ϵyy) + b · ϵzz = 2 · a · ϵxx − 2 · b
C13

C33
· ϵxx = K⊥ · ϵxx (5.19)

With a and b being phonon deformation potentials, ϵxx, ϵyy and ϵzz being the stress ten-

sors, C13 and C33 being the elastic constants. With KA1
⊥ and KE2

⊥ being the K⊥ for the

A1(LO) and E2(H) of GaN [184]:

∆ωA1(ϵ) = −885 · ϵxx cm−1 (5.20)

∆ωE2(ϵ) = −1115 · ϵxx cm−1 (5.21)

The phonon frequency ω(In,Ga)N in equation 5.16 can be determined experimentally through

Raman spectroscopy. Using equations 5.16 to 5.21, we obtain two linear equations for two

phonon modes A1(LO) and E2(H) according to equation 5.16. This gives two equations

with two unknown variables, from which the strain ϵ and the indium content x can be

determined.
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Determination of strain and indium composition of (In, Ga)N heterostructures

Figure 5.19 presents the Raman spectra of SLZ
10x [figure 5.19 (a), orange], SLZ

100x [figure

5.19 (b), purple] and SLO
100x [figure 5.19 (c), blue]. Guides to the eye were added to in-

dicate the frequencies of several InN, GaN, ZnO and (In, Ga)N related phonon modes

[182]. Measurements were conducted using two different laser excitation wavelengths

λ405 and λ244. Several features can be distinguished and are attributed to the A1(LO)

or EH
2 of ZnO or (In, Ga)N. The Raman spectra show a clear difference depending on

the used wavelength of the laser light. Both samples SLO
100x and SLZ

100x (which amounts

to approximately 80 nm thickness) do not show ZnO related phonon modes when laser

light with λ244 was used, which indicates that the optical probing depth was smaller than

d the thickness of the (In, Ga)N heterostructure. This is confirmed by calculations using

the Lambert-Beer law, plotted in figure 5.20, and showing that for 2 · d = 160 nm path

length (incoming and outgoing light) the light intensity has decreased by over 95%. In

contrast to SLO
100x and SLZ

100x, SLZ
10x shows a weakened A1(LO) line from ZnO [see figure

5.19 (a)].

Using λ405, all samples show the ZnO A1(LO) mode and the ZnO EH
2 mode. Since laser

light with λ405 penetrates deeper into the sample, measurements using this wavelength

will give values for indium content x and strain ϵ that are closer to the average values of

the (In, Ga)N heterostructure. Measurements using λ244 will emphasize more the upper

parts of the (In, Ga)N heterostructures. If the indium content is higher for λ244 than for

λ405 it would be an indication of composition pulling effect.

None of the Raman spectra in figure 5.19 exhibit a peak that can be assigned to the GaN

A1(LO) or EH
2 modes, which means that Raman spectroscopy does not give any indication

of the existence of GaN in the (In, Ga)N heterostructure of these samples. This is true for

all laser excitation energies used.

The phonon frequency was determined by fitting one or multiple Voigt curves to the

Raman spectra. In the latter case several peak positions were extracted that are assumed

to belong either to distinct (In, Ga)N phases with different indium composition and strain

or in case of the A1(LO) peak to a so-called S-peak [185], [186], [182]. Sample SLZ
10x,

probed with λ405, does not show any indication of InN or (In, Ga)N (compare spectra of

SLZ
10x (orange) and bare ZnO (black) in figure 5.19 (a)), this might be due to the small

scattering volume given by the small thickness of the epitaxial layer. Probing with λ244

reveals a peak that correlates with the A1(LO) of (In, Ga)N, though no EH
2 peak was

detected. Therefore, it is not possible to determine the chemical composition or the strain

in this sample.
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Figure 5.19: Raman spectra from samples a) SLZ
10x, b) SLZ

100x, c) SLO
100x, using laser

excitation wavelengths λ405, and λ244. The vertical dotted lines indicate
literature values for InN, GaN and ZnO phonon frequencies. The Black
curve in c) represents the Raman spectrum of a bare ZnO substrate. Ra-
man spectroscopy measurements were conducted by Dr. Manfred Ram-
steiner.
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Figure 5.21: Raman spectrum of SLO
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fect in dark brown. Raman spectroscopy measurements were conducted
by Dr. Manfred Ramsteiner.
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Sample EExc EH
2 (average x) S-peak A1(LO) (average x) A1(LO) (low x)

SLZ
100x 244 nm 534 cm−1 664 cm−1

SLZ
100x 405 nm 545 cm−1 656 cm−1 688 cm−1 708 cm−1

SLO
100x 244 nm 537 cm−1 671 cm−1

SLO
100x 405 nm 538 cm−1 650 cm−1 679 cm−1 702 cm−1

Table 5.5: Peak positions of Raman scattering modes EH
2 , A1(LO) and S-peak of sam-

ples SLZ
100x and SLO

100x depending on used laser excitation wavelength EExc.
"average x" refers to (In, Ga)N with average indium content and average
strain of the sample; "low" refers to (In, Ga)N with low indium content.

The origin of the S-band is still under debate. Correia et al. link this S-peak to poor

crystalline quality of the (In, Ga)N layer, and claim that defects in the (In, Ga)N layer

induce disorder activated phonon scattering [181]. There are also reports that suggest

that this S-peak may be related to regions near to the sample surface, since this peak

vanishes after surface etching [188].

The S-peak intensity relative to the EH
2 intensity is highest when the degree of alloy dis-

order is maximum - which is for (In, Ga)N the case for intermediate indium contents.

The Raman peak originating from second-order scattering by A1(LO) phonon modes is

not distorted by the superposition with the so-called S-peak, as exemplary shown for

SLO
100x in figure 5.21. The 2 A1(LO) peak was fitted with two Voigt curves. One with

a maximum at 1357 cm−1 [corresponding to 685 cm−1 for 1 A1(LO)] represents the (In,

Ga)N phase with average indium content and strain (light brown curve in figure 5.21)

the other curve (dark brown) with a maximum at 1394 cm−1 (corresponding to 703 cm−1

for 1 A1(LO)) represents a second (In, Ga)N phase with a lower indium content. The

frequency of the 2 A1(LO) mode is slightly more than twice the value of the 1 A1(LO).

This phenomenon was already reported for example for GaN [192], [193]. The existence

of low indium content (In, Ga)N phases will be discussed later.

Figure 5.22 displays the first-order Raman spectra of SLZ
100x and SLO

100x. In order to ex-

tract the peak positions of the EH
2 and A1(LO) phonon modes, the spectra were fitted by

five Voigt curves for the following contributions: EH
2 of (In, Ga)N with average indium

content of sample (light orange), A1(LO) of ZnO (grey), S-peak (pink), A1(LO) of (In,

Ga)N with average indium content of sample (light brown), (In, Ga)N A1(LO) with low

indium content and increased intensity by resonance effect (dark brown). The resulting

peak positions (see table 5.5) were used to determine the In content x and the strain ϵ in

the (In, Ga)N layer using equations 5.16 to 5.21.
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Figure 5.22: Raman spectra from samples (a) SLZ
100x and (b) SLO

100x with excitation
wavelength λ405 on. Raman spectra were fitted with Voigt curves, the
superposition of the Voigt fit curves is given as a red curve, guides to
the eye were added for Voigt fit-curve maxima. The following color
codes were used: EH

2 of (In, Ga)N with average indium content of sam-
ple (light orange), A1(LO) of ZnO (grey), S-peak (pink), A1(LO) of (In,
Ga)N with average indium content of sample (light brown), (In, Ga)N
A1(LO) with low indium content and increased intensity by resonance
effect (dark brown). Raman spectroscopy measurements were conducted
by Dr. Manfred Ramsteiner.
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

Sample Method x ϵ

SLZ
100x Raman (244 nm) 0.51 -0.01

SLZ
100x Raman (405 nm) 0.33 -0.00

SLZ
100x XRD 0.35 -0.01

SLO
100x Raman (244 nm) 0.47 -0.01

SLO
100x Raman (405 nm) 0.38 -0.00

SLO
100x XRD 0.37 -0.01

Table 5.6: Indium content x and strain ϵ of samples SLZ
100x and SLO

100x determined by
Raman spectroscopy and XRD RSM.

For SLZ
100x and laser excitation wavelength λ405 this resulted in x = 0.33 and ϵ = 0.00,

which compares well with the XRD RSM results x = 0.35 and ϵ = −0.01 (see table 5.6).

Using laser excitation wavelength of λ405, an indium content of x = 0.38 and strain ϵ =

0.00 is found for sample SLO
100x, which compares rather well with the XRD RSM results

x = 0.37 and ϵ = −0.01 (see table 5.6). It also fits to the a-lattice spacing evolution

determined by RHEED which showed a final oscillation around the value of 3.3 Å, which

corresponds to x = 0.37 and ϵ = −0.01.

For both samples SLZ
100x and SLO

100x the A1(LO) mode of ZnO was detected at 582 cm−1.

Comparing the (In, Ga)N A1(LO) peak shape in literature with the findings of this study,

for λ405 it was found that there is a similarity of peak shape for x = 0.36 − 0.60 [191],

x = 0.37 [190], x = 0.33 [180], x = 0.30 [189] and , x = 0.24 − 0.29 [189], most of these

results compare rather well with the findings of the average indium content shown in

table 5.6.

The frequencies of the A1(LO) mode of 702 cm−1 (SLO
100x) and 708 cm−1 (SLZ

100x) (see figure

5.22 and table 5.5) are attributed to a low indium content (In, Ga)N phase for which the

fundamental band gap energy is close to the photon energy of the incoming light when

using excitation λ405. In this case, Raman scattering by LO phonon modes is strongly

enhanced via the so-called forbidden Fröhlich scattering mechanism [195], [191], [196],

[197]. This resonant Raman scattering process leads to a selective enhancement of that

(In, Ga)N fraction which approximately fulfills the resonance condition.

Using equation 5.16 the indium content and strain of these phases were estimated to be

x = 0.1, ϵ = 0.01 (SLZ
100x) and x = 0.15, ϵ = 0.01 (SLO

100x). Their band gap depending on

x and ϵ was determined using:

Egap(x, ϵ) = x · EInN
gap + (1 − x)EGaN

gap − b · x(1 − x)− s · ϵ (5.22)
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5.3 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

With the bowing parameter b = 1.595 eV [179], and the strain correction constant s = 0.8

eV [179]. This resulted in a band gap of Egap = 3.03 eV (SLZ
100x) which is very close to

the laser excitation energy of 3.06 eV. For SLO
100x a band gap of Egap = 2.83 eV was de-

termined. These results might substantiate the findings of the RSM investigations which

showed, that within the I2/3 range a distribution of indium contents was found ranging

from x = 0.30 to x = 0.44 for SLO
100x and from x = 0.19 to x = 0.44 for SLZ

100x. This

suggests that the relative volume of low indium content (In, Ga)N (relative to the total

volume of the deposited (In, Ga)N heterostructure) might be greater in SLZ
100x than in

SLO
100x. The contribution of the resonance effect may be evaluated using an approxima-

tion proposed by Oliva et al. [180].

For the intended growth of 1 ML InN embedded in a GaN matrix grown on a GaN(0001)

templatete, it was reported that there is a discrepancy between the nominal structure

and experiments. Instead of InN (In, Ga)N with a maximum indium content of x =

0.33 formed [36], [160]. It was proposed that strain, introduced by the GaN substrate

might be the limiting factor. Duff et al. investigated the deposition of InN and (In, Ga)N

on GaN via density functional theory calculations and found that there is no growth

window for InN on GaN [37]. For growth of InN on In0.25Ga0.75N the window widened

considerably and was closer to common growth conditions for InN and (In, Ga)N. This

findings substantiate the possible role that strain plays when it comes to the incorporation

of indium into (In, Ga)N. InN and GaN have a lattice mismatch of about 11%. In this

study the role of strain on the incorporation of indium into (In, Ga)N was investigated

and therefore nominal structures of InN/GaN were grown on ZnO. The lattice mismatch

between InN and ZnO is about 9% and therefore slightly lower than the one between InN

and GaN. There are no indications that either SLO
100x or SLZ

100x is composed of a SL-like

structure as explained in section 5.3.3. The indium content of SLO
100x was determined to be

x = 0.38 (Raman, λ405) to x = 0.37 (XRD RSM) at average. Due to a possible composition

gradient along the growth direction this average indium content might even be as high

as x = 0.47 (Raman, λ244) in the upper part of the SL-structure. The probing of different

volumes of the sample was possible due to the difference in penetration depth of light in

matter depending on the excitation wavelength λ. Similar results were found for sample

SLO
100x for which the average indium content increased from x = 0.33 (Raman, λ405),

x = 0.35 (XRD RSM) to x = 0.51 ((Raman, λ244)). These results indicate that there might

be a composition pulling effect that leads to a composition gradient along the growth

direction. Results from XRD and Raman investigations further suggest that there is a

wide range of distribution of indium content. Possibly the indium content does not only

increase along the growth direction but also oscillates along the growth direction between

higher indium content (In, Ga)N phases to lower indium content (In, Ga)N phases.
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

5.3.5 Investigation of the optical properties

As demonstrated above by means of XRD, RHEED and Raman spectroscopy the grown

heterostructures are not fully strained but partially relaxed. This relaxation proceeds

through glide or creation and introduction of new dislocations. Dislocations can act as

non-radiative centers of recombination for electrons and holes. Thus, they can decrease

the efficiency of optical emission. Therefore besides investigating the crystalline struc-

ture, chemical composition and strain, it is also important to probe the optical proper-

ties of the heterostructures. For this purpose photoluminescence spectroscopy was con-

ducted on ZnO substrates and the heterostructures SLZ
100x, SLZ

10x and SLO
100x. The results

are shown in figure 5.23. All measurements were conducted at T = 10 K.
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Figure 5.23: Photoluminescence emission spectra of ZnO (red), SLZ
100x (purple), SLZ

10x
(orange) and SLO

100x (blue). Guides to the eye were added to indicate
the emission caused by donor acceptor pairs (DAP) and related phonon
replica (DAP − ELO), In0.36Ga0.64N, 1 ML InN/2 MLs GaN and the sec-
ond diffraction orders of the ZnO bound exciton recombination and the
DAP. PL measurements were conducted at T = 10 K by Dr. Felix Feix.
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5.3 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

All samples exhibit an intense emission at 369 nm (3.36 eV) (figure 5.23) which is at-

tributed to a bound exciton recombination [202]. It is still under debate whether the

excitons in question are bound to donors or acceptors [203], [204], [205]. The second

diffraction order (caused by the diffraction grading of the monochromator) of the emis-

sion at 369 nm is present at 739 nm. There is a wide emission band ranging from about

430 nm to 800 nm. Reynolds et al. investigated the so-called yellow emission band in

GaN (430 nm to above 619 nm (end of measurement)) and the green emission band in

ZnO (495 nm to above 619 nm (end of measurement)) [206]. Reshchikov et al. and Skirant

et al. both found a yellow luminescence band in ZnO ranging from about 430 nm to 800

nm [203], [207]. Reshchikov et al. propose, that this green-yellow luminescence in ZnO is

caused by Zn vacancies [203] similarly to Reynolds et al. who proposed that the yellow

luminescence in GaN is caused by gallium vacancies [206] (in both cases metal vacan-

cies). Comparing the broad emission bands of ZnO and SLZ
100x and SLO

100x shows that

the band is red-shifted for SLZ
100x and SLO

100x compared to ZnO. This might indicate that

the broad band of SLZ
100x and SLO

100x is composed of both the ZnO related green defect

luminescence and the (In, Ga)N related yellow luminescence.

Figure 5.23 shows that for both samples SLZ
100x and SLO

100x there is emission between

about 370 nm and 450 nm that differs from the emission spectrum of ZnO, whereas

SLZ
10x differs only in the defect related luminescence from the bare ZnO substrate. Within

this broad band there is a narrow peak at 386 nm, which may be attributed to a donor-

acceptor-pair (DAP) [202] of ZnO and correlates with a peak of higher intensity at the

same position in the ZnO spectrum. There are faint peaks, that might possibly be noise, in

the ZnO spectrum at 398 nm and 410 nm that correlate with the first and second phonon

replica of the DAP emission. The energy of these phonon replicas is 72 meV in ZnO

[202]. If that broad emission band was attributed to unstrained (In, Ga)N with various

indium contents, the range of indium contents x would span from x = 0.03 to x = 0.12.

Guides to the eye were added in figure 5.23 to indicate the emission wavelength of bulk

In0.36Ga0.64N and predicted 1 ML InN/2 MLs GaN SLs [33].

This would mean that no heterostructure related emission besides the possible defect

related yellow luminescence was observed.
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5 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on ZnO

5.4 Summary

It was demonstrated that the critical layer thickness for relaxation of InN grown on ZnO

is dependent on the GR (on O-ZnO) and the ZnO-polarity. Thin layers of InN can be

grown pseudomorphically on Zn-ZnO up to a critical layer thickness of 1.7 MLs (GR: 0.2

ML/s). On O-ZnO no pseudomorphic growth was observed but up to a total thickness of

1.2 MLs (with GR: 0.2 MLs/s) InN can be grown with little relaxation. On O-ZnO there is

a trend of increasing critical layer thickness with decreasing GR. The onset of formation

of 3D structures is in all cases close to the onset of main relaxation. The formation of 3D

structures comes with back etching of the ZnO substrate and creation of hexagonal pits

that penetrate several nanometers into the ZnO substrate.

Pseudo-substrates composed of 1.2 MLs InN on O-ZnO and 1.5 MLs InN on Zn-ZnO

were grown to investigate the deposition of GaN. Growing GaN on 1.2 MLs InN/O-

ZnO led to immediate relaxation of GaN. Therefore no pseudomorphic growth could be

established on this polarity. Simultaneously to the onset of GaN relaxation 3D structures

formed. GaN deposited on 1.5 MLs InN/Zn-ZnO was grown pseudomorphically up to

a thickness of 1.6 MLs GaN before it started to relax and possibly intermix with InN to

form (In, Ga)N. The formation of 3D structures started at 3.1 MLs of deposited GaN.

The growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures (nominally 100x(1 ML InN/2 MLs GaN)) was

investigated. XRD ω − 2θ scans did not indicated the presence of a periodic SL structure

for SLO
100x nor for SLZ

100x, but instead (In, Ga)N. The best fit was reached assuming (In,

Ga)N with x = 0.33 (SLZ
100x) and x = 0.35 (SLO

100x). The chemical composition and degree

of relaxation was also determined by XRD RSM to be x = 0.37, R = 65% for SLO
100x and

x = 0.35, R = 73% for SLZ
100x. Similar results were found using Raman spectroscopy,

x = 0.38, R = 95% for SLO
100x and x = 0.34, R = 83% for SLZ

100x. RHEED investiga-

tions suggest that there might be progressive strain relaxation starting around the 3rd

period and ending after the 12th period. Both the results from XRD RSM and Raman

spectroscopy suggest that there is (In, Ga)N with a distribution of indium contents, with

a greater variance for sample SLZ
100x. Furthermore, there might be a composition gradient

along the growth direction, as indicated by Raman spectroscopy conducted with two dif-

ferent laser excitation wavelengths λ244 and λ405. No clear indication of heterostructure

related PL emission besides the defect related yellow luminescence was observed.
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6 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N

heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo

substrates

In the previous chapter strain engineering was attempted by using ZnO as a more lat-

tice matched substrate to InN compared to GaN. In this chapter, partially relaxed (In,

Ga)N pseudo-substrates are tested as substrate. This will not only show the effect of the

strain on the indium incorporation into (In, Ga)N heterostructures, but also the effect of

the chemical bonds at the substrate-epilayer interface when comparing the results of the

SPSLs/ZnO with the ones of SPSLs/(In, Ga)N.

6.1 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N

pseudo substrates

Prior to the growth of the (In, Ga)N buffer, 95 nm of GaN was deposited on the GaN/Sapphire

substrate to overgrow possible surface defects. GaN was grown at 690 ◦C with gallium-

rich conditions with a gallium flux of 13 nm/min and a nitrogen flux of 9.8 nm/min.

Subsequently 300 nm (In, Ga)N buffer were grown at 608 ◦C under group-III rich condi-

tions with a gallium flux of 6.3 nm/min and an indium flux of 8 nm/min. Subsequently,

100 periods of nominally 1 ML InN and 2 MLs GaN were deposited at 450 ◦C with a

nitrogen flux of 2.85 nm/min, an indium flux of 2.6 nm/min and a gallium flux of 2.8

nm/min. This sample will be referred to as SPI
100x.
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6 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

6.1.1 Investigation of the surface morphology

Contrary to SLZ
100x and SLO

100x there was no indication of indium or gallium droplets on

top of the surface of SLI
100x, as it is demonstrated by investigations with optical micro-

scope shown in figure 6.1 (a) and (b). Thus, SLI
100x was not grown under indium-rich

growth conditions, but probably N-rich conditions, close to stochiometry.

800 μm 80 μm

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: Surface of SLI
100x investigated with optical microscope and magnification

of (a) 5x and (b) 50x.

Figure 6.2 shows the results of AFM investigations of the surface of a Nanowin GaN/Al2O3

template [figure 6.2 (a2)], In0.19Ga0.81N buffer layer [figure 6.2 (b1)-(b3)] and SLI
100x [fig-

ure 6.2 (c1)-(c3)]. The Nanowin GaN/Al2O3 template exhibits a rather smooth, stepped

surface with RMS: 0.4 nm [figure 6.2 (a2)], though a low density of holes, possibly origi-

nating in dislocations penetrating the surface, are visible. After the growth of 300 nm of

In0.19Ga0.81N buffer the surface is still free of 3D structures. The surface roughness has

increased, demonstrated by RMS: 1.2 nm [figure 6.2 (b2)] compared to the 0.4 nm of the

Nanowin template. Finally, after the growth of the (In, Ga)N heterostructure the surface

roughness increased further to 3.0 nm [figure 6.2 (c2)] and the surface is now composed

of a high density of small 3D structures [figure 6.2 (c3)]. This surface looks similar to the

one of SLZ
100x [see figure 5.10 (b3) in chapter 5.3.1].

Determination of indium content and degree of relaxation

The indium content x and strain ϵ were determined using XRD RSM.

The reciprocal space map (RSM) shown in figure 6.3 depicts the (1015) reflex of GaN, the

InGaN buffer layer and the (In, Ga)N heterostructure. Similar to SPZ
100x (shown in figure

5.15) the RSM shown in figure 6.3 consists of two separate measurements, because the
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Figure 6.2: AFM height profiles of (a2) Nanowin GaN/Al2O3 template (wine red),
(b1)-(b3) 400 nm In0.19Ga0.81N buffer layer (black) and (c1)-(c3)SLI

100x
(blue) of size 20 × 20 µm2 ((b1), (c1)), 5 × 5 µm2 ((a2), (b2), (c2)), 1 × 1
µm2 ((b3), (c3)).
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6.1 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

intensity of the heterostructure peak was too low to be detected in a wide range scan

with lower integration time per step. From this RSM, the indium content, the strain and

degree of relaxation of the InGaN buffer layer and the (In, Ga)N heterostructure were

determined as described in chapter 5.3. The results are listed in table 6.1.

Sample Graphical Analysis Analytic Analysis

x R x R
(In, Ga)N buffer 0.19 25% 0.19 23%

(In, Ga)N heterostructure 0.37 95% 0.36 93%

Table 6.1: Indium content x and strain ϵ of (In, Ga)N buffer and (In, Ga)N heterostruc-
ture determined by XRD RSM.

The indium content x of the (In, Ga)N buffer was determined to be x = 0.19 with a degree

of relaxation R = 0.23% (analytic analysis) to R = 25% (graphical analysis). It must be

noted that the (1015) reflex of the (In, Ga)N buffer is very broad. The intensity within

the orange color coded area around the peak maximum of the (In, Ga)N buffer related

reflex in figure 5.15 varies by less than 10%. This means within this narrow range of in-

tensity there is a distribution of indium contents ranging from x = 0.14 to x = 0.23, the

degree of relaxation ranges from unrelaxed (tensily strained) to R = 86%. Within the

I2/3 range this distribution increases from x = 0.11 to x = 0.25 and degrees of relaxation

ranging from R = 0% to R = 100%. The indium content of the (In, Ga)N heterostruc-

ture was determined to be x = 0.36 with R = 93% (analytic analysis) to x = 0.37 with

R = 95% (graphical analysis). The color coding in figure 6.3 was chosen to show the

heterostructure peak intensity interval I2/3 (see chapter 5.3.3 for more details). This in-

terval is represented through light cyan color. Unfortunately this intensity intervals of

the heterostructure overlaps with the reflex of the (In, Ga)N buffer. Therefore the lower

limit of this interval for the heterostructure can not be determined precisely. This estima-

tion gave an interval of x = 0.26, R = 32% to x = 0.52, R = 100%. The results of the

XRD RSM investigations of SPI
100x are listed and compared to SPO

100x and SPZ
100x in table

6.2. The average indium content of all three SLs samples are very similar with x = 0.35

(SPZ
100x) to x = 0.37 (SPO

100x, SPI
100x). Sample SPI

100x shows a higher degree of relaxation

with R = 95% compared to R = 73% (SPZ
100x) and 65% (SPO

100x) (possible reasons will be

discussed later).
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6 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

Sample In-distribution x x ϵ

SPZ
100x 0.19-0.44 0.35 -0.01

SPO
100x 0.30-0.44 0.37 -0.01

SPI
100x 0.26-0.52 0.37 -0.00

Table 6.2: Indium distribution x, indium content x and strain ϵ of samples SPZ
100x,

SPO
100x and SPI

100x determined by XRD RSM.

Determination of indium content and degree of relaxation using ω − 2θ scans

Analogue to chapter 5.3 the structure of the sample was further investigated through an

ω − 2θ scan around the (0002) reflex [figure 6.4 (a)] and is shown together with the ω − 2θ

scans of SLO
100x and SLZ

100x in figure 6.4 (b). Since no indium droplets were found on the

surface of sample SLI
100x, as discussed in chapter 6.1.1, no In(101) reflex is expected.
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Figure 6.4: (a) XRD ω − 2θ scan around the (0002) reflex of (In, Ga)N heterostructure
(HS) (dark blue) grown on a In0.19Ga0.81N/GaN substrate, referred to as
SLI

100x and fitting curve (grey). Fitted with gradual changes in indium
content and relaxation as described in the text and depicted in figure 6.5.
(b) Comparison of XRD ω − 2θ scans around the (0002) reflex of the SLI

100x,
the SLO

100x and the SLZ
100x. Guides to the eye were added to indicate the (In,

Ga)N peak of the heterostructure and the ZnO related broad, low intensity
peak.

The structure SLI
100x was fitted with (In, Ga)N that exhibits a composition and strain

grading along the growth direction. The structure of SLI
100x is depicted in figure 6.5 (b).

This layered structure was chosen to fit the left flank of the (In, Ga)N heterostructure

and the right flank of the (In, Ga)N buffer. Both of them are extended and could not
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6.1 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

be fitted with a structure without indium content grading. The width of the peaks gave

the distribution of indium contents and the intensity evolution gave the layer thickness

of each sublayer that was used to fit the structure. The indium content of the (In, Ga)N

buffer ranged from x = 0.11 to x = 0.23, with an average indium content of x = 0.20.

The relaxation was chosen to increase progressively with varying degrees as described

in figure 6.5 (b) and which was found in RHEED data, too (see the next section 6.1.2).

The average degree of relaxation is 53% and the final degree of relaxation of the upper

part of the (In, Ga)N buffer is 65%. This further substantiates the findings of the XRD

RSM which showed a wide range of indium contents and degrees of relaxation in the

I2/3 range of the (In, Ga)N heterostructure peak.
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Figure 6.5: (a) XRD ω − 2θ scans around the (0002) reflex of SLI
100x, intensity was nor-

malized to fit the GaN (0002) peak. (b) Structure of sample SLI
100x fitted

using ω − 2θ scan. "40 nm x = 0.15 − 0.16 (+0.01/20 nm) R: +6%/20 nm"
means that the layer is 40 nm thick, is subdivided into 2 layers of each 20
nms thickness and the indium content increases by 0.01 from sub-layer to
sub-layer. The degree of relaxation increases by 6% relative to the under-
lying sub-layer.

There is no indication of a SL structure (no satellite peak around 22° where it would be

expected). The indium content of the (In, Ga)N heterostructure was graded from x = 0.26

to x = 0.57 with R = 96% for the most part (for details see figure 6.5 (b)). The intensity of

the fitting structure in figure 6.4 (a) was not normalized to fit the GaN (0002) peak but the

In0.19Ga0.81N (0002) buffer peak. This was done so because the XRD Epitaxy software,

that was used to conduct the fitting, does not properly take the attenuation of diffracted

X-Rays into account, that have to travel through a layer to exit the sample. Figure 6.5 (a)

shows the fitting curve normalized to fit the GaN (0002) peak. It also shows the Sapphire
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6 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

(0006) peak. The GaN layer thickness had to be overstated by a factor of 4 to fit both

the GaN (0002) and the Sapphire (0002) peak intensities properly, therefore proofing the

point that the attenuation by thick intermediate layers is not properly taken into account.

6.1.2 Investigation of the growth mode and surface morphology

0.5 ML (In, Ga)N buffer 

(a1)

1.5 MLs (In, Ga)N buffer

(a2)

(a3) (a4)

(b1)

3.3 MLs (In, Ga)N HS

(b2)

6 MLs (In, Ga)N HS

(b3)

180 MLs (In, Ga)N HS

(b4)

300 MLs (In, Ga)N buffer100 MLs (In, Ga)N buffer

300 MLs (In, Ga)N HS

Figure 6.6: RHEED diffraction patterns along the ⟨1010⟩ azimuth of (a1)-(a4) (In, Ga)N
buffer grown on GaN/Al2O3 (b1)-(b4) (IN, Ga)N heterostructure (HS)
grown on (In, Ga)N bu f f er/GaN/Al2O3.

At the start of the growth of the (In, Ga)N buffer layer a (3x) reconstructions formed

as demonstrated by the RHEED pattern shown in figure 6.6 (a1). The intensity of this

RHEED pattern declined during growth quickly and vanished before 1.5 MLs of (In,
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6.1 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

Ga)N was deposited [figure 6.6 (a2)]. Beyond 1.5 MLs of (In, Ga)N a very faint streaky

(1x) RHEED pattern prevailed that decreased in intensity as can be seen in figure 6.6 (a3).

This decrease is intensity is probably due to the accumulation of indium on the surface

due to the indium rich growth conditions. After the growth of the (In, Ga)N buffer all

shutters were closed and the surface was given time to desorb all excess indium. Due

to this desorption step a (3x) reconstruction appeared again. After the deposition of 1

ML of InN and 2 MLs of GaN on top of the (In, Ga)N buffer, the RHEED pattern still

indicated the presence of a (3x) reconstruction [see figure 6.6 (b1)]. After 6 MLs of (In,

Ga)N heterostructure the faint (3x) pattern disappeared and transitioned into a streaky

(1x) pattern [figure 6.6 (b2)].
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Figure 6.7: a-lattice spacing evolution during the growth of 300 nm (In, Ga)N buffer.
Guides to the eye indicate a-lattice spacing of GaN, In0.19Ga0.81N with R =

25%, R = 72% and In0.25Ga0.85N with R = 50%. Thermal expansion was
taken into account.

Due to the indium rich growth conditions during growth and the accumulation of indium

atoms on the surface the a-lattice spacing derived by RHEED might not give an adequate

picture of the lattice spacing of the investigated layers. The a-lattice spacing of the (In,

Ga)N buffer shown in figure 6.7 stays constant for the first 17 nm and starts to slightly

increase between 17 nm and 50 nm. The main relaxation takes place between 50 nm and
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6 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

115 nm. Between 115 nm and 270 nm the slope decreased. Beyond 270 nm the a-lattice

spacing stays constant, which was confirmed by additional measurements of a thicker

sample (not shown here). These ranges of changing slopes, which may be correlated

with changing degrees of relaxation, show some similarity to the structure determined

by XRD ω − 2θ scan (see figure 6.5 (b)). Guides to the eye in figure 6.7 indicate the a-

lattice spacing of In0.19Ga0.81N with R = 25% and R = 72%, as well as In0.25Ga0.75N with

R = 50%. This findings fit the results of the RSM and ω − 2θ scan which showed that

the (In, Ga)N buffer exhibits a wide range of indium contents and degrees of relaxation

extending up to R = 100%.
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Figure 6.8: a-lattice spacing evolution during the growth of a 300 nm thick (In, Ga)N
buffer layer and 80 nm (In, Ga)N heterostructure. Guides to the eye in-
dicate a-lattice spacing of GaN and (In, Ga)N with different compositions
and strain states. Thermal expansion was taken into account.
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6.1 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

Figure 6.8 shows the a-lattice spacing evolution of the (In, Ga)N buffer and the (In, Ga)N

heterostructure. There was a growth interruption after the growth of the (In, Ga)N buffer

to desorb excess indium and cool down the heater from 608 ◦C to 450 ◦C. The slight

change in a-lattice spacing due to a change in temperature was taken into account. The

a-lattice spacing of the (In, Ga)N heterostructure does not reach a final steady state value

that correlates with the average indium content and degree of relaxation determined by

RSM. A steady state value is not reached at all but an oscillatory behavior around a steady

state value of 3.37 Å can be observed.

Figure 6.6 (b1)-(b4) shows excerpts of the evolution of the RHEED diffraction pattern

during growth of the heterostructure. The (3x) reconstruction, which is shown in figure

6.6 (a4) at the end of the growth of the (In, Ga)N buffer decreased in intensity during

growth of the heterostructure and vanished completely during the 3rd and 4th deposited

ML. A faint streaky pattern appeared [figure 6.6 (a2)], which evolved slowly into a spotty

pattern, which is exemplary shown in figure 6.6 (a3). This observation is in line with

Stranski-Krastanov growth. It was not possible to determine an exact layer thickness for

the transition between streaky and spotty pattern, since this evolution was continuous

and slow. It was estimated that this transition was close to 9 MLs. The spotty pattern

decreased in intensity but remained until the end of the growth. The spotty RHEED

pattern corresponds to a transmission pattern, which means that the a-lattice spacing is

correlated with the 3D structures. Figure 6.9 shows the evolution of the a-lattice spacing

of three heterostructure samples, SLO
100x, SLZ

100x and SLI
100x. The layer thickness for the

streaky-spotty transition of the RHEED diffraction pattern is similar for all three samples.

The samples SLO
100x, SLZ

100x grown on ZnO show an initial increase in a-lattice spacing and

a decrease afterwards towards a final steady-state a-lattice spacing. The a-lattice spacing

of sample SLI
100x increases directly towards an average final value around which the a-

lattice spacing oscillates. The greatest increase in a-lattice spacing, both initial increase

and final a-lattice spacing, is observed for SLZ
100x and SLI

100x, both grown on the metal-

polar face (Ga-polar or Zn-polar). The final steady state a-lattice spacing of SLO
100x, SLZ

100x

and SLI
100x is correlated with the average degree of relaxation determined through RSM

and the V/III ratio as shown in table 6.3.

Table 6.3 shows that there is a correlation between the V/III ratio and the average a-

lattice spacing and degree of relaxation. SLO
100x was probably unintentionally grown with

slightly metal-rich conditions, which is evidenced by droplets on the surface, observed

by optical microscope (see figure 5.11). This sample has the lowest degree of relaxation

R = 65% and the lowest average a-lattice spacing of 3.3 Å. Sample SLZ
100x has barely

any droplets on the surface (see figure 5.11). Thus, it was probably grown very close
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6 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates
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6.1 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

to stoichiometric conditions. This sample has a higher degree of relaxation R = 73%

and average a-lattice spacing of 3.33 Å. Finally for sample SLI
100x no droplets could be

detected on the surface. Thus, it was probably grown under slightly N-rich conditions.

This sample exhibits the highest degree of relaxation R = 95% and the highest average

a-lattice spacing of 3.37 Å.

Bourret et al. reported on the strain relaxation mechanism in AlN/GaN heterostructures

[165]. They found that there is an elastic strain component, which can be reversible. This

elastic, reversible component is due to the formation of 2D platelets, which can relax, or

in case of coalescence be strained again - this gives the elastic component. They found

that there is no coalescence of 2D platelets and no reversible, elastic strain in case of N-

rich growth. They further noted that even under metal-rich growth conditions it takes

some time until the metal-adlayer build up and the advantages of metal-rich growth can

be reaped (increased surface diffusion length of adatoms [98]). For only slightly metal-

rich growth conditions it could take therefore several dozen MLs of deposited material

before even 1 ML metal-ad-layer was accumulated. Figure 6.9 shows that for SLO
100x and

SLZ
100x the initial increase in a-lattice spacing reverses after about 25 MLs of deposited

material. But SLO
100x, which was grown with slightly metal-rich conditions, does not only

exhibit a smaller initial increase in a-lattice spacing but also reaches the final steady-state

a-lattice spacing of 3.33 Å after about 75 MLs. SLZ
100x however, which was grown closer

to stoichiometry shows a much stronger initial increase in a-lattice spacing. It can not

be determined exactly when the a-lattice spacing of SLZ
100x reaches its steady-state value

due to low intensity between about 75 MLs and 190 MLs. The a-lattice spacing of SLZ
100x

was fitted with a linear fit between 25 MLs and 75 MLs, the fit is indicated as a grey,

dotted line in figure 6.9. If the actual decrease of the a-lattice spacing of SLZ
100x was

similar to what the linear fit suggested, it would mean that the final a-lattice spacing

was reached around 160 MLs. This would be in line with the assumption, that under a

smaller metal-surplus (closer to stoichiometric growth conditions) it takes longer to form

a metal ad-layer, which in turn could lead to a (partial) coalescence of the 2D platelets

and (smaller) 3D structures and therefore could lead to a decrease in the a-lattice spac-

ing. Lastly, SLI
100x was grown under slightly N-rich conditions and exhibits an a-lattice

spacing that increases straight towards its final ’steady-state’ value (oscillates around it).

This might suggest that the degree of relaxation and therefore the average a-lattice spac-

ing can be influenced by the surface stoichiometry of adatoms during growth. It was

already reported in literature that N-rich growth of GaN on GaN with MBE results in a

defective, columnar growth [89] with stacking faults [90], whereas Ga-rich growth did

not lead to the formation of such defects and the GaN epilayer was comparable to GaN
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6 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

Sample In-content x Relaxation [%] a-lattice spacing [Å] V/III ratio RSM [nm]

SPI
100x 0.37 95 3.37 slightly N-rich 3.0

SPZ
100x 0.35 73 3.33 stoichiometry 3.1

SPO
100x 0.37 65 3.3 slightly metal-rich 1.9

Table 6.3: Indium content x, average degree of relaxation, ’steady state’ a-lattice spac-
ing, V/III ratio during growth and RSM of samples SPZ

100x, SPO
100x and SPI

100x
determined by XRD RSM and RHEED.

templates grown with metal organic vapor phase epitaxy. It may not even be necessary

to conduct the whole growth under metal-rich conditions. Neugebauer et al. investi-

gated the surface diffusion on GaN (0001) and (0001) through density functional theory

(DFT) and found that a metal bi-layer (In adlayer or Ga bi-layer) facilitates a diffusion

mechanism they coined AELD (see chapter 3.1.3). This means that the deposition of in-

dium or gallium atoms that form such a metal bi-layer would be sufficient and the rest

of the growth could be conducted in stoichiometric conditions. Since gallium atoms in-

corporate into (In, Ga)N strongly preferentially over indium atoms, it would probably

be advantageous to deposit an indium adlayer instead of an gallium adlayer. In the lat-

ter case this surplus gallium adatoms would incorporate into InN/(In, Ga)N during the

deposition of InN.

Further investigations are required to understand if such a metal adlayer can be de-

posited without etching the ZnO substrate. The assumption that the presence of the

metal adlayer and not flux ratios during growth is responsible for the difference in sur-

face morphology, crystal quality, defect creation, etc. might explain why there is only

a slightly smoother surface for SPO
100x (grown with slightly metal-rich conditions) com-

pared to SPZ
100x and SPI

100x (see table 6.3). Before such an adlayer could be formed on

SPO
100x, the diffusion of adatoms was lower, which probably lead to the roughening of

the surface during growth. After the metal adlayer was formed surface diffusion was

enhanced but could not smooth the initial roughening, it may have decreased the rough-

ening compared to the stoichiometric growth of SPZ
100x or the N-rich growth of SPI

100x.

6.1.3 Investigation of the chemical composition and strain

Sample SLI
100x as well as an In0.19Ga0.81N buffer and a GaN/AlN/Al2O3 template were

investigated by Raman spectroscopy. The analysis was conducted following the proce-

dures described in chapter 5.3.4. Figure 6.10 shows the Raman spectra of SLI
100x and the

In0.19Ga0.81N buffer excited with λ405 and λ244.
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6.1 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

Figure 6.11 (a) shows the results of Raman spectroscopy measurements of a GaN/AlN/Al2O3

template, the 3 peaks are attributed to GaN A1(LO) at 735 cm−1, EH
2 at 569 cm−1 and

E1(TO) at 560 cm−1 (listed in table 6.4). These peak positions correlate nicely with litera-

ture values reported by Harima et al. [182]. Guides to the eye were added to indicate the

peak maxima.
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Figure 6.10: Raman spectra of samples a) SLI
100x and b) In0.19Ga0.81N using laser exci-

tation wavelength λ405, and λ244. The vertical dotted lines indicate litera-
ture values for InN and GaN phonon frequencies. "(In, Ga)N-a/l" means
(In, Ga)N with average/low indium content. Raman spectroscopy mea-
surements were conducted by Dr. Manfred Ramsteiner at the Paul Drude
Institut, Berlin.
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Figure 6.11: Raman spectra of samples (a) GaN/AlN/Al2O3 template (wine red); (b)
300 nm In0.19Ga0.81N (black) on GaN/Al2O3 template; (c) SLI

100x (blue)
using laser excitation wavelength λ405. The Raman spectra were fit-
ted with Voigt curves, the convolution of the Voigt fit curves is given
as a red curve. The vertical dotted lines indicate the peak positions
of the individual Voigt curves. The following color codes were used:
EH

2 of In0.38Ga0.62N (light orange), GaN (dark orange), In0.19Ga0.81N
(beige); A1(LO): In0.38Ga0.62N (light brown), In0.19Ga0.81N (light green),
In0.09Ga0.91N (green), In0.11Ga0.89N (brown), GaN (dark green), S-peak
(pink). Raman spectroscopy measurements were conducted by Dr. Man-
fred Ramsteiner.
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Raman Mode [cm−1] SLZ
100x SLO

100x SLI
100x In0.19Ga0.81N GaN templ.

EExc = 405 nm
EH

2 545 538 545 566 569
S-peak 656 650 651 682
A1(LO) (In, Ga)N (a) or GaN 688 679 683 716 735
A1(LO) (In, Ga)N (l) 708 702 704 726
E1(TO) GaN 560

EExc = 244 nm
EH

2 534 537 523 554
A1(LO) (In, Ga)N (a) 664 671 654 699

Table 6.4: Peak positions of Raman scattering modes EH
2 , A1(LO), E1(TO) and S-peak

of samples SLZ
100x, SLO

100x, SLI
100x, In0.19Ga0.81N and GaN template depend-

ing on used laser excitation wavelength EExc. "(a)" refers to (In, Ga)N with
average indium content and average strain of the sample; "(l)" refers to (In,
Ga)N with low indium content

Figure 6.11 (b) shows the results of Raman spectroscopy measurements of an In0.19Ga0.81N

buffer. The peaks were fitted with Voigt curves which are displayed together with their

convolution and guides to the eye to indicate peak maxima. A broad band of peaks be-

tween 650 cm−1 and about 770 cm−1 was fitted with 4 peaks.

Comparing the spectra stemming from the GaN template [figure 6.11 (a)] and from the

In0.19Ga0.81N buffer [figure 6.11 (b)] shows that the peak at 735 cm−1 (dark green) corre-

lates with the A1(LO) of GaN. The peak at 726 cm−1 (green) is attributed to the A1(LO)

of low indium content (In, Ga)N which causes an increased scattering intensity through

the resonance effect. The indium content and strain was estimated to be x = 0.09 and

ϵ = −0.01 (listed in table 6.5), using both equation 5.16 and 5.22. This phase exhibits

compressive strain, due to the GaN template. Peaks at 716 cm−1 (green) and 566 cm−1

(beige) are attributed to the A1(LO) and EH
2 of (In, Ga)N with an average indium content

of x = 0.19 and strain ϵ = −0.01 and correlate nicely with the findings derived from RSM

(see table 6.5). The peak at 566 cm−1 was attributed to the EH
2 of the (In, Ga)N phase with

average indium content and not with low indium content because the EH
2 mode does not

experience an increased intensity through the resonance effect as the A1(LO) does. There-

fore the EH
2 mode of the (In, Ga)N phase with low indium content should not be visible

due to the probably small volume. The peak at 682 cm−1 (pink) is the S-peak (see section

5.3.4) and at 569 cm−1 (orange) is a low intensity peak that correlates with the EH
2 of GaN.

Finally the spectrum of SLI
100x was fitted using 8 peaks [figure 6.11 (c)], 4 of which corre-

late with the already described A1(LO) of GaN (dark green), low indium content and av-

erage indium content (In, Ga)N phase of the In0.19Ga0.81N buffer (green and light green)
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6 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

Sample Method x ϵ

SLZ
100x Raman (244 nm) 0.51 -0.01

SLZ
100x Raman (405 nm) 0.33 0.00

SLZ
100x XRD 0.35 -0.01

SLO
100x Raman (244 nm) 0.47 -0.01

SLO
100x Raman (405 nm) 0.38 0.00

SLO
100x XRD 0.37 -0.01

SLI
100x Raman (244 nm) 0.53 ≈ 0

SLI
100x Raman (405 nm) 0.39 -0.01

SLI
100x XRD 0.37 ≈ 0

(In, Ga)N buffer Raman (244 nm) 0.27 -0.01
(In, Ga)N buffer Raman (405 nm) 0.19 -0.01
(In, Ga)N buffer XRD 0.19 -0.02

Table 6.5: Indium content x and strain ϵ of samples SLZ
100x, SLO

100x, SLI
100x and

In0.19Ga0.81N buffer determined by Raman spectroscopy and XRD RSM.

and the EH
2 of GaN (orange). Two of the additional peaks are correlated with the A1(LO)

of the low indium content and average indium content phase (brown and light brown) at

704 cm−1 and 683 cm−1. The last two are the S-peak (pink) at 651 cm−1 and the EH
2 of the

average indium content phase at 545 cm−1. The indium content and strain state of the av-

erage indium content phase was determined to be x = 0.39 and ϵ = −0.01, respectively.

The indium content agrees well with the findings of the RSM, but the strain state differs

significantly.

All narrow peaks in figure 6.10 (labeled "1" to "7") and 6.11 (labeled with "1" and "2") are

probably due to cosmic radiation.

Comparing the Raman spectra for different excitation wavelengths shows that SLI
100x and

the (In, Ga)N buffer exhibit a higher average indium content for λ244 compared to λ405

(see table 6.5). All (In, Ga)N heterostructures investigated in this study showed this trend,

that suggests the presence of the composition pulling effect (see section 5.3).

Comparing SLZ
100x, SLO

100x and SLI
100x (see table 6.5) shows that they have similar average

indium contents in the range of x = 0.34 to x = 0.39 measured by Raman spectroscopy,

which agrees well with the results from the RSM.
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6.1 Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

6.1.4 Investigation of the optical properties

Figure 6.12 shows SLZ
100x (purple), SLO

100x (blue), SLI
100x (dark blue) and In0.19Ga0.81N

buffer (black). The In0.19Ga0.81N buffer shows emission at 471 nm. Using equation 5.22

this can be correlated with (IN, Ga)N with x = 0.2 and R = 50%.
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Figure 6.12: Photoluminescence emission spectra of SLZ
100x (purple), SLO

100x (blue),
SLI

100x (dark blue) and In0.19Ga0.81N buffer (black). PL measurements
were conducted at T = 10 K by Dr. Felix Feix.

A very similar emission can be observed at 472 nm for SLI
100x, which proves that it does

not originate in the (In, Ga)N heterostructure but in the (In, Ga)N buffer layer beneath.

Additionally there is a broad peak from about 590 nm to 820 nm, with its center close

to 700 nm. Reshchikov et al. reported on red defect related luminescence in GaN, with

an emission band from 610 nm to 820 nm [208]. This luminescence was attributed to

the presence of Mg [209], [210]. Mg was used in our MBE system 41 days prior to the

growth of the In0.19Ga0.81N buffer. No Mg related luminescence can be seen in figure

6.12 originating from the In0.19Ga0.81N buffer. Sample SLI
100x was grown 7 days after the

usage of Mg and 3 days after to outgassing the manipulator. It is possible that Mg was

unintentionally incorporated into SLI
100x giving rise to the luminescence between 590 nm

to 820 nm.
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6 Results: Growth of (In, Ga)N heterostructures on (In, Ga)N pseudo substrates

If this luminescence originated from (In, Ga)N band to band transitions, it would corre-

late with (In, Ga)N with indium contents ranging from x = 0.38 to x = 0.74, with the

peak intensity correlating to x = 0.45. Guides to the eye in figure 6.12 indicate where

emission from a 1 ML InN/2 MLs GaN SLs structure is expected to be [33], which is close

to the broad emission band. But, as no indication for the presence of a periodic structure

was found from XRD measurements, this is a less likely hypothesis.

6.2 Summary

In this chapter the growth of (In, Ga)N buffers and (In, Ga)N heterostructures was inves-

tigated. The (In, Ga)N buffers were grown on Nanowin GaN templates and XRD RSM

as well as Raman spectroscopy showed them to have an average indium content around

x = 0.19. They exhibit a wide range of distribution of indium contents ranging from

x = 0.11 to x = 0.25 and degrees of relaxation from tensily strained to fully relaxed

(within the I2/3 range). The PL emission originating in the buffer correlates with (In,

Ga)N with x = 0.2 and therefore agrees with the XRD and Raman findings.

This (In, Ga)N buffers were used as pseudo-substrates for the growth of [In, Ga)N het-

erostructures (nominally 100x(1 ML InN/2 MLs GaN)]. The average indium content was

determined to be x = 0.37 (XRD RSM) - x = 0.39 (Raman). The degree of relaxation is

85% (Raman) to 95% (XRD). Within the I2/3 range the distribution of indium content was

determined to range from x = 0.26 to x = 0.52. Sample SLI
100x shows a similar average in-

dium content x = 0.37 than the other (In, Ga)N heterostructures grown on ZnO [x = 0.35

(SLZ
100x) and x = 0.37 (SLO

100x)], but the highest degree of relaxation R = 95% [compared

to R = 66% (SLO
100x) and 74% (SLZ

100x)]. The difference in degree of relaxation as well

as the difference in the evolution of the a-lattice spacing observed through RHEED were

attributed in this study to the difference in surface stoichiometry of adatoms (metal-rich

versus N-rich growth). The high degree of relaxation and the monotonic increase of the

a-lattice spacing of SLI
100x might be due to N-rich growth conditions, compared to close

to stoichiometric (SLZ
100x) and metal-rich growth conditions (SLO

100x).

XRD RSM and ω − 2θ scans indicated that all samples have a wide distribution of indium

contents, but no indications for a periodic structure were found. The indium content de-

termined within I2/3 (see chapter 5.3.3), ranges for SLZ
100x from x = 0.19 - x = 0.44,

for SLO
100x from x = 0.3 to x = 0.44, and for SLI

100x from x = 0.26 - x = 0.52. Using
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6.2 Summary

Raman spectroscopy with different excitation wavelengths λ244 and λ405 resulted in dif-

ferent indium contents of the probed volumes. This is interpreted as an indication for a

compositional gradient along the growth direction - the composition pulling effect.

Low temperature PL measurements showed emission around 472 nm originating in the

In0.19Ga0.81N buffer and a broader band between 590 nm and 820 nm, which correlates

with Mg doping related red-luminescence. No indication was found for a SLs related

luminescence.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook

The bandgap of (In,Ga)N alloys covers the whole visible spectrum. These alloys are

widely used as the active region of optoelectronic devices like light-emitting diodes or

laser diodes [1]. But still the fabrication of device grade (In, Ga)N with medium and high

indium contents is allusive, because over a wide range of indium contents, In and Ga will

not mix to form homogeneous (In, Ga)N, this is called the immicibility gap. The growth

of (m InN)/(n GaN) SPSLs with m and n integer numbers of MLs was proposed as a

solution, to circumvent the immicibility gap. Yoshikawa et al. reported on the success-

ful growth of such structures [28], which probably consists, despite other claims, of (In,

Ga)N/GaN instead [36].

The problem of unintended intermixing of thin film InN/GaN to form (In, Ga)N was

thought to be a strain related problem [37]. Therefore, the solution would be to grow

these InN/GaN SPSLs structures on a substrate with better lattice matching. This would

reduce the strain in the SPSLs. This is the basic idea behind this thesis work. The growth

of InN/GaN SPSLs was thus performed on ZnO and partially relaxed (In, Ga)N buffer.

The growth on ZnO was accompanied by the challenge of hampering the strong chem-

ical reaction of Ga and ZnO, which required a protective layer to separate Ga and ZnO.

Additionally, the ZnO substrate were not delivered epi-ready and thus had to undergo

a surface treatment. For this purpose an annealing procedure by Graubner et al. was

adapted [157] and further developed to produce epi-ready ZnO surfaces, which is ex-

plained in chapter 4.

The limits of 2D growth of InN and GaN/InN on ZnO was investigated, as well as the

feasibility of fabricating a protective InN layer to prevent Ga etching the ZnO substrate

[see section 5.1]. Following these studies, the growth of InN/GaN SPSLs was attempted

on ZnO.

In chapter 4 the ZnO substrate preparation was investigated. It was demonstrated, that

smooth, stepped surfaces can be obtained for both polarities. Such good conditions can

be recovered, if one starts with a rough surface, through repeated processing. A more
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7 Conclusions and Outlook

aggressive surface treatment, comprised of rinsing the ZnO substrate with de-ionized

water in an ultra-sonic bath, can be applied with subsequent re-annealing, if unfavorable

ZnO surface conditions persist.

Investigating the growth of thin InN on ZnO [see section 5.1] showed that with the

growth conditions applied in this study (T: 450 ◦C, slightly N-rich, GR: 0.2 ML/s - 1

ML/s), the critical layer thickness h2D−3D for 2D-3D growth mode transition of InN is

below 2 MLs. 2D growth of GaN on top of 1.2 MLs (O-ZnO) was not possible and on 1.5

MLs (Zn-ZnO) was only possible up to 3 MLs GaN thickness. Though after 2 MLs GaN

there was already indication of intermixing of InN and GaN to form (In, Ga)N. If the lim-

its of 2D growth for InN/ZnO and GaN/InN/ZnO can not be expanded it would limit

the theoretically possible PL emission range to 1.3 eV - 1.7 eV [211]. It has to be noted

that the experimentally found band gaps are higher than the theoretically calculated ones

[211]. The onset of 2D-3D transition (h2D−3D) coincides with the onset of main relaxation

(hcrit), which suggest that surface undulations may play an important role in relieving

strain in ML thin InN and GaN/InN layers grown on ZnO. These results indicate that

the growth might proceed in a Stranski-Krastanov mode.

A feature frequently found for thin film InN on ZnO and GaN/InN/ZnO is 3D structures

that reside in hexagonal pits [see section 5.1]. It is unclear what the exact mechanism of

formation is. It may be, that the 3D structures form first, through a Stranski-Krastanov

like mechanism, and cause then the etching of the ZnO substrate, possibly through a

change in the stress field beneath the 3D structures, leading to the formation of hexagonal

pits. Alternatively, the etching of the ZnO substrate and the formation of hexagonal pits

might come first and is followed by material accumulating in these pits which then form

the 3D structures.

After establishing the limitations for pseudomorphic growth of InN and GaN/InN on

ZnO the growth of hundred periods of (1 ML InN)/(2 MLs GaN) heterostructures on both

polarities of ZnO substrates was attempted. In-situ investigations of the growth using

RHEED indicated a 2D-3D growth mode transition close to 9 MLs of heterostructure

thickness for all heterostructures. The structural analysis using XRD ω − 2θ and RSM

showed that the (In, Ga)N heterostructures grown on ZnO (SLO
100x and SLZ

100x) exhibited

no indication of a periodic structure. Fitting the ω − 2θ was possible assuming an (In,

Ga)N layer instead.

XRD RSM, ω − 2θ and Raman spectroscopy were applied in combination to investigate

the chemical composition, strain state and structure of the (In, Ga)N buffer and het-

erostructures (see section 5.3). All heterostructures investigated showed evidence of com-
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positional inhomogeneity (see section 5.3.3) and composition pulling effect (see section

5.3.4), with an average indium content that was lower than the indium content found in

the upper parts of the layer (see section 5.3.4). In addition, also strain inhomogeneities

detrimental for opto-electronic devices were found (see section 5.3.3). This composition

pulling along the growth direction makes it difficult to evaluate whether strain engi-

neering, applied in this study, was successful in increasing the indium content of ML

thin (In, Ga)N layers. Results from XRD RSM, ω − 2θ and Raman spectroscopy suggest

that the average indium content of the (In, Ga)N heterostructures is between x = 0.35

and x = 0.37 and between x = 0.47 and x = 0.51 in the upper parts of the samples

(Raman). This suggests that the indium content in the part of the sample closer to the

substrate/epilayer interface may be below x = 0.35 to x = 0.37.

A second type of pseudo-substrate was prepared, namely 300 nm thick In0.19Ga0.81N

buffers. XRD RSM and RHEED investigations indicate an indium composition of the

upper part of the substrate close to x = 0.19 - x = 0.25. With degrees of relaxation, that

depending on the assumed indium content range from R = 25% for x = 0.19 to nearly

full relaxation for x = 0.25. RHEED patterns further indicated a 2D surface at the end of

growth, which was confirmed by AFM.

The growth of hundred periods of (1 ML InN)/(2 MLs GaN) heterostructures was at-

tempted on these 300 nm thick In0.19Ga0.81N buffers. XRD RSM, ω − 2θ and Raman

spectroscopy showed results that are similar to the heterostructures grown on ZnO. No

indication for a periodic structure was found. The average indium content is x = 0.37

(XRD RSM, see section 6.1.1) to x = 0.39 (Raman, see section 6.1.3). The average indium

content in the upper parts of the sample is x = 0.53 (Raman, see section 6.1.3). The 2D-3D

growth mode transition estimated through RHEED investigations was close to 9 MLs.

Comparing the results for all heterostructures it is possible to identify similarities (in-

dium content, PL, possible composition pulling effect), but also differences. The average

degree of relaxation determined by XRD RSM and the final a-lattice spacing determined

by RHEED is R = 65%, a= 3.30 Å (SLO
100x), R = 73%, a= 3.33 Å (SLZ

100x) and R = 95%,

a= 3.37 Å (SLI
100x). This might be explained by the possible unintentional difference in

growth conditions. The surfaces of these three heterostructures were investigated with

OM and AFM. SLO
100x showed clear signs of metal droplets at the surface (see section

5.3.1), low density for SLZ
100x (see section 5.3.1) and no droplets for SLI

100x (see section

6.1.1). This might show that SLO
100x was grown with slightly metal-rich conditions, SLZ

100x

close to stoichiometry and SLI
100x slightly nitrogen-rich. This would explain the differ-

ence in relaxation behavior, since nitrogen-rich growth is associated with rougher, defect-

richer layers that show higher degrees of relaxation compared to metal-rich grown layers.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook

These possible difference in growth condition was unintentional, all layers were intended

to be grown with slightly nitrogen-rich conditions, to minimize the risk of chemical reac-

tions between ZnO and In and Ga.

The surfaces of samples composed of thin film InN and GaN/InN on ZnO showed no in-

dication for metal-rich growth (indium droplets). SLO
100x on the other hand had droplets

on the surface. The possible N-rich growth of InN/O-ZnO (Gr: 1 ML/s and 0.2 ML/s)

and GaN/InN/O-ZnO might be the reason why no pseudomorphic growth of thin InN

layers was found for these samples (see chapter 5.1). Comparing the growth of the first

ML of SLO
100x (see chapter 5.3) with the thin InN layers (Gr: 1 ML/s and 0.2 ML/s) and

GaN/InN on O-ZnO shows that for metal-rich grown SLO
100x pseudomorphic growth was

found. Also InN/O-ZnO (GR: 0.5 ML/s) shows pseudomorphic growth up until 1 ML

layer thickness. All InN/Zn-ZnO and GaN/InN/Zn-ZnO samples showed pseudomor-

phic growth during the first 1-3 MLs (for details see chapter 5.1). This results suggest that

the polarity and the surface stoichiometry of adatoms might influence the growth mode

and that pseudomorphic growth of ML thin InN on both polarities is possible.

All heterostructure samples grown on ZnO, as well as the InN/ZnO and GaN/InN/ZnO

samples that exceeded the critical layer thickness showed ZnO etching (3D structures in

hexagonal pits), even the one grown with possibly stoichiometric (SLZ
100x) or nitrogen-

rich conditions. Since stoichiometric and nitrogen-rich growth does not seem to prevent

this etching and metal-rich growth seems to yield smoother surfaces and less relaxation, it

might be advisable to grow slightly metal-rich. A possible compromise might be to grow

a few MLs at stoichiometry and then open a second indium cell for a short duration,

to deposit a metal adlayer and close the second indium cell again and continue growth

under stoichiometry.

It was stressed already, that the possibly existing composition pulling effect makes it

difficult to make a clear statement about the effects of the applied strain engineering by

using substrates that are more lattice-matched to InN. The average indium content of the

heterostructures was estimated to be close to x = 0.35 - x = 0.37, in the upper parts

at average up to x = 0.47 - x = 0.53. This suggests, that the indium content close to

the epi-layer/substrate interface is below x = 0.35 - x = 0.37. In fact, the fitting of the

ω − 2θ scan of SLI
100x resulted in a layered structure for the (In, Ga)N heterostructure

with a suggested indium content of x = 0.26 at the epi-layer/substrate interface. This

would be in line with the findings of Lymperakis et al. [160]. Though as the growth

continues and probably due to relaxation the indium incorporation into the (In, Ga)N

heterostructures seems to increase, even up to above x = 0.50 as Raman investigations

suggests for the upper parts of the samples. This is not necessarily contradicting the
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findings of Lymperakis et al. since their proposed limit of 25% for indium incorporation

into (In, Ga)N quantum wells concerns coherently strained layers, whereas the findings

of this study suggest considerable relaxation up to R = 100% (see section 5.3 and 6.1.1).

The findings of this study suggest serious constraints for the possible growth of (In,

Ga)N heterostructures suitable for optical devices. The small critical thickness for 2D-3D

growth mode transition may challenge the possibility of periodic (In, Ga)N heterostruc-

tures by growing thicker wells or barriers. More research is necessary to determine the

exact mechanism by which the 3D structures, residing in hexagonal pits, form.

Cho et al. reported on the growth of InN on O-ZnO and found that the crystalline quality

depended strongly on the growth temperature [129]. Growth of bulk InN on O-ZnO at

350 ◦C resulted in three-dimensional growth, formation of hexagonal and cubic phases

and a rough surface with RMS = 4 nm, combined with a rather broad FWHM of the InN

(0002) peak in the XRD ω − 2θ measurement. At 450 ◦C growth temperature, the growth

was two-dimensional, the surface roughness decreased to 3.3 nm, only hexagonal phases

formed, the FWHM of InN (0002) decreased, but some nano-scale protrusions formed at

the InN/ZnO interface. Finally for 550 ◦C the surface was rather smooth with a RMS of

1 nm, the FWHM of InN (0002) was similar to the results found for growth at 450 ◦C, but

large voids and In2O3 formed at the InN/ZnO interface. This indicates that growing InN

on ZnO at 550 ◦C could yield smoother interfaces if chemical reactions between ZnO and

InN (or GaN) could be prevented. If a protective layer could be established on ZnO that

prevents that, it may open up the possibility to growth periodic (In, Ga)N heterostruc-

tures at higher temperatures and this potentially with a higher crystalline quality.
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